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There's Little Enough Time
3
Ho Do a Service Job the First Time

And
Q
r

o

No

f)o

It

Tim©

Over)

PENDING valuable man hours to do a

controls, vibrators, capacitors, switches or

job over because a replacement part

resistors, use Mallory replacements and

has failed wastes your time and money,
uses critical material and helps to hinder
America's war effort.
Your service work can be only as good
as the replacement parts you use. By using
Mallory parts, you avoid the danger of

be safe.
Years of outstanding service and a reputation

for long life and dependability

in the replacement field make Mallory
parts the right parts to do the job right
the first time.

failure and the necessity of re-doing a job.

They're available through Mallory distrib-

Whenever the repair calls for volume

utors from coast to coast.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

MVE TECHNICAL MANUAL
—408 payes of complete Hata on
capacitors, noise fluppression. receiving lubes, louii apeakcr-c
viliraiors, phono-cadios, ;uiIonia tic tuning anil oilier valuable
iiifurination. Available from your
Mallory ilistributor...Price,
ITU EDITION RADIO .SERVICE KNCYCl.OEEDIA . ..
Complete inforniattcui on repairing any make or nnxlelof receiver- Circuit referencea. original
part numbers and reeommended
replacements. Available from
your Mallory dislrlbulor . . .
I'rice, 95 cents.

Vour Wisest I n vest men fGovernment War Uonils

Approved Precision Products
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things to come
..'from Admiral!

ADMIRAL RADIO
America's Smart Set
Thote'It b« a completely new
and better line of radios, loo
—built by th e world't I orges f
monufaclorer of radio-phanographs with automatic record
changers.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August, T944
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of Fornswarfh pasf-war plans and products, and a copy of our new ill usfrated book on televhron.

• Farnsworth Tef«vision S Radio Corporaiioo, Fort Wayne 1, Indiana. Farnsworth
Radio and Television Transmitters and Receivers; Aircraft Radio Equipment;
Farnsworth Television Tubes; the Farnsworth Phonograph-Radio; the Capehart,

Iarnsworth's future is assured by
this organization of technical specialists
skilled in research and development in
television
radio . .. Radar .. . phonograph reproduction . . . record-changers
, . . acoustics. Each is an expert in his
field — today engaged in jobs of war,
hut for the peacetime tomorrow they assure Farnsworth dealers sound engineering and production craftsmanship — a
guarantee of leadership in new products
of the future.
Their objectives are outstanding quality, performance and workmanship.
These Farnsworth technicians arc ready
to provide your sales staff with the finest
possible phonographs, radio ami television sols in every price range.
Any dealer who has ever sold prewar Farnsworth lines knows that Farnsworth engineering is sound and the
products are right. The Farnsworth line
WIl sell after (he war will feature improved broadcast, shortwave and FM
reception . . . fool-proof record-changers
.. . television perfected through 19 vears
of research and development . . . cabinets with distinct sales appeal.
Sounds mighty intercsjing. doesn't it?
That's why you'll want to build sour
post-war sales around a quality program
that will pay dividends.
August, 1944
RADIO & Television Kei«iuiriG
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You lost your star salesman—that hurt.
Your technicians were drafted—that hurt. Taxes

WVTRon
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ights

Ouri, I9l}4
curing
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chedule
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.

skyrocket ed—that hurt. Tubes and parts vanished
i
|
I

—that hurt. Gasoline and food were rationed—that hurt. In fact, ''War is hell."
But there is one war contribution that doesn't
hurt at all; it takes only an hour. Phone your
local Red Cross Chapter today. Make a date to

I
I

give a pint of your blood. You can spare it, and
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the boys at the front need it—desperately.
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MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU of CIRCULATIONS
AUGUST,
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T^ter PttoirutHettid <t*u/ ?/(eter*

at! the Fighting Fronts on land, aboard ship and in the
air, the Army, Navy, Signal Corps and Air Corps are using
thousands of HICKOK tube testers, osciilpgrdphs, and other
electronic service equipment with confidence in their utmost
reliability. What greater tribute cooid be paid to a good
name that has been symbolic of fine instruments, for
more than a third of a century?
.
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
10523 DUPONT AVENUE
CLEVELAND #, OHIO

THE STANDARD OF QUAitfy FOR A THIRD OF A CENTURY

1944

COVER—iJadio Hospital, Hartford, Conn.
owned by Ernest C. A nest en (see
story on page 24).
Tube Situation
Manufacturer's News &
Television Survey
Showmanship in Radio
Distribution—via
Independent Jobber
Appliance Display Pays
Dealers' Services Span
Nation
Paintlnqs Boost Disc Sales
Songster Lovelies on
Summer Discs
Jeweled Link to Appliance
Sales
Records Hold the
"Combinations"
Appliance Dealer Keeps
Customer Contacts
Radio Retailer Profits In Ad
Sales Front Bottle
"Luxury" Sets to Service
Dollars & Sense In Financing
Servicing L. F. Amplifiers
Television Talk
Jobber Doings
•
RaDIO & Television RETAILING, August,
1944, Vol. 29, No. 8. 2? cents a copy.
Published monthly by Caldwell-Clements,
Inc., 480 Lexington Ave,, New York 17,
N. Y. M. Clements, president; Orestes H,
Caldwell, treasurer. Subscription rates United
States and Latin American countries, 51.00
for one year, $2.00 for three years. Canada
$1.50 for one year, $3,00 for three years.
All other countries $2.00 for one year, $4.00
for three years. Printed in U.S.A. Reentered as second class matter April 21,
1944, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879. Member
of Audit Bureau of Circulations. Copyright
by Caldwelf-Clements, Inc., 1944.
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Dealer-Sell

Hew

for

Post

War!

Nothing to sell? Don't kid yourself!
True — your business today is mostly service, your servicemen are busy calling on customers —folks are bringing defective appliances into your store for repair.
That's good business.
It's also good business to ask your service customers
what type radios, phonographs or appliances they will
buy when the war ends. Jot it down in your notebook.

-H.

Then —when "Delivery Day" comes, you'll have your
own list of ready made customers.
We'll be glad to supply a "Rosy Future's Date Book"
for each of your servicemen —free. Simply request them.
Then —start post war selling —make every service call
a sales call and, by this method, build for the future.
WRITE FOR
"OAT! BOOK" NOW
Pocket size, dueable— get started
on YO VP post-war
plans now. fust
write — /f's free!

M'/k,:-.

BUY MORE BONDS—AND KEEP THEM!
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August 1944

Will you be ready?
28% nj all radios need repair. /5% won't
work at ail according to recent WPB report.
Meek Radios and Phonographs will he
beamed straight at this post-war market and
they'll be "Built to Perjorm— Priced to Sell''.'

Distributed Nationally Thro Radio Equipment Jobbers

INDUSTRIAL SOUND
JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES, PLYMOUTH, INDIANA, U. S. A.

*£■

/: C/.-.-.V

History of Commiinicalians Number Seven of a Series
EARLY COMMUNICATIONS BY AIR
While electronics use the ether and other media, one of the most speedy
methods of communications in the early days was through the air by
carrier pigeon. With a finely printed note fastened to the leg, these birds
faithfully reached home to bring in the latest news events and stock
market reports.
Today news commentary reaches Into your homes in a flash of a second
via electronic voice communications making use of the various types of
Universal broadcast microphones. This being a modern age, the battle
front is brought into the homes of the informed peoples of the democracies via military microphones such as those.now being manufactured
by Universal for the Allied Armed Forces.

MODEL,
T/OO-UB

i&y "Pi-

< Model 1700-UB, illustrated at left, is hut one
of .several military type microphones now available to priority users through local radio jobbers.
iii
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY^
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

fOREICN DIVISION; 301 CLAY STRUT, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CAUFORNIA •• CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA
6
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emple

SYMBOL

OF

QUALITY

In the peacetime era to come, the Temple
trademark will identify the finest line of radios
the minds and hands of Man have ever produced—radios engineered and constructed to
attain new performance standards — radios
styled and cabineled to new measures of beauty—radios valued and priced to make money
for you. In brief, radios your customers will
want to buy, radios you will want to sell. It
will pay you to "team up with Temple".

WHERE FM WILL ALSO MEAN FINEST M ADE

TEMPLETONE RADIO COMPANY, MYSTIC, CONN.
FM... TELEVISION...RADIO-PHONO' COMBINATIONS
IJctnswl oiuk-r Arnnstrwikisntl Hi'A giaionix
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August, 1944

INSTRUMENT

DELIVERIES'

American Instrument production is catching up with wS
the needs of our armed forces—closing the gap between too little and enough. Caring for those needs
has expanded Xriplett production lines unbelievably
far beyond previous capacities- And the experiences
of war, added to more than forty years of instrument
manufacturing, have bettered the products coming off
those lines.
Now—instruments—better than ever before—are ready
for general use. Better place your orders, at once, with
Xriplett—headquarters for a complete line of instruments made to one fine standard of engineering.
D'Arsonval Moving Coil D.C. Instruments Electrodynamometer A.-C.-D.C.
Double Iron Repulsion A.C. Instruments R.F.and RectifierTypes; Sizes2"through7"

★ Greater Production
Capacity
★ Better Instrument
Quality
★ Complete Line of
Instruments
★ One Source of Supply
★ Prompt Deliveries

Tr

wlHi

EUCTRML fSiill MTMIMMT CO.
BLUFFTON
8

★ SEND YOUR ORDERS
TO TRIPLETT NOW

OHIO * * «
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August, 1944

far-niarkei

FOR

GREATER

PROFITS

TO

YOU!

JEWKL.RY COURTESY OF PLACK, ST.A.KR AND CORHA.M. INC.

Lend yonr ear find you shall hear . . . llic magic

EAR-MARKED by highly selective distribution am! a

name: PIULHARMOMC Riulio-Plionograplu

four-square credo for your protection and profit.

And if yon arc one of the comitry's 300 leading

EAR-MARKED by continuous national advertisingol

music and radio dealers, then tlie philharmonic

distingnished character, coupled uith unusually

Is car-marked for \ou . . ,

elaborate promotional and display material.

EAR-MARKEO i'or a new high level of prestige and
leadership for you in your couummiiy.
EAR-MARKED by exceptional performance standards.
EAR-MARKED by cabinet design and craftsmansbip
of rare artistry and distinction.

JVw wilt he visited short/v by a PIIILIIAUMOXIC
rcfircsenlative to discuss our juis/war plans and exclusive frauehise distribnliov. Inquiries are solid{cd9
from those who leould like preliminary information.
Fl 11 UIA FIM (>MC HA l)l() COR FOR AT! ON
;>2r f-WST .SEVEM V-SKCO.NU S'l KiiO'. NEW iOKK.

•trxoe-mabk
LlJ.IlliiLfLLLlDLQJ. F
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IA'. RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH

i

alk

is

Important, here

Transmitting orders, reporting results, ex-

At the front, Communication ... or just plain

changing information . . . even words of en-

talk ... is helping win battles, but at home talk

couragement and commendation . . , that's the

could be fighting on the side of the enemy-

service that Communication is performing in

That's why we must heed the warning, "Let

every phase of our military operations, and

the man with the 'mike' do your talking",

under the most adverse and difficult conditions.

He knows just what to say.

THE ROLA COMPANY, INC., • 25 30 SUPERIOR AVENUE • CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
Makers oj Transformers. Coils, Head Sets and other Electronic Parts for Military Communications Systems

ROLA
Aprit 8th a Star was added
MAKERS
in

OF THE

FINEST

IN SOUND

'0 Ro'a'J Army'^avy

flo

9-

REPRODUCING AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August, 1944
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The tools of war have no place in a soldier's picture
of peace. And yet, the perfections that have made his
battle equipment the finest in the world will have an
immediate and practical application to the postwar
way of life for which he is fighting. Radio, especially,
will reflect the amazing advances made to meet the
PLACE
YOUR

1%.

precise and varied requirements of modern warfare. From these exciting and expanded fron-

FAITH

tiers, FADA engineers already are planning

IN THE

the radio and television sets of tomorrow

* These expert technicians will
be responsible for creations that
you will appreciate. You

\w

can safely place your
a.

OF THE FUTURE

faith in the FADA
^ 'SiHilttk.

of the future.

Since ^wtdcoAtuif 'Seytutf
FADA RADIO AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
RADIO b Tel a vision RETAILING
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The graph shows only one of Ihe interesting points of discussion: 'Treguency
response curves of <he same loud, speaker
as measured in three different laboratories."
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Frequeney Response Curves

For years we at Jensen have keenly felt the need of dependable and useful information to
guide both the professional and the layman in their selection, purchase, installation and use
of loud speakers. Now we are going to meet that need by a series of informative technical Monographs
prepared by the Jensen Technical Service Department,
The first Monograph in the series
deals with one of the most interesting and controversial subjects in the field of acoustics,
"loud speaker frequency response measurements." It discusses thoroughly the practical
aspects of this subject in such a way that the material is unhesitatingly recommended to the whole
profession: the engineer, the trade, the student, and even the layman. The first Monograph is
ready now. Copies are available from Jensen jobbers and dealers everywhere, or fill out the coupon
below and send it with 25c to

lenient

Watch for the rest of the seriee to be
^vannounced later. Other Monographs
■will deal with equally important and
interesting subjects.
FREE to
Military Services, to
Military Technfcffl^^ming Centers, and
. to Technical Schools
fust
write and request a copy.
t

2

^toT« "'"■r ..-.--gj
^ookE%s—
era
'
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- - t takes a steady, knowing hand to plow a straight furrow. And a good plowman
is never satisfied with anything short of perfection.

It takes men of

experience and judgment—men imbued with quality ideals—to build
quality products.

The skilled direction the NEW DETROLA

management now applies to the manufacture of precision war
equipment will one day guide the making of fmc electronic
products for home and industry.

Hasten The Day Of Victory By

Buying More And MORE IVar Bonds.

DIVISION OF INTERNATIONM. DETROLA CORPORATION * BEARD AT CHftinElD. DETROIT 9, MICH.
C. R4JSSELI FEUMANN
PRESIDENT
RADIO & Telerlshm HETAtLINC <• August, 1944
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HAMILTON GROWTH
" since n
Pearl Harbor
War brought RADAR * . . and
Radar multiplied Hamilton's
growth. But don't let that mislead you ... for Hamilton is in
NO sense a "war baby." Spectacular expansion
was possible ... only because there was a solid
foundation of engineering development, ready
for it. That foundation—broadened and strengthened—will be ready . , . when the post-war
scramble comes ... to provide selected outlets
OLYMPIC
nto. u. s. pat. orr.

with vital competitive and delivery advantages.

d
FM

AM

RADIO & Television RETAILING

..Ay HAMI'TON Rod - i Corporation • New York
TELEVISION
15
August, 1944

It was a great day for radio communication when National Union engineers
developed the technique of gold plating
certain tube parts. For by this ingenious
means they measurably extended the life of
power tubes.
The object, here, was not to make power
tubes structurally stronger—or even more
durable. Already these tubes were sound
enough mechanically to do a hang-up job. What
the N. U. process of gold plating did, was to
make the electrons behave. N. U. engineers
demonstrated that by gold-plating the grid wire,
they automatically eliminated a very disturbing
factor in power tube performance, known as

NATIOi

grid emission. The source of this undesirable
primary emission was imprisoned within the
gold. No longer could it interfere with the
planned and controlled electron flow within the
tube. Result—power tubes of a higher performance level and longer life.
In the post-war period of competitive selling
— radio service men will be tremendously
assisted by National Union's great electronic
research program. For many such improved
tubes to sell post-war customers, at a profit—
count on National Union.
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK,N-J.
Newark tint/ Matileuwil, N. S.untdale aid liohesonra. Pa.

UNION

RADIO . KD ILECTROMC TUBES
Transmittrns, Cathode Ray, Rect/ving, Special Purpose Tabes • Condensers • Volume Controls • Photo V.lectric Cells • Panel Lamps • Flashlight Bulbs
76
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LUCILLE MANNERS, soprano star of the Friday night
Cities Service Concert program, has this to say about her
choice of a postwar radio, "I've enjoyed the performance
of Garod instruments for years," says Miss Manners," and
you may have my reservation now for one of your peacetime consoles."
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In Garod consoles, loo, will be incorporated the designing skill and technical excellence of Garod engineers and
craftsmen. Superbly styled cabinets will enclose chassis
of superior construction . . . resulting in immediate eye
attraction and enduring performance satisfaction. Garod
consoles will be available in a wide range of models . . .
including AM and FM . . . and combinations. They will
be priced right . . . for rapid, profitable business. And, as
with all other Garod radios, you will enjoy full price
protection. A few desirable franchises are still open , . ,
write today for information.
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GAROD RADIO CORPORATION
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Radio

You Cant Afford to Be/ieve
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• No sir, if your thinking, or reading, has led you
into either of these camps, please change your
thinking fast! You can't afford to live with it.
During the past two years the facile pens of the
paper prophets have far outstripped the practical
inventions of the hard-working engineers and research men, who nevertheless have wrought new
and concrete wonders?
So the truth, as usual, lies in between.
Zenith, always famed for greatly advanced thinking, will not guarantee to produce miracle radios for
you. Nor, on the other hand, will Zenith return to
pre-war methods.
The great Zenith organization . .. numbering
thousands, sharing tremendously in secret radionic
war work, originating new radionic war developments ... will apply its intensely practical war experience to every phase of its post-war home radios.
Past Zenith policies, past lines, past performance
—you know them well! With them, you and we
went ahead together—and successfully.
Planning for the future, at Zenith, consists right
R454
•«

ZENITH

now of much more than mere words. Planning is
being translated into action every day, is being
crystallized into developments, models, features,
and designs that will make you glad you are a
Zenith dealer. You'll get a real lift when you see
those first post-war Radionic Zeniths on your floor.
WATCH ZENITH!
Keep in touch with your Zenith Distributor. Zenith
is ail set to move forward along the lines of its
proven and successful distribution methods with
"war-advanced" ideas as soon as the signal is given.
Zenith Distributors are being kept informed of
latest factory develooments.

LONG DISTANCE RADIO
RADIONIC PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELY—
WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER

RADIO CORPORATION • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
RADIO & Television RETAILING * August, 1944
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In a busy industrial city like Fort Wayne, Indiana, it is
necessary that any interruption in electric service be
remedied immediately. INDIANA SERVICE CORPORATION which supplies electric light and power to Fort
Wayne's war plants, has found that two-way radio between
the dispatcher's office and service, patrol and repair trucks
assures the quickest and most reliable means of communication in any emergency. To assure even greater reliability, this electronic communication system is equipped
with RAYTHEON high fidelity tubes.
That "Plus-Extra" quality that proved RAYTHEON the
besl tube in the past, will be enhanced with all the knowledge that is being gained from manufacturing advanced
electronic equipment for the war elTort. This wartime

-iir--

experience will doubly guarantee thai you will be able to
offer your customers the besl engineered and precisionmade elctronic tubes for all applications. In the meanlime, RAYTHEON will continue to supply you with all the
MR tubes that WPB allows, for you to pass on to those
who need them most,
Raytheon Manufacturing Company
RADIO RECEIVING TUBE DIVISION
.Newton, MawneliusettB • Lo» Angeles • iNew York ■ Chicago • Atlanta

kAYTHIOn

■

All Four Roythoon Divi,ioni Have Been
AwartJed Army-Navy "E" plui Sfaci
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES
DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND MANUFACTURE OF TUBES FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August, 1944

If

with

You know where
you

stand

the

post-war

STROMBERG
First, you have the firm foundation of StrombergCarlson's widely recognized pre-war superiority. The
quality of its FM and AM reception. The fidelity of
its phonograph reproduction. Its pioneering effort in the
development of television.

CARLSON!

But Stromberg-Carlson has already gone far beyond
this — and will offer you a post-war line essentially pretested in all its aspects,
Pre-tested in its appeal to dealers. For an exhaustive
survey among the trade has developed clearly the features that our dealers are looking for at war's close.
And pre-tested in its appeal to the public. For a correspondingly widespread study of the post-war wants and
desires of our prospects has permitted our engineers —
in collaboration with some of the country's leading industrial designers — to create a line of new StrombergCarlson instruments that will set even higher standards
of leadership in appearance and in performance.

STROMBERG-

CARLSON'S

sales story m a nutshell!

We will have —soon after Victory—a fine line
of Stromberg-Carlson FM and AM radios, phonograph combinations, and television receivers in
a wide range of prices.
We will have a policy of distribution planned to
give every Authorized Dealer a good profit
opportunity on the Stromberg-Carlson line.

STROMBERG-CARLSON
ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK
RADIOS, TELEV1SI0H. TELEPHONES AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
20

And the Stromberg-Carlson name will be even
more widely and favorably known than ever before.

RADIO O Television RETAILING • August, 1944

RADIO
M. CLEMENTS, PUBLISHER
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

O. H. CALDWELL, EDITOR
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
RETAILING
Inetudlng Radio and Tefevition Today

tVashinffton News—

The

Tube

• Distribution of radio tubes and parts
continues to vex government agencies,
wholesalers and retailers.
War Production Board is receiving
complaints from consumers and retailers,
though it was disclosed that at a meeting
of the Electronics Distributors Industry
Advisory Committee with WPB officials,
most members of the committee believed
that the system of allocations from manufacturers to distributors is working as well
as can be expected in view of the shortage
of tubes.* An official statement from WPB
says that "distributors in general feel
that the situation is improving."
The point was made, however, that in
metropolitan areas consumers are not receiving fair treatment because dealers
are holding tubes to use in repair work
rather tban selling them separately for
replacement purposes.
Emphasis was laid on the fact that
the greatest complaint in rural areas has
to do with the lack of battery tubes,
production of which was stopped by
L-76.

Si

fual^oji

Commenting further upon tube distribution, Mr. Creutz said:
"Under War Production Board regulations a supplier cannot actually refuse a
rated order for any article he may have
for sale. It is illegal for a supplier who
has parts to insist on a AA-i rating. He
must accept a AA-5 rating and deliver
the parts if he has them in stock, even
though he may intend to hold them for
later sale on AA-i ratings.
Can't Force Purchase
"War Production Board regulations, of
course, prohibit the sale of tubes marked
'MR' on rated orders; therefore, these
regulations do not apply to 'MR' tubes.
There is no WPB regulation that Would
require a dealer to sell to a serviceman
or a private individual 'MR' tubes.
Likewise, there is no regulation that
would compel a dealer to purchase any
tubes he did not want."
How the present tube situation appears
is seen in the following statement issued
by the Industry Advisory Committee:
"On the basis of a yearly requirement

Loudest Complaints
Other complaints, however, are not always so well justified, according to an
official statement, since "the loudest protests often come from those who were
not in the radio business in 19+1 or from
dealers who are unwilling to take any
stock except the most critical types of
tubes,"
Since the practice on the part of some
jobbers 5s to insist that dealers in order
to get critically needed tubes and parts,
tdke "assortments"—sometimes made up
of items that are of no use to them, the
editors of this magazine asked John
Creutz, Chief, Domestic & Foreign
Branch, Radio and Radar Division, WpB,
who presided at the meeting mentioned
above, for comment on this situation. Mr.
Creutz answered as follows: "There is
no WPB regulation covering the sale
of 'assortments' of tubes. We understand
that there are OPA regulations regarding
the so-called 'Package Deals' which
are sometimes used by the Trade In
disposing of their less desirable items."
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of 18,000,000 tubes, virtually all civilian
requirements should be produced during
the third quarter. Since the going rate
of the first 5 months has been only x6,000,000 a year, the situation is improving,
"While the Division has given the
producers roo percent of their material
requirements and has not attempted to
hold back production in any way, overall production has decreased by reason
of attempts to switch from one type of
tube to another. Moreover, even a yearly
requirement of 1-8,000,000 tubes will not
satisfy the demand, since 1941 shipments
of carton-packed tubes were 33,000,000.
"An industry representative estimated
that the normal demand for the last few
years has' been as much as 65,000,000
or 70,000,000. Although the figures
published by the RCA license bureau for
1941 were only 36,000,000, he believed
that many tubes purchased in bulk have
been used for replacements rather than
for original- equipment.
"The fact that no new radio sets have
been made since 1941 means that demand
for tubes has substantially increased."

m
m
tm

see you've finally persuaded a repairman to come fix our radio, dear!'
21

RADIO,

Appliances,

Music,

HOME RADIOS BY FEBRUARY OR MARCH seem well within
possibilities if Germany collapses before snow falls, as
Russians promise. Small sets should be ready within 30
to 45 days after WPB go-ahead is given; consoles will take
2 to 3 months. Console cabinets will be bottleneck.

FOOD APPLIANCES are to be specialized in by General
Mills, latest recruit to electrical appliance field. R. E.
Imhoff, formerly of Wesftnghouse and later of Proctor,
who is new sales manager of home-appliance division of
General Mills, declares there is no intention to use these
appliances as premiums.

WOODEN MODELS of six suggested post-war automatic
toasters and six automatic irons, were exhibited by Proctor
Electric Co. during recent Housewores Show at Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York City. Visiting dealers were asked
to vote on favorite designs. Here's an idea radio manufacturers could adopt Immediately.

ICE PEOPLE plan to invade the electric-refrigeration field
post-war. The Coolerator Corp. expects to continue making ice-boxes but will add to its line electric refrigerators
as well as a home-freerer unit.
MAJOR APPLIANCES installed in the home at the time of its
construction and paid for as part of the mortgage payments, was a plan proposed by your Editor years ago in
addressing electrical men. Now the Idea is being advocated by "Architectural Forum" and by several manufacturers, as post-war device to make the purchase of
refrigerators, ranges and laundry equipment easier for the
customer.

25 MILLION TELEVISION HOMES are envisioned within a
decade by Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president of the
Blue Network. This video audience, he predicts, will be
served by a thousand television transmitting stations, connected to three or perhaps four networks.

SMALL-APPLIANCE FIELD will soon be entered by Sperti
Electric Co. of Cincinnati. Pre-war this company had a
sun-lamp and also introduced info drug field a remedy
for burns.

WIRE RECORDERS will get big play in post-war quality sets,
particularly combinations selling above $750. Several
manufacturers even plan to concentrate on recorders exclusively, New "turnover" record-players are also on the
post-war horizon.

20 MILLION TUBES for civilian users are promised the last
six months of 1944. This is at the rate of 40 million tubes
per year, the replacement rate needed for present 60
million sets, in the absence of new receivers. Besides new
production, 7 million tubes have been reclaimed from

Television and Fiff Plans of Principal nome-Hadlo Manufacturers
Eecordinst

Manufacturer'a
Name

Manufacturer a
Nanw

Admiral Corp.
Air King Products Co., Inc.
Andrea Radio Corp.

yea

579-5700

Electronic Corp. of America
yes home I Emerson R. & Phono. Corp.
Espey Manufacturing Co.

Aneley Radio Corp.

Fads Radjo & Electric Co.

Automatic Radio Mfg. Co.

Farnsworth Tele. & R. Corp.

Belmoat Radio Corp.
Browning Laboratories, Inc.

Bj

Ootooial Radio Corp.
The Crosley Corp.
DeWald Radio Mfg. Corp.
fc
Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc.

yes $1251200' yes

■

r reeu-Eiscmana Radio

yes home
yes both

yes

phono yea
comb.
$600 up

yes home

Galvin Mfg. Corp.

yes horaa

Gared Radio Corp.

yes home

Genera! Eteetric Co.

yea both

Gilfillan Bros., itic

Eokstein R. & Teie. Co.
Blcctrical Research Labe.
♦Indicates that no reply to questionnaire was received at the time of going to press. 1-. and up; 2-, EM in Television Sets; S-, Special FM Sets; 4-, Only as required
for Combination units; 5-. On contract basis: 6-, Table Models; 7-, for Manufacturers only.
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and

Television

Army and handed over to Defense Supplies Corporation,
which will issue' them to tube manufacturers for distribution through trade channels
STANDARDIZED COMPONENTS and parts may figure in
those coming 1945 sets. Parts manufacturers figure they
can reduce a thousand varieties to 40, reducing costs and
increasing quality. Time to start is now, as 1945 sets are
being planned and launched. Simplification proposed
would be invaluable to distributors and repairmen in reducing inventories and assuring available repair parts.
ARMY SURPLUSES will be disposed of through radio manufacturers, according to U. S. Defense Supplies Corporation
which is vigorously opposing the distribution of radioelectronic communication equipment through jobbers or
other civilian outlets.

FARMERS, now enjoying top prosperity, are seen as future
major market for radios and even television sets. Where
tele broadcasts are available, video will mean much to
isolated farm homes, bringing newsreels, drama and comedy. Even walkie-talkies have been proposed for quick
communication between farmhouse, cowborns and the
"southwest forty".

TOD A Y

MFRS' POST-WAR SCHEDULES have just been surveyed by
your editors, to learn about individual company plans for
bringing out television sets, FM, automobile radios, and
recorders. Details of official answers to RADIO & Television RETAlLiNG'S questionnaire are tabulated across the
bottom of these pages,
OLD ABUSES of radio merchandising field probably will put
in their appearance after new sets get plentiful — we
groan to learn! Cruises, prizes, spiffs, premiums, kickbacks, etc., already are beginning to figure in some merchandisers' plans for the brave new post-war world!
RE-CHARGEABLE PORTABLE that feeds from automobile
electric system, is new development by Louis Pacent, radio
pioneer. Idea.is that as you motor to beach or mountains/
the set-battery recharges, so as to be all ready for separate operation in cabana or cabin.
300,000,000 RECORDS—that's figure for annual sales of
discs which Willard Ray of Times Appliance, New York,
sees coming into being soon after post-war record production gets going. This would mean only 2 to 2y2 times
current record sales; certainly not unlikely by 194X!
AUTOMATIC WASHERS will doubtless play big part in
Westinghouse's plans for the post-war appliance selling
field. Their "Laundromat," a post-war product, was shown
for the first time on the Pacific Coast, displayed at the
Western Merchandise Mart Fail Market, San Francisco,
July 24 to 29.

Hoffman Radio Corp.

yea

Howard Radio Co.

yes

Internstionai-Dotrola Corp.

yea Ilo0-$300

some yes

Magnavox Co., Ltd.

yes

yes

no

yes

Majestic R, & Tele. Corp.

yes

yes

Meissner Mfg. Co.

yes

yes

s

$200 up
yes

S
1
gg
^o
gg

Will you manufacture I
reeording equipment?

Will broadcast sets
include FM?

Will you make
projection type sets? i

ii

Haauflariund Mfg. Co.*
j

Manufacturer "s
Name

Estimated retail
price range

—£.1o

-0
ic'2

Do you expect to make
television sets?

ac* rT->, v
& Q.

1
&
§

Will you raaaufaeture
recording equipment?

l|

Will broadcast sets
include FM?

Manufacturer's
Name

o p..
%c.»"5

Estimated retail
price range

Aim AutmnohUe-Rtidio and Meeorderg, As Reported to Radio & Television Retailing
Television
| Radio j Eecording
Television
Radio j lleoordiag
S,|
||
Is
^0

Rcmler Cn. Ltd.

yvs 1150-3300 yes

yea

no

yea home

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes home

yes

no

yes home

Se.tebell-Carlson Co.

yes

no

yes home

Sonora R. & Tele. Corp.
Sparks-Withiugton Co,

yes

yes

yes

yes home

both

Stewart-Warner Corp.

yes

yes

no

yea home

uo

yea home

Strorulicrg-Carlson Co.

yes

yea

some

no

yes home

no

yes home

Templctone Radio Co.

yes $125-3495 yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes home

National Co. Inc.*

Trav-Lwr Karcnola Jl. A T. Co.

both

yes

no

no

Warwick Mfg. Corp.

TIO

yes

no

no

no

yes home

Wattcrson Radio Mfg. Co.

yes

some

no

yes

both

yes

yes borne

Wcstinghouse Elee. & Mfg.

yes

i yes

Pbilharmouic Radio Corp-

yes
.11.
yes 8125-5150 yes yes
i
yes
yea

no

yes

Wilcox-Gay Corp.

no

yes

both

Piiot Radio Corp.

yes

yea

yes

no

no

RCA Victor Div., R.C.A.

yes «200-$40i) yes

yes

no
7

yes

pro.

Noblitt-Sparks Industries

yes

Packard-Bel! Co.

yes $200-8500

Philco Corp.

S500

Zenith Radio Corp.

yes
yes

■
* Indicates that, no reply to questionnaire was received at Uic time of going: to press. 1-. and up; 2-. FM in Television Sets; 3-, Special FM Sets; 4-: Only as required
tor Combination units: 5-, tin contract basts; 6-, Table Models; 7-. for Manufacturers only.
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Showmansh/p

In

Hartford, Conn,, Healer Diagnoses and Cures Sich Sets, Bachs Business-Getting
Publicity Ideas with Practical Application, Adds Electronic Maintenance

• "The only kind of hospital that a
■patient enters dead and comes out
alive!" is Ernest C. Augsten's claim
and he is proud of his outstanding
setup at his Radio Hospital, 714
Maple Ave., Hartford, Conn. (See
front cover).
Dealer-technician Augsten has built
a unique service in curing sets suffering from laryngitis and other ailments ranging from ruptured appendix (condenser trouble) to high blood
pressure (high current drain).
His present staff consists of one
nurse and two internes and himself,

the doctor. Mrs. Augsten, who is
the nurse, receives the "patients"
and keeps their "records." Two radio
technicians, Cliff Islieb and Russ
Johnston, assist "Doctor" Augsten,
who officiates at all major operations.
The stethoscope is actually used in
connection with Chanalyst checkups,
the scalpel in fine cutting—such as
on a speaker cone, the hypodermic
syringe is filled with carbon tetrachloride and is used to dean small
sections of receivers.
In the good days—when gas wasn't
rationed—the delivery truck, which
Floorplan of Radio Hospital's operation. Glass
panels permit "service display" without outside
interruption.
SUPPLIES

AUTO. "CASE"
"EMERGENCY WARD
fOR AUTO RAWOS

-GUSS "OBSfRVAIION" PARHIIOK-

WINDOW

ENTRANCE

WINDOW

is still painted white and blue and
resembles an ambulance, called for
sets, and the two internes carried the
receiver out on a bona fide stretcher.
Needless to say, crowds gathered at
such events, and it was not at ail unusual to have four or five persons in
the crowd announce then and there
that they, too, had a radio set to be
fixed, and would the Hospital please
call for it.
"Dr." Augsten has been in his present locality for the past six years.
When he entered the radio repair
business he felt there were so many
others in the field that he had to make
himself outstanding. He gave a new
angle to the repair business, and his
showmanship brought him many customers. During his first year he repaired 4,653 sets and installed 2,881
new car radios. This averages 90
and 55 receivers weekly.
Today, without radios to sell, the
service end of the business has increased approximately 200 per cent.
The defense plant area surrounding
Hartford provides money and priority
for the use of cars and about one-half
of this business is in car radio repair.
Augsten does rewiring, conversions, uses adaptors, rewires stages to
fit substitute tubes.

Electronic Specialist
Much work has been done by
Augsten in defense plants on electronic equipment, as well. This includes work on amplifiers, public
address systems, surface gauges, automatic armatures, electronic checkers
of texture and density of nylon parachutes, and factory men bring in electronic meters and parts for repair.
Far from viewing the present electronic maintenance jobs as temporary
work, Augsten sees a future for the
radio technician in America's electronically controlled plants of the
future. Many of the devices operated
in today's war plants will be turned
to the production of peacetime needs,
is his belief; and the work he is doing
today will provide for after-the-war
VEHICLE ENTRANCE
business.
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Business
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"Dr." Augsten Is shown above iising the stethoscope chanalyst check. Below, assistants Islieb and Johnston demonstrate the use of the hypodermic
syringe in cleaning delicate parts, and the "scalpel method" of speaker cone cutting. (See also front cover picture.)
,
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INDEPENDENT

JOBBER'S

PLACE
Features of Wholesale Distribution by
In the Most Widely Used Method
Jobbers
Features in lJoscribing Distribution Advantages
Offered by "Independents":
!,V
\ "Operating under present conditions definitely proves that the independent jobber gives better service.
, . . Coverage results in more sales
in position to tuatch local conditions more closely and to move
faster on promotions, advertising, etc."
—C. C. Howard, Cleveland Radiolbctric, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
" ... The jobber's salesman will
work the smaller towns . . . harder
than Uhe factory will . . . also believe
most dealers would rather buy from
such distributor - as latter is usually
more centrally located."—-ft. J. De
Jarnatt, Fresno, Cal.
; "... Certain manufacturers may
feel that they can do without the
jobber, but they will learn that other
methods are too expensive. The retailer wants to deal with someone he
knows; someone he can talk to and
'squawk' to—and get some service.
. . . "—Larrv Arnold, The Arnold Co., Richmond, Va.
"Adequate warehousing at central
locations . . . more than ever necessary in modern merchandising. The
'independent' will handle this in the
most economical manner. . . . Territory coverage, sales training, service
problems, credit control, merchandising management, educational work
and sales promotion entail costs regardless of how you approach each
problem. The independent distributor
. . . will do these ... at the lowest
cost . . . far more dependably and
thoroughly. . . —Wm. F. Seemuth, Electro-Pliancb Distributors, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
"In ordinary times,, average dealer
cannot buy in sufficient vptume ip
justify doing business with nianufdeturer - . . retailer depends upon the
jobber to 'see him through' i. . dealer
dnay spend an average of $ioo a
month, split up perhaps over two or
'three hundred items • ■ ■ Sales fnade
direct from manufacturer to dealer
. would be limited."—-Lbuis M,
Herman, Tfer
M.
Co., Boston, Mass.

• Personalized service, knowledge of
the territory, familiarity with out-ofthe-ordinary dealer-financing problems, and the possession of executive
authority all under one roof are some
of the potent features making up the
independent distributor's stock in
trade.
Proponents of more direct methods
of getting radios, parts and household
appliances into the hands of the retailer would eliminate the independent jobber as an unnecessary "middleman"; as a sort of "fifth-wheel" in
merchandising. But a careful examination of the subject reveals that any
such bypassing of the independent
jobber would work hardships on
countless numbers of retailers whose
business volume is not large, and who
are frequently not in high enough
credit brackets to justify having the
"factory branch" or the manufacturer
do business with them.
Trading Area Coverage
In many cases, the dealer having a
limited business operation, finds that
he is unable to make small purchases
from any source other than the independent distributor. Such a dealer
finds too that the "independent,"
concentrating upon a comparatively
small trading area, is often more familiar with his territory as a result
of this concentration of effort, and
can separate the "goats" from the
"sheep" in merchandise. In other
words, the independent jobber is in a
unique position to know in advance

what will sell and what will not sell.
Because his organization is compact, and his departments closely interwoven, the independent jobber's
credit man can often deviate from
established rules in his financial relations with the dealer. He is often
able to keep a deserving dealer, whose
credit statement would be unacceptable elsewhere, in business.
While it is true that certain factory-branches and wholly-owned subsidiary wholesale firms distributing
merchandise sell other makes in addition to those of the parent company,
the choice does not often lie with the
branch manager, say the champions
of the independent jobber, who point
out that the latter is better qualified
to choose makes and models more
suited to sales in his respective territory. He can move faster in discarding makes which do not sell fast,
or do not perform satisfactorily,
which, it is pointed out, is not often
easy, and frequently impossible for
the factory branch manager to do,
since the latter in most cases must
consult superior officials.
Con»enien< Location
Location often plays an important
part in the merchant's choice of a desirable wholesaler. Often, the independent distributor, since he is frequently a specialist in making a profitable business out of a number of
relatively small accounts, can locate
his business in what larger operatives
would term "isolated" territory.
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Privately Owned Firms — Specialists
of Supplying the Hetaiier.
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Naturaiiy, when the jobber is
situated some distance from the centers of big business, he provides a
convenient source of supply center for
the merchants in this territory, and is
able to make speedy deliveries of even
small orders, usually via one carrier.
In such cases, too, many transactions
may be carried out over the telephone.
Volume Fnetor
Thus, we see that the independent
jobber is often able to maintain a
place of business where the potential sales are entirely too low to warrant the opening of a "factorybranch" or wholly-owned subsidiary
establishment of a manufacturer.
This location-near-the-trade feature possible to many independent distributors has other advantages also.
It permits personal contact with the
dealer, resulting in a better understanding between the supplier and
the merchant, and it affords the opportunity for the merchant to go and
select his merchandise, and, often,
where rush orders are concerned, to
pick up the purchases and take them
to his store. Many dealers prefer to
transact all of their business m the
jobber's showroom, and this is particularly true of radio and refrigerator repairers, who combine such business with pleasure in visiting the distributor who "talks their language."
All of these things do not mean
that the independent distributor carries on his business, nationwide, on
a small scale, since, as a matter of
ULTIMATE
CONSUMER
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Some "Independents" Painty
actual fact, he leads in sales of radios,
Out
How Tkeir Services Benefit
radio parts and home appliances, but
it does show that whether or not it is Retmler tmd Manufacturers
economically sound for him to operate
"The independent radio jobber
as a "middleman" in the large centers of trade, he is absolutely essen- gives his dealers quicker deliveries', tial to the retailer who is in an out of faster service on parts and repairs, %
the way location or whose volume and establishes, trains, frequently conof business and credit standing is tacts and continuously promotes the A
sales of many profitable dealers whom f
relatively small.
One student of distribution makes the factory would never even discover, ?■
and would not grant them the neces- :
this comparison:
sary credit if they diV."—-Frank ^
"The independent distributor's re- Burke, 555, Inc., Little Rock, $
lationship to the independent retailer ■Ark.
is comparable to the independent re"The independent radio jobber oftailer's relationship to the ultimate fers to the manufacturer fits business
consumer.
and territorial knowledge ; his financies
"The factory-branch or factory- as well as his localized territory efowned subsidiary firm's relationship fnrts. ..
He offers .the dealer
with the independent retailer is com- technical and financial assistance, a
parable to the relationship of the speedy and efficient service
munchain-store, mail-order house or de- dersianding of the dealer's local pMpbpartment store to the ultimate con- terns."—Tom Brown;; Tom 'BrCjWN
Radio Co., St. Louis, Mo
"Mjnost all manufacturers, also reCloset Dealer Contact tailers of all sizes, in both large and
The above, very broad statements small communities, have found the
do not mean that many factory independent jobber vital to their conbranches do not maintain close dealer tinued success. Most large concerns
contacts and render service compara- both manufacturers and retailers
ble in every way to the service Were Once small. The independent
rendered by the independent distrib- jobber .. played a great part in the
utor, but they serve to break the sub- growth and ultimate success of many ?
ject, roughly into two general cate- of the targe manufacturers and regories, and justify the existence of tailers in existence today," — E. B- •.
both kinds of distributor in the com- Ingraham, ■ Times . Appliance €&..
plex problem of shuttling-merchandise Inc., :Nfw York, N. Y.
"The independent jobber . . . perfrom the factory to the ultimate conforms the following functions more
sumer.
efficiently and more economically than
The fact that so many dealers buy
at the same time from the "inde- any other agency: He stocks the prodpendent," the factory branch- and ucts of hundreds of different manudirect from the manufacturer proves fgcturers, making these related Products available to his many customers
that each, has certain advantages, and from
fine source, in relatively small
each has its niche to fill in the disqnaniities
. . . extends credit based on
tribution pattern.
close and pfien personal knowledge
"Facts about the Factory Branch" . . . provides technical service and adwill appear in next month's issue, vice . . . aggressively merchandises 1
and will be followed by other ar- items he feels ham. merit."-—R. C
ticles, to complete a series on all Hall, R. C. & L. F. Hall, Housphases of merchandise distribution.
ton. Tex.
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APPLIANCE

MAKES

DISPLAY

NEW

LINES

Radio-Appliance Dealer Diversifies
Tells His Customers With Signs
4
• An appliance and radio shop that is
coming through with flying colors is
the Hannan Appliance Company, 707
East Lake St., Minneapolis, Minnesota. "We want to be in the appliance business when the war is
over," said J. W. Hannan, owner
of the business, "so we've had to
diversify our efforts to help pay our
overhead, the while we have given
more attention than ever before to
the service end of our business."
"Diversifying," with the Hannan
Company has meant just that. Furniture has been an important new line
which has proved so good that, "We
plan always to have a furniture spot
in the store," said Mr. Hannan.
One side of the shop is given over

to furniture, some reconditioned,
some new. Near the main entrance
is a display of unfinished pieces for
home painting and waxing. Advertising pieces near them give color
schemes, show model kitchens and
nooks in which the furniture is appropriate, and thereby create interest in the personalizing of one's
rooms by decorating furniture as one
wishes.
Display Switches
Toward the rear of the store, at
the entrance to the service section,
is a display of Coolerators and other
ice-cooled refrigerators, which have
sold well as substitutes for unavailable electrical units. The store has

D«a(er Hannan, left, in the service department, where completed Jobs are included in the store display.
'i

1

really pushed them through advertising and good display. Frequently,
they are shown in window displays.
"We also often give them a spot toward the front of the store," said
Mr. Hannan. "We believe that

HIGHLIGHTS

Advertising is kept up
High sehool boys help solve
labor problem
Displays
quently

are

changed fre-

■

m

moving them about in location brings
new interest from customers,"
By picking up parts for washing
machines and for vacuum cleaners,
wherever they could be found, the
shop established a reputation for being able to supply most needs in
these items. These are displayed in
a long counter case, on top of which
are small' items of general interest
to householders, such as touch-up
kits to use for small jobs that can be
easily done at home.
Customer Kits

28

IN

The shop recommends these kits
to customers who inquire about small
jobs, with the result that frequently
the customer buys a kit and does his
own simple repair instead of bringing the broken-down item to the
shop—a service that the shop appreciates, since time and help are at
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August, 1944
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a premium and shop labor and hours
are needed for the more difficult
Jobs requiring expert attention.
In the repair shop all kinds of
appliances are serviced and reconditioned- The larger units, such as
9
HANNAH'S

PLAN
Appliances combine with radio to attract customers at Hannan Appliance Co.

Scarce parts sought
Used appliances are bought
for resale
Repair packages sold to customers

washing machines, vacuum cleaners,
radios, are picked up and delivered,
but customers are urged to bring in
small repair work and to call for it
at appointed time.
Clock Repair
A good business has been done on
repairing alarm clocks and electric
irons, "Just let the public know that
repair service is done at your shop,"
said Mr. Hannan, "and the work
flows in. We use lots of signs in our
shop windows, and since we are on
a big traffic street, the signs bring
us business from many parts of the
city from other than our regular customers."
The signs have colorful backgrounds with large lettering that
stands out well. There are no general
statements. Instead mention is made
of itemized repair work; for exRADIO & Teievfaion RETAILING • August.

ample: "Have Your Old Washer
Fixed for the Duration NOW."
"We service all makes of appliances
and RADIOS." "We service all
makes of washing machines and
vacuum cleaners." "RADIO SERVICE—Prompt." "We. repair electric
irons, lamps, alarm clocks." "Radios,
gas and electric ranges serviced,"
Rebuilds Used Items
Like numerous other live shops
during this period, Hannan's buys
used items to be reconditioned and
placed on sale. The business has become extensive. Newcomers to the
city and longtime residents whose appliances have gone beyond repair
keep this reconditioned merchandise
moving rapidly. The shop is careful to buy nothing which cannot be
repaired to give good service. High
school boys help solve the labor problem. These boys who are mechanically inclined work part time
during the school year and give full
time during vacation periods. Older
men who dre expert repairmen make
up the remainder of the force. Mr.
Hannan works actively on some of
the repair work- and spends much
time hunting for repair parts. Girls
handle customer trade.
Although the load of repair work
the shop has is about as much as can
be carried, the shop keeps up its advertising in order to keep its name
1944

alive and familiar to all. It uses
newspaper advertisements not for-"
getting small neighborhood papers;
it has also found listing in the classified directory of the telephone
company valuable.
The large expanse of windows
that comprise the front of the store
are filled at all times with merchandise. Displays are built low,
however, so that a full view is given
of the interior of the shop. Displays
within the store are arranged with
an eye to drawing in customers who
can see the merchandise from the
street.
Service Utilized in Display
The repair section of the shop is
at the rear on the same floor, A
partition separates it from the main
shop, yet is low enough so that the
shop is seen as a part of the main
floor plan. A wide ledge across the
top of the dividing wall holds repaired radios—ready for delivery.
They add to the interest of the shop
and advertise ' the radio repair section because customers can see them
from any part of the main shop. On
the inside of the partition shelves
hold other radios to be repaired
or which are ready for delivery.
These shelves also serve to hold parts
and tools which are used for checking of radios on the board at the
back.
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SERVICE

Hadiomen Recondition Sets and Other Appliances—Double Cp oh Deliveries

HAGERSTOWN, Md. — BohmanWarner, Inc., 35 W. Franklin St., is
producing a steady flow in servicing
volume, according to Robert P.
Hussey, service director. For the
past 18 years this firm has ably
serviced the community, selling radios, refrigerators, electric ranges
and laundry equipment, but for the
duration depends upon its repair department to keep its radio-appliance
picture alive.
Service IVotc for Sales
Tomorrow
Its present success formula is
found in the motto: "Give service
today to create sales tomorrow."
One of the ways this motto is made
effective is the insistence on the part
of the management that all sets be
thoroughly tested before any repair
is made.
Bohman and Warner are the
principal owners, but employees own
stock in the company, thus insuring
service cooperation and greater interest in the firm's welfare.

PHOENIX, Ari*. — Ramsey Radio,
3703 N. 7th St., conducted by Clay
and Floyd Ramsey, father and son,
has operated in the same neighborhood for 11 years. The present shop
was built in June, 1943- It is
equipped, and the business is organized for service in radio exclusively.
They run between 300 and 400 sets
every month.
Located in a district served by one
of the main transportation stems,
business comes from various resident
groups, a large proportion of which
are home owners. The range is
broad, from modest income brackets
through higher medium classifications
in newer subdivisions centered around
the huge new North High School,
and up into the wealthier classes occupying the de luxe country club
mansions. The Ramsey neighborhood selection demonstrated sound
foresight on the part of the firm
members. Service has developed a
good will, assuring stability and
growth.
"Now," reports Floyd Ramsey,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.— Paul D. Beckley, right, owner of Rae Radio Co., 911 State St.,
and his assistant Alvin Herbert, both are graduates of the Natlonat Radio Institute of Washington,
D. C. Note visual tube-tester in right foreground, which lets the customer "see for himself"!
Formerly a radio shop owner for many years in a nearby state, Paul Beckley, after a session at war
plant work, decided to reopen in his original field, this time in Springfield, and has been in
business there for the past year. Up until just recently, he has been repairing, renting and
building sound systems, but lack of obtainable equipment has curtailed his activities along
these lines.
At present he it specializing in radio repair and the rebuilding of old receivers for resale. An
accurate card system is kept in connection with this work which lists the customer's name
and address, model receiver, remarks, credit, circuit ehangeovers, and any other work dene.
A guarantee of 90 days on all work and new tubes Is made.
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"the main thing is being able to substitute and to use things in radio
that we never had thought about before. We have trained ourselves in
this to such an extent that in reading of substitutions devised by others
we often find that many of them
duplicate ideas we have already
worked out for ourselves.
"We get some very helpful ideas
from Radio and Televison RetailCHICAGO, III—Carey s Radio &
Record Shop, 5534 W. North Ave.,
specializing in popular and classical
records joins the ranks of newlyopened shops here. Bill W. Ward,
who works in a local warplant during the day, has opened a shop at
3140 N. Austin Ave., and takes care
of radio repair work evenings.
WATERTOWN, N." Y—Radio Hospital ties in with a local feed mill.
Farmers bring their defective radios
to me mill, and the mill truck transports the sets to the repairer. Each
receiver is tagged with an individual
bill, and the mill truck picks them
up a week later. The set owner pays
the mill dealer, who in turn pays
Radio Hospital.

BALTIMORE, Md^—An interesting
addition to the retail field has been
made here by the opening of Thurlow's Music Bar by Carroll Thurlow at 2300 E. Monument St.
This shop will feature a comprehensive line of records, both classics
and popular numbers, featuring well
known makes of recordings and sheet
music.
Thurlow has been identified with
the music field for many years. He
became identified with the business
more than a decade ago, when he
and Sam Hornstein operated a radio
parts and radio servicing business.
Several years ago, Thurlow opened
a business for himself, trading as the
Thurlow Electric Service Co., at
McEIderry and Rose Sts., where, in
addition to featuring records, he operated a complete service on radios and
appliances.
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—Keeorel Sales fill New Hit/ft

BIRMINGHAM. Ala_The Homewood Radio & Electric Co., has
been opened at 1801 Montgomery
Highway by Eugene Childress, who
for 12 years operated an electric shop
in Evansville, Ind. His new place of
business is in a service station which
he took over on account of its prominent location and drive-in facility.

Jj

MANKATO, Minn.—The Schwickert Hardware Co. has gone in for
service of used appliances in a big
way. George Schwickert, owner,
travels about Minnesota buying
used radios and other appliances, reconditioning them and reselling locally. The firm has a separate radio
repair department, staffed by a fulltime man. Last year more than 290
radios were bought, reconditioned
and resold, in addition to many
other appliances.
Reeonditton* Appliance*
Newspaper ads are run twice
weekly for used appliances of any
kind, and radio announcements on
a local station are also employed. A
sign outside the store also stresses
that the store buys used appliances.
This store maintains a service staff
of from 10 to 15 men to handle all
appliance repairs, tin shop work,
furnace cleaning, industrial roofing
and domestic jobs. Milking machines
and cream separators are reconditioned and resold also. A fine profit
has been made through such operations within wartime ceilings to date.
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Former seller of radios and appliances, J. Jordan Baldwin of Marfinsburg currently tpeclallzet
In repair (see. Item below).
MARTINSBURG. W. Vo—Dealer
J. Gordan Baldwin, at right in above
photo, 328 W. King St., launched his
business in 1930. "I had a hunch,"
he says, "that with the prospects of
many dealers going out of business it was the right time for me
to go into business." Through advertising and improved business methods, Mr. Baldwin found his business
growing by leaps and bounds. He
sold Philco radio, Kelvinators, Bendix and Thor laundry equipment.
Today, repair work of the better
sort is the store's chief activity. Frank
B. Troup, the service manager, assisted by Joseph A. Brunk, turns out
about 8 sets a day.

HOUSTON, Tex.—"We can't get
nearly enough tubes, and even the
use of adapters and rewiring has its
limitations," says Horace B. Matthews, owner of the Texas Radio &
Television Service, 370? Jensen
Drive. "We have some welded tubes,
but we don't sell these as new ones.
We tell the customer that these tubes ANTIOCH, III.—Burt Anderson is
are rebuilt and repaired, and that a busy radioman in this northern
they may last 5 minutes, five hours, Illinois town of 2000 population. In
five weeks or five months, and we addition to servicing sets for the
don't get new tube prices for them. townspeople and the nearby farmers,
We take our customers into our con- Anderson has gone into the sales of
fidence and tell them the truth about records to offset some of the revenue
parts and repairs."
lost by lack of electrical merchandise.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August/ 1944

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Haynes-Grif
fin, one of New York's finest radiorecord shops, which has been operating for some years at 373 Madison
Ave., moved on Aug. 1 to larger
quarters at 391 Madison Ave., a
block north. Extensive remodeling
has been done at the new location,
where a much larger store will give
the firm increased display and customer facilities.
AUGUSTA, Ga—David M. Johnson, owner of Johnson' Radio Repair Service, 1163 Broad St., is employed in a war plant but his wife
takes care of radio repairs, with his
assistance at night on jobs she is
not able to do alone. Through this
method the shop has managed to keep
customers satisfied. When the war
started Johnson began to buy all the
second-hand radios he could find for
sale, and stored them away. As a
result he now has tubes and parts
which come in handy repairing sets
which he offers for sale.
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Wurren Radio, Salt Lahe City, Finds Art Gives "Atmosphere*3
to Store—-increases Record Sales and Radio Repair

• "What lovely paintings!" is an exclamation heard many times a day
from people who stop before the
windows of the Warren Radio
Store on the busy main street of
Salt Late City, Utah, or who enter
this live radio store, on the walls of
which are dozens of bright canvasses adding interest and a certain
cheerfulness to the store's interior.
But the paintings are not merely
for decoration; they are for sale.
When the war came along and it
was hard to get radios, the store put
in a line of pictures by Robert

Harsh, one of the West's best known
landscape painters. Manager Frank
Warren pointed to a particularly
fine mountain scene: "That," he
said, "sells for $50. The pictures
range in price from $15 to $75, and
bring in a nice type of buyer, who is
exposed to the other merchandise we
carry, specifically records.
.
Stock Increase
"Before the war," Mr. Warren
continued, "we carried only about
200 records, but right now I have
over 2000 records in stock."

Whenever a customer shows interest in records, Mr. Warren is on
the spot with a suggestion. For instance, "Do you ever listen to hit
parades played over the radio?" we
heard him ask a couple, of young
women who had entered the shop
and were examining the record display. "You do? Then you'll want
to hear 'Milk Man Keep Those
Bottles Quiet.' It ranked high on
the hit parade this week . . . why,
it's the most popular record we have
on hand."
Before the prospective customers

North wall of Warren Radio, 28 S. Main St., holds extensive stock of discs and albums. Mr. Warren is shown with a prospective customer.
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Sales

could object, the lively strains of the
"Milk Man" record filled the room
and manager Warren in his pleasant
and enthusiastic manner, sold the
visitors a record album and three
records, including the "Milk Man"
rendition.
Located for Traffic
Frank Warren came to Salt Lake
City eight years ago from Canada,
He chose a location at 28 So. Main
St., for his radio store, within a half
block of the famous Mormon temple
and tabernacle and right across the
street from the city's oldest and most
respected department store; Zions
Cooperative Mercantile Institution,
originated by the Mormon church
in Pioneer days.
jTIu.vIc Specialist
When the war hit and radios disappeared from the market, Warren
turned to records in a large way
and today, the entire north wall of
his store is devoted to albums and
records.
Knowing the value of good sales
women, manager Warren selected
two personable young women,
Marian Spratt and Margaret Holgerson, who know their business and
have had much to do with the store's
steady increase in record sales.
"Gallery" Successful
"Usually," said Miss Spratt, "people
come in either to look at the pictures,
or to inquire as to what we have in
the way of records. They are of two
classes—the older generation, to
whom we sell more albums and old
favorites, and the younger generation who prefer 'hot music,' and
who keep up on the hit parades.
By next Fall we expect to have
the best record stock in Salt Lake
City."
Not only are Miss Spratt and Miss
Holgerson topnotch saleswomen, but
they have learned all angles of the
business during their three years of
RADIO & Tolavlsion RETAILING • Aiiflutt,

Marian Spratt, record sales assistant. Is also trained In radio service work. Photo shows "gallery
technique" used in painting display.
service. They know how to test radio
tubes, and are familiar with radio
service problems.
When manager Warren found
that the draft and high salaried warplant jobs made it impossible for
him to keep a repairman for 8 hours
at a time, he tried keeping 3 repairmen on the job each three hours
daily. The plan has worked like a
charm. Radio service men, drawing
big wages on war plant jobs, are always glad to pick up extra money,
and Mr. Warren has found that 3
men on part time work out even
better than one steady man employed
a full day.
Commission Basis
The beautiful paintings previously
referred to are not stocked particularly for their money-making value,
as they are sold on a commission
basis for the artist, but they do at-

tract attention to the window and
bring people into the store resulting in higher record sales.
Besides, the pictures create new
friends and customers and cause
folks to discuss the radio store in
highly favorable terms. The paintings also give an artistic atmosphere to the store and put record and
radio service selling on a "new
high."
Display Uses
While the Warren Radio store
space is limited, manager Warren
makes every inch count. He has only
2 record-playing booths, but has
ample space along the walls for his
complete assortment of records and
albums. He has placed his office
above his service department at the
rear of the store, and maintains good
looking windows with the aid of
the high quality oil paintings.

Songster

L O VELIES

11204, "I'm Through with Love,"
and Bluebird 10592, "I've Got My
Eyes on You" and "Watching the
Clock."
Other reissues included in this
group are recorded by artists Tommy
Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Duke Ellington,
Freddy Martin, Sammy Kaye, Tony
Pastor, Benny Goodman and others.
No. 20-592 is Victor's version of
"Lib Marlene" sung by popular
Perry Como. Flipover is "First Class
Private Mary Brown." Note: Check
with your Victor distributor regardDorothy Lamour, movioland's Sarong Girt, ha$ signed with Decca who is scheduling her album of
romantic Hawaiian songs for near-future release. Doftie Is currently appearing In the film
"And the Angels Sing."
Vaeatlons-ai-Home tSuild Big Sales
in Records for Relaxation
• The roving eye of the summer record purchaser has wandered to the"
lighter side of music during the vacation period.
Selections tendered retailers by the
recording companies cater to the summer .mood, and many of this j^ear's
"home-vacationers" are still interested in this type music.
Eye-catching display possibilities
are envisioned from the summer
group of songsters on August discs.
Among Decca's current releases
are; Hildegarde's rendition of "Lili
Marlene" and "My Heart Sings"
(No. 23348) ; Dick Hayraes and
Helen Forrest singing "It Had to Be
You" and "Together" (No. 23349) >
Jimmy Dorsey on disc 1B616, "An
Hour Never Passes" and his own
composition "Two Again"; and No.
18617 "Together" backed by "Come
With Me My Honey," Calypsotype song treated by Guy Lombardo
and his Royal Canadians.
Dinah Shore, vvho ranks as one of
the highest in demand by the fighting
forces and is now singing in England,
made a new record (mixed chorus)
for Victor before* she left: "To-

gether" and "I Learned a Lesson I'll
Never Forget," No. 201594, for release August 18th. "Together," an
old favorite, is revived in the popular
MGM film "Since You Went
Away,"
Included in the* 118 Victor reissues
scheduled for August and. September
release to dealers are two discs by the
glamorous Dinah Shore: Bluebird

.

%

Decca's Helen Forrest is now on the radio, and
making guest appearances on the West Coast.
Victor's Dinah Shore, currently in England to
sing for the boys, made one new recording before leaving, is featured in Victor's list of 118
reissues, ready for August-September distribution.
m

t-lngusf Library Guilders*
♦Franck's S'Jrmphony in D Minor 5
^Chopin's Nocturnes
J
^Stravinsky's "Firebird Suite"
*
* Sibelius* First Symphony F Minor*
-*Rcd Army Chorus
^
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SUMMER

DISCS

Columbia's Ginny Simms, popular radio thrush,
helps build servicemen's morale over KBC o«
the Phillip Morris program "Johnny Presents,"
Is included in Columbia's August releases.
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Blonde Bombshell Betty Hutton scored a direct hit with her first disc for Capitol, "His Rocking
Horse Ran Away," No. 155, with more to come! Now a drawing card In films, the little girl from
Lansing will soon be seen in "Here Come the Waves."
ing release date of the twenty-minute ven," No. 36730, The Charioteers,
film telling the story of "Lili Mar- Aug. 14th.
lene," recently previewed to motion
"Operetta Potpourri," Set C-100,
picture critics.
Marek Weber, Aug. Hth.
Victor offers its dealers a new
"I'm Glad There Is You" and
single disc display piece with inter"Chinese Lullaby," No. 36731,
changeable title space, practical for Ginny Simms, Aug. 21st.
frequently altered display windows
"The Warfaring Stranger," Set Cand on counters inside the store. The
103,,
Burl Ives, Sept, 5th.
display piece is accompanied by a kit
Definitely planned for tie-up proof 50 colored title strips.
Further along the line of store dis- motion with Jimmy Durante's curplay material are the frames for Red rent film "Two Girls and A Sailor"
(MGM), is his recording for CoSeal Portraits now available.
lumbia of "Inka Dinka Doo" backed
Columbia continues to release pop- by "Hot Patatta," No. 36732, for reulars weekly and to average at least lease August 14th.
one classical album monthly. Their
True to its promise, Capitol is
current releases:
ready with its new album "New
"Fry Me Cookie with a Can' of American Jazz," No. 3-A, which feaLard" and "Request for Rhumba," tures 18 outstanding artists.
No. 36719, Will Bradley, Aug. 7th.
Newest Capitol single disc, No.
"Sylvia" and "This Side of Hea- 166, features Stan Kenton's OrchesRADIO Ct Television RETAILING • August. 1944

tra in "Her Tears Flowed Like
Wine," and "How Many Hearts
Have You Broken."
The Johnny Mercer "Music Shop"
program over NBC has been renewed
for another 13 weeks.
Musicraft has signed Joan Brooks
of radio fame. Her first discs are
"Someday Somewhere" and "What
A Difference A Day Made",* "If
You Were the Only Girl in the
World" and "Seven Days a Week."
Musicraft's album release "American Waltz Memories," No 62, stars
Paul Lavalle and his String Orchestra and includes such easy listening as
"A Kiss in the Dark," "Remember,"
and "Always."
Continental Music Co., Chicago,
III., has readied three new record cabinets of period design, interestingly
priced and affording plenty of sales
appeal to record library collectors.
35
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Bright, modem Interior of "converted" appliance store helps owner Lynn Lyon sell his wartime alternate merchandise.
Ohio Radio-Appliance Dealer Converted Business to Beat Shortages——Holds Former
Customers with a "Jeweled" Link. Radio Service Retained.
• You can't keep a good man down
—nor a rugged individualist—nor a
resourceful and determined man who
has a plan and has decided he will
carry it out.
Lynn A. Lyon, head of the firm
bearing his name, is that sort of individual. Down in the west central
part of Ohio is Findlay, the county
seat of Hancock county. Here nearly everyone knows Lynn, and he is
acquainted with many of the inhabitants of the city and the countryside,
for he has conducted an appliance
store in Findlay for more than 13
years.
Sold Radios & Appliances
In a year his refrigerator sales
averaged more than one a day, which
isn't "hay" for a community of
35,000. Besides he sold hundreds of
radios, ironers, washers and small
appliances.
3«

He built his business on
featuring such nationally
merchandise as Frigidaire,
Electric, Philco, Hoover,
Thor, Maytag, Silex, etc.

quality,
known
General
Bendix,

cided to engage in business for himself. Consequently he started in the
depression year of 1930 to sell washers and refrigerators from his home.
Eventually he acquired his own up
to date appliance shop.
When the war left him without
appliances, he went about converting
his appliance business into a giftnovelty shop, featuring a wide variety of jewelry.

Contacts Public
Before engaging in business for
himself, he had been district salesrepresentative for a leading washing
machine manufacturer, had managed
appliance departments, and had otherWill Reconvert to
wise enhanced his experience through
Former Lines
years of contact with the public. He was always ready and willing
Mr. Lyon expects to return to the
to help his fellow man. This friend- appliance business when the war is
ly spirit, however, nearly cost his life. ended. Meanwhile he is maintaining
Years back, he gave a wayfarer a contacts with his old friends and
ride. The hitch-hiker in return shot customers through his present store
Lynn in the neck, and threw him into and is giving Findlay a new type of
a ditch for dead.
enterprise.
The life and experiences of Lynn
His service department, one of the
Lyon read like a story from "The largest in this section of the state,
Arabian Nights." Recovering, he de- continues to serve the community.
0AOIO & Television RETAILING • August, 1944
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.... and built the
world's finest recorderradio-phonograph combination known as "Recordio."
That is history. Tomorrow we'll
produce a sensational new Recordio.Watch for it! Ask us about it!
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WILCOX-GAY

CORPORATION

CHARLOTTE, MICHIGAN
Manufacturers of the Recordio, Famous Home Recording-Radio-Phonograph Combination
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Record Shop's window, with something different
to say to customers twice weekly, invites
patronage
day the Record Shop is now located
on Washington St., and carries over
$14,000 in stock."
Concerning postwar planning, owner Ranald West declares, "the Record
Shop will always be one step ahead.
First, postwar radios will take precedence. Novelties will disappear
and the Record Shop will major in
radio combinations.
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Records In Education
"We radio dealers are convinced
that war has given radio such an impetus that in tomorrow's world we
will face a new era. Radio and recordings" will take first place as educational factors. They will be even
utilized as textbooks. The musical
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Combination

Frequent Display Changes, Create Customer interest
♦ Remunerative retailing today depends a great deal on effective window displays. This intrinsic rule has
been strictly followed by Ranald
West, owner of the "Record Shop"
of Hagerstown, Md.
Twice a week the Record Shop
changes its windows and finds its attractive displays create customers and
are a business booster.
For the duration, the Record Shop
will cater to music and book lovers
and its attractive interior is blueprinted to tie in records, music and
books as the pathway to postwar
radio business.
Front-of-store space is divided between a rental library and best sellers
on one side, while music and record
albums present a gay display on the
other.
Combinations Featured
In the background radio-combinations are shown. Here customers
tarry and a great volume of business
in records and albums is conducted.
The store opens daily at nine and
remains open nightly for the convenience of its customers. Firmly convinced that "music upholds morale,"
its owner encourages the service men
from nearby Camp Ritchie to make
themselves at home in the comfortable
"Record Lounge" in the rear of the
shop. Here, day and night, in their
off hours, uniformed men gather as
Bing Crosby and the Mills Brothers
Lively display arranged for customer convenience induces a "buying mood"!
38

recordings make homesickness taboo.
With no radios on the market, the
Record Shop upholds its trade name
as its major commodity. Records
rank first and albums run a close second in sales. The "buy-lines," sheet
music and books, ably play their part
as sales promoters.
The Record Shop is always well
equipped with best-seller stock.
The Record Shop opened only a
few years ago. "Then," quaintly
described its owner, "it was a hole
in the wall, carrying a few thousands
in stock. The Jbusiness soon outgrew
its second-rate surroundings, and to-

portrait idea* will grow, and by this
novel and interesting method, school
children will have a keener insight
into the spirit and character of the
men that symbolize America."
*Two years ago Andre Kostelanetz
commissioned various American composers to write a series of musical portraits of great Americans. "Abraham
Lincoln" by Aaron Copland, "Mark
Twain" by Jerome Kern, and 2 portraits by Virgil Thomson, "Dorothy
Thompson" and "Mayor LaGuardia"
have been written. Only one of these
has been recorded: "Mark Twain,"
Columbia set X-227.
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CROSfcEY
r n i: c a n s 1.1: v <: o K f o 11 v t I o \
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Since the introduction of FM as a new kind of radio
service to the listening public, it was Philco engineering
and Philco merchandising that pointed the way to making
3?M a source of substantial volume and genuine profit to
the radio dealer. The record speaks for itself... of all FM
sales before the war, of all FM radios in use today, Philco
leads the industry by an overwhelming margin!

wmm.

After the war, as FM spreads to the large and small
population centers, Philco leadership in engineering and
merchandising will bring the radio dealer again his greatest
and most profitable sales opportunity. A sensational, new
FM System will give the listening public the utmost in tone,
performance and value... and will enable Philco dealers to
meet the demand for FM receivers in every price bracket I

Yes,
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grows
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greatest
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Dealer Krickson among his substitute merchandise and remaining appliances

Holds Appl

ance Prospects

With No Servieers, Wisconsin Firm
Owners "Pitch In99—Sell Sidelines
• A large number of profitable side- socks, end tables, pottery and kitchen ing back to the first days of the war
lines, plus a continuation of regular gadgets.
period, as well as paying satisfactory
lines, has helped the Laehn-Erickson
"Our new lines have really helped prices for them. This firm pays as
Co., Fond du Lac, Wis., get along increase our store traffic," says Mr. high as $35 for used pianos, dependduring the war period, despite some Erickson. "This is very valuable to ing on their condition, while roving
very vexing problems.
us in increasing our contacts, for we piano buyers from other, larger 'cities
D. O. Erickson states that he and can sell appliances to many such folks rarely pay over $10 to $15.
his partner, A. H. Laehn, realized in the postwar era. Our repair deearly in the war that they would • partment was hit hard during this
Gain Stoch Pile
have to add new lines to help them war period. Mr. Laehn and I did
As a result, folks in this area and
see the business through, and so con- mostly sales work in the pre-war nearby towns and cities, bold their
•siderable stocks were added. The re- days and were kept very busy. Our pianos to sell to Laehn-Erickson.
sult is a store which is full of mer- repair man has left us and we have This enables the firm to have a stock
chandise of various sorts. Some of the not been able to replace him. We do of more than 100 pianos on hand at
most profitable lines will be retained some of the minor servicing ourselves, all times. These pianos are recondiafter the war. Others will have to go including testing of tubes, but the
tioned and resold. They often bring
to make room for appliances.
major repair work is sent to another as high as $200, according to Mr.
shop, which has taken on this work Erickson.
Paint Line for us for the duration.
This firm also calls for and deWell Displayed
"This is a fine arrangement, be- livers its own pianos, sometimes travA paint department was installed cause the radio sets still come into eling considerable distances. The
in the store and placed right up at our store, and we continue to main- reason for this is that pianos can be
the front. A nationally advertised lain contacts with our own custom- damaged in transit, says Mr. Erickline was chosen, and displayed in ers. It's the best we can do under son, and his company does not want
the circumstances. When refrigera- to have any additional repairs to
neat, specially constructed shelves.
tors
and washers we sold come in for make on them than is absolutely
While stove sales are down during
repairs,
we send them to the same necessary.
the war period, due to restrictions,
"With our various lines, we manshop that handles our radio business."
the firm is now selling cooking
age to keep very busy during warstoves and space heaters from time to
Used Pianos time," says Mr. Erickson. "We realtime on ration applications. The two
ly didn't think we could solve our
partners offer help to prospects in
The Laehn-Erickson Co. also problem so well. We aren't making
filling out such applications.
dealt in pianos for many years, and a fortune by any means, but we are
Other new lines include kitchen still docs a fine business in used ones holding our own and preparing for
tables and chairs, a line of dishes during wartime. The secret formula the postwar days when everyone
and glassware, cleaning supplies, of success here has been an active seems to think appliance men will
lamps, pictures, waW placques, has- buying campaign on used pianos, dat- make many profitable sales."
42
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In supplying our armed forces with a continuous
flow of the world's finest communications equipment, it has been Howard's privilege to utilize the most
advanced principles in radio design and development.
All of the skills acquired through this 100 percent
"Production for Victory" program will be reflected in
Howard Radio Receivers and Radio-PhonographRecorder Combinations for peace. As always, you can
count on Howard for the finest.

CHICAGO 13
HOUIDRO RADIO COIAPDnV, 1731-35 Belmont AvelT.^ O I S
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SERVICE TO
RADIO LISTENERS

Fifteen yenr^ ago radio was somefhing to be eoj^^ed occosionolly. Today if is o viJa-l factor in almost every minafe
of pur daily fives—and to meet yaur radio nneds duripc;
these historic month?/ Kepler's bos ossemblpd the JargeEt
on.d mast imposing array nt tpp-rrpfch radio technicians and
service men ever employed by 'a radicf service orgonizot-.an
anywhere in the Oominibn, with th.cir combined experience
reaching fho omaiing tatnl at years of experience in
locating and Curing radio troubles of all kinds
Every Man Who Works on Your Set Is a
Qualified Radio Technician, First Class

Once Aqain Wc Can Give
You IMMEDIATE Service
frrt yd., vfd'
give '.af cstlova»e «n t»i« of repair!
— -— ancMv^a day* later h^ve ytnir spX-nf.kfA.nnr

Ad

Customer Confidetice
Gained through
Straightforward Appeal

Kepler's Completes
|C

in

i'ncrU-awartU—tMl
O' Trade^rtiJ I flrh.St'gf j.Rarfm
and fcJl-OfiTJ'
T^chnio.aIV
ent Ccrt-flsaici 4i jny gintr radii sery

• The reproduction, shown at left, of
an advertisement appearing last.month
in "The Calgary Herald," Calgary,
Canada, shows how Don Kepler,
Owner of Kepler's Radio Service,
keeps his name in front of the public.
Stating that ''every man who works
on your set is a qualified radio technician, first class," the advertisement
runs illustrations of Mr. Kepler and
his staff, and outlines the respective
qualifications of each person. Attention is also called to the fact that each
staff member has not only passed the
rigid examinations of the government
of the Province of Alberta, but that
each has also obtained the highest certificate the department awards—that
of Radio Technician, First Glass. Pictures of male and female office workers are also included in the ad.
Store Picture a Booster!

NOW Is the Time to Hove
Your Radio Checked
Ibt?jl J.- Hio-I.^v
ic-H.it^n'
w^;iri>
IJii ^ Itiftf'->riii:
i'ti.ijijwlfvI'
-v K'r|A-t
PcVfain-.^ ru- ^•-.MW.tlVM-rill,
>*<i J'-'ai'MW* iini'i
fel-l Uli.1.:i«!:»0)v
1 rrt-njil..1' ■ n-S'VtJ«lIi|I .K-m-iri-'
11.1-rmMlUJ.- . ivT-i:.-..i1
liiv^i^iitV.lii;!!^,
MS -li-lrl I IL. HiH.

4*^ V ■
|vv A., V-V

A Few Additional Features
of Kepler Service
1 i/'i; • • ••' v is!' -il I' t'J il " ' '•« "ii V t'" '"J- ^i'lf:
'•«i

in i

An illustration of the Kepler store
interior is shown upper left on the
advertisement, and two views of the
modern testing equipment used in the
repair shop, are placed near the bottom.
Some of the features offered:
. . We can pick up your set
one day; give you an estimate on the
cost of repairs the next; and two days
later have your radio fixed and. back
in your home, even should complete
overhaul be necessary." An offer is
also made to lend the customer a set
while his own receiver is being repaired. Readers are also told that
repairs here cost no more than the}
do elsewhere.
"Case Histories"

» u®

mi used K'plf'i k vuk;!"!/ a*Jef'
Send or Bring Us
Your Rodio Set

411 a 8TH AVENUE WEST:
PHONES:, M3338 - M4338
RADIO SERVICE

"HAVE KEPLER'S FIX YOUR RADIO TO STAY FIXED"
44

The advertisement also states that
the firm keeps a "history sheet system
of analysis" on each job, gives a written guarantee and an itemized bill,
and returns to customer a// parts removed from his radio,.
The Kepler advertisement when
analyzed, shows that it is designed to
make a number of separate appeals,,
all of which add up favorably in the
customer's mind, since it is stressed
that onlj' the most skilled radiomen
are employed; the finest equipment is
used and that guarantees and itemized
bills go with the repairs. Other features emphasized include rapid service, reasonable price and delivery.
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THE OCEAN COMES TO EMERSON
Sea water was urgently needed recently hy our research laboratories
to simulate actual combat conditions for a serious test-check on an
important Emerson Kadio-Electronic device...a Unit chat plunges
through the surf on many a hard-fought beachhead.

m.

t

|pfe

This is but one of many unusual, practical tests constantly performed
in the famous Emerson "Brain Cell". Ingenious discoveries and
improvements on war ecjuipment are today enabling Emerson Radio
engineers to pile up invaluable experience that will assure outstanding precision-built radio receivers tomorrow.
Emerson's great engineering ideas... coupled with Emerson's advanced styling, merchandising and advertising will win new millions
of customers for radios that bear the name Emerson. The post-war
Emerson franchise will be more profitable than ever before to the
dealer interested in faster turnover, greater profit, increased volume.

fine

Ask Yonr V.mermi Distributor for Details of the P. D. Q. Plan
EOR TOMORROW... A THEATRE IN EVERY ROME WITH EMERSON RADIO TELEVISION

C: gi f fA t fj
T^.n'

EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION, NEW YORK 11, N.Y.
EMERSON'S PLATFORM;
Good Product —Deafer Acceptance —Consumer Acceptaaee

,
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Your Norge distributor is an independent business man
who knows every detail of every model of every line of
Norge household appliances. And, like you, he backs his
judgment with his own money. This assures his continuous
personal interest in your problems, which he will often
solve for you by his authority to make final decisions on the
spot, cutting red tape and saving you days, even weeks.
Since 1941 there has been a 37% increase in the number
NORGE

DIVISION,

BORG-WARNER

of Norge distributors. No matter where you do business
today, an aggressive, progressive Norge distributor (carefully selected for his ability to keep you in a sound competitive position) is your neighbor.
The sincere, h elpful, profit-producing service rendered to
dealers by sound, seasoned Norge distributors Is another
reason why today so many men in the know are saying.
You have a great future with Norge.

CO R PO R AT ION,

DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN
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Practice Selling in the "Seller's Market"
• Now is the time for all good salesmen to come to the aid of themselves.
The salesman who allows himself
to use the "there's a war going on"
alibi to his current customers should
remember that "there's a postwar
coming on," and that it is necessary
for him to keep his hand in if he
wants to be able to use the modern
selling weapons needed in tomorrow's
battle for sales.
The efficient salesman champs at
the bit nowadays when he's forced to
sell "pushovers," because there's
much more satisfaction in engaging
in a battle of wits with the customer,
and a deep feeling of having done a
good job well when the customer
finally signs on the dotted line.
Not long ago we visited one of
Philadelphia's largest home appliance
stores, where the postwar sales force,
unusually enough, is virtually intact.
The stock on display is typical of the
merchandise in many other similar
places. Substitute lines, gadgets, geegaws and a few rebuilt appliances,
plus phonograph records, is about all
there is to offer the customer.
Since the store is unable to fill
about half of the requests customers
make due to merchandise shortages,
and since it is no trick at all to get
them to purchase what is available,
we were interested to find out the
attitude of one of the organization's
star salesman—a fellow with a fine
pre-war selling record—-and a man
who is sticking with his firm because
he sees a great opportunity here when
the war is over.
Sales Effort
This salesman's attitude was enlightening. "What am I doing now
to keep myself in the groove?" he
said in answer to a question. "I'm
doing just this. I practice salesmanship on every customer. I pretend
that the record I sell them, or the
fifty-cent gadget is a high-priced
radio-phonograph combination or a
two-hundred-dollar refrigerator. I
realize that the one way I can ruin
my chances in the postwar selling picture is to become negative, uninter-

"
One way to test yourself is to1
see whether you subscribe to the
thoughts in the following poem1
which appeared in a recent issue of
"Printer's Ink."

going to do business in a seller's market very long. Above all, today, he
should realize that many of the customers his clerks antagonize now are
going to remember the treatment they
got.
Profits In Courtesy
"Sunk Salesman
In
many
cases,
therefore, it is betBring back the old 'lip-service'
ter to operate short-handed than it is
days
to employ rude, inefficient salespeople,
Of quotas too ambitious,
who are only performing the job
Of alibis and matinees,
"temporarily."
Of call reports fictitious,
Sell your salespeople—even your
When every salesman had to SELL,
"temporary" workers—salesmanship,
To earn a fat commission check,
and maybe you'll develop them into
When earnings hinged upon how
valuable postwar employees.
well
We know a radio dealer who mainHe beat his competition.
tains a one-man shop. In this place
Heck!—
of business he sells records and giftReceptive buyers are the bunk
ware. He also repairs receivers, and
This SELLER'S MARKET
it is unnecessary to tell our readers
has me sunk.
that he is as busy as the proverbial
-—Orville E. Reed."
_l paper-hanger. No sooner does this
man sit down at his bench to work
es
ested ^or excuse-ridden in my sales
on a set, than the door opens and he
ie
presentations today.
Believe me,
' is obliged to jump up and wait on a
Mister, I'm going to keep on being customer.
a salesman, come hell or high-water!"
"I never laugh at a customer who
n
, That's the spirit which salesmen,
» comes in my place with a hopeful
nt
who're in the game because they want.
■• look on his face and a 12SA7 or a
to make it a permanent career, should 50L6 tube in his hand," the above
re
take today, and enhance and nurture
dealer writes us from an area where
at all costs.
tubes are extremely hard to get.
1
Tomorrow's Good Will
"The position might be reversed," he
Employers who let their salesis- says, "and I might be that customer
people follow the lines of least re•e- anxiously trying to get his set in an
sistance in today's market, and who
ho operating condition again."
allow them to give slip-shod, hack:k"I am never impatient or rude to
neyed excuses to customers, are not
lot a customer bringing in a repair job,"
only damaging the morale of the
he says a Texas dealer, "no matter how
salespeople—many of whom are new
;w unreasonable his request may be, bein the game today, but are seriously
>ly cause I remember many days in the
injuring their own goodwill through
gh past when not one single set came in
antagonizing customers they (the em- for repair."
ployers) will be more than glad to
Nothing today is more important
have tomorrow.
than skillful customer contact. The
The excuse nowadays, on the part
irt present-day merchandising maelstrom
of the employer, manager or other
ter is but a flash in the pan. A storm to
responsible person, is that the help
:lp weather out! Tomorrow is what
situation is so acute that it's danger;r- will really count, and the merchant's
ous to attempt to correct salespeople's
e's every move should be predicated
methods because they may quit.
upon this tomorrow.'
The above argument has lots in its
During World War I the workfavor. That's obvious. But the smart
trt ers who sank all their money in silk
merchant must realize that he isn't
1't
(Continued on page 58)
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DEVELOPED BY RCA!
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The 17 RCA Miti'mlnivs shoirn on this
page—all of them destined to huild n
bigger business for yon in the jutnro—are:

1 A3—H-F diode
6AG5—R-F amplifier pentode
114 ■—R-F omplifjer pentode
6AIS — twin diode
IRS'—penlogrid converter
6AQ6—Djplex-diade High-Mu triode
6C4—H-F power triode
1 S5 — diode-pentode
TT4 —R-F amplifier pentode
6J4—U-H-F amplifier triode
3A4 —power amplifier pentode
6J6 — twin triode
3A5 —H-F twin triode
9001 —Sharp cut-off U-H-F pentode
3S4—power amplifier pentode 9002—U-H-F triode
9003'—Super-control U-H-F pentode
TINT luUrs like these.. .cvrv .singh' Otic ej (hr/n drrrlnjH'd
hv R(A.. ere first juVkcd up hy the spotliglil mIh ii llie
"Persoiuii
mas aiuiouaceii in June, 1910. Thai
hislon-making 'super-portal ile" Mas designed art mini RCA's
>la(in(;ii little quartet, Minialures .1K3, IS I, IS.> ami D'-l.
Thus, before Pearl Tlariior. these Mini a lures were already
building an enlirelv new markel lur sou. For ihey made
p<(ssiltlr lli<v new Ivpe ttf railio wliieh John Puhlie wauled...
not as a rfpldcancHl for Ids emivctihunal radio, hut. as an
mh/ilioimi sel. And Miniature sets nieanl profiialde buttery
replaeenienls. loo.
War found HCA Miniatures instantly available for uver.-eus
RADIO b Television RETAILING • August, 1944
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serviee in erpiipmenl sueh as the parairooper's air-borne
''\iamiie-Talkie."
Oneo \ i<Movv is won, radios using Minialure tubes will
return to your line.,.better llian ever, and more popular
than ever. For warlimo advanees in RCA tube engineering
have already led to the development ofinam new Minialure
types and even lie tier Minialure perform a nee.
We look forward to that day, and lo the eontinued broadening of your markets through RCA tube pioneering.
DonT forget, thi: Magic Brain of all clirtnnilr e<jiirjniu,ii! A
a Tube...and lite Jbnnfaindictul <f niodcrn Tube i/iTrh'pnirtil
is RCA!

BUY
WAR
BONOS

i
RCA VICTOR DIVISION » CAMDEN, N. J.
LL'ADS THK WAV . . in Radio. . Television,. Tubes.
Phonographs.. Records. - Electronics
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CA
ULTRA-DIRECTIONAL
M I CRr'ophoni
.

I

d

*

\

It picks out a whisper from the
\
\
roar of a crowd!
Scientists see anNextraordinary future
for this new microphone. When attached
to a television camera;\for instance, it can
be aimed precisely in dny direction, thus
singling out only the cfesiwd sound or voice,
ust as the camera "shoots^ only the desired scene.
\

-

LISTEN TO RCA's radio program, "Tire
Music America Loves Best"...every Saturday, 7:30 p.m., EWT, Blue Network.

«!

HOME TELEVISION RECEIVERS priced within the
reach of millions will be a tremendous factor in
the speed and growth of postwar television.
RCA wi!! produce them at surprisingly low
cost, assuring you of early and profitable participation in the nation's "next great industry."

RRY

YOU'L

IN

YOUR

^TORK

.\

THIS

.

^ef it pc-nfs the way to more
postwar sales for

/ou!

IN THE illustration ar theleft you're lookin
at anothen of the many striking RC
accompIishmGncs in electronics—the RCA^
Ultra-Directional Microphone. With the precision of a beapi of a light, it focuses on o/ve
person across a city street, brings one voice to
life, completely "blacking out" all the other
voices of a cro^s "d.
The RCA U tra-Directional Microphone
isn't something your customers will ask for.
But they uill want radio-phonographs and
television receivers incorporating the last

word in electronic advancements. RCA has
them now—in war radios built for planes,
tanks, ships, lifeboats, in the dozens of
electronic tubes 1 and devices designed to
outwit our enem es on hattlefronts all over
the world.
Through RCA advertising millions are
hearing about the e achievements now. Thus
RCA is paving the way for RCA dealers to
become the great ;st source of radio, phonograph and televi don instruments after the
war—and in the uickest possible time.

BkCokr the war millions made, thcie fine RCA radio-phonbgraphs their choicetillions will again be attracted tp' RCA not only for instruments of surpassing
jcauty but for the last word in engineering achievement . ; J the superb tone reproduction and static-free reception qnade possible by the RCA,, Super FM radio circuit.
/

/
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AMERICA
•RCA VICTOR DllVISlOM • CAMDlNr N. J.
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leads THE WAY .. /» JMU.. T***.
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OSCILLOSCrPES?
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I direct deflector eonneclions"—
For observations of radio frequencies
when such are desirable.

r

tigm

HOn.CENrE«!N&

A- built-in light shield"—The fronf
of the tube is recessed; you con see
fronsients even in bright tight.

'binding jacks"—Can be used
with removable binding posts or
with locking pin plugs.

radio

-si

; 6 "b-volt AC terminots"1—For o
taming a handy sine wove ordinc
.1 for calibrating purposes.

corporation of America
RCA VJCTOR DIVISION . CAMDEN, N, J.
LEADS THE WAY.. hrRtu/io ..Television . . Tubes. . Phonographs. . Records.. Electronic,
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Tom Beirup, Oahland, Cal.,
Specializes in Electronic
maintenance note, and Will
Build Tailor-made Sets In
Postwar

. • r.

mr
m -

H'j
1
ppiiilli.i.
,
XljSXr.^r. '■•'rA\rfi-'Vi"

Luxury

• Like so many radio technicians,
Tom Deirup, owner of Electronic
Engineers, in Oakland, Cal., started
fooling around with a crystal set
when he was a boy. After building
radios for himself for a number of
years, he began rebuilding them for
others as a natural consequence. His
new shop, located at 2900 Telegraph
Ave., is an example of what a hobby
can develop into, if you let it get
into your blood.
•
All through engineering school at
the University of California, Deirup
carried on his home repair business,
and found himself with a ready-made
vocation at graduation.

Sets

Tom Dolmp't location at a busy cornor In
Oakland has, of itself, brought many now
customers.

to

wi
written about of all postwar developm<
ment
fields—electronics.
Deirup is equipped to handle spech
cial electronic work now.
Activity in this line has been going
on for some time, and will continue.
on
But it's the dazzling prospect of
£future
u
electronic expansion which is
j1) hope of this shop. It is a good
tthe
.
W(
world
to look forward to, and one
j
w
which Tom Deirup will be prepared
£for.
0.
Repnirs Medlcol Units

Just now, institutional work Is
keeping
Electronic Engineers very
ke^
bu
busy.
Hospitals are plentiful in the
ar<
and diathermy machines, other
Electronic Engineer area,
m«
medical equipment, and multipleoutlet radio systems are constantly in
So in October of last year, Elec- ou
need of repair. With one hard
tronic Engineers was born.
In 1161
working assistant, Deirup handles as
choosing the name, Tom Deirup con- wc
sidered tomorrow, when the country many of these orders as he can, in
to family radio repair jobs.
will move forward in a relatively aaddition
^'
new, endlessly promising field. His
"We're in a fine location, here
particular interest is in that most on the main drag," he explains.
"Casual business, alone, keeps us
speculated about, talked about, and "C
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August. 1944

busy. We also pick up and deliver,
so home business is good. After less
than a year in this spot, I'm up to
my neck in work."
In spite of the business-like, forward-looking firm he has established,
Tom Deirup is still "riding" his
hobby. Building radios fascinates
htm as much now as it did before
radios became his career. He pointed
this out by indicating a streamlined,
bleached mahogany cabinet in the
window of his store,
"Before the war, when materials
were available, I built those radiophonograph combinations to order.
This is my own model, kept there
as a sort of promise for later on.

Servi

ce

We'll be back to turning out those
sets as soon as we're able."
Deirup did his own cabinet work,
to the specifications of the customer,
and built them with a liberal imagination and a luxurious touch. Naturally, these custom-built jobs can't
compete with mass - produced sets,
nor does he intend them to. They
are for the man who wants his home
furnished in complete harmony, and
who can afford tailor-made ideas.
It's creative work, interesting work.
And it's to be a part of the future
of Electronic Engineers when materials are again available.
Custom-made Sets for Postwar
Thus, from the first crystal set
put together for himself, to the last
custom built instrument he completed before priorities stopped him,
Tom Deirup has allowed his hobby
to guide him along an extremely
profitable road.
Deirup looks forward to the day
when the science of electronics will
come into its own.

m

eko Radio Products Mean

Uniform Quality

Delco Radio products—wherever in use—are of uniformly fine quality.
For two reasons . .. First, capable engineering by Delco Radio's laboratories ... Second, advanced techniques in mass production. It is through
this combination of engineering vision and manufacturing precision
that Delco Radio meets the demands of war, the needs of peace.

Put Your Dollars In Action
BUY MORE

WAR

BONDS
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A WAR EXCEPT WIX

IT!

The purpose of this advertisement 5g NOT to brag about Thordarson's part in the war effort.
While patriotism in a person or company may . be something to be proud of, our own feeling
is that it should not be exploited. Expressing patriotism in America is not even a duty; rather,
it is a privilege . . . happily one that is understood and appreciated by the majority.
That is why, for nearly 3 years, Thprdarsoniias talked little about the war and war production . . . except to make the bare statement1 that we were busy supplying materials for the
armed forces.
Regardless of all this, we do think the time is now propitious to give a few more details as
to what we are thinking and doing.
When war came, we were one of the first companies to be chosen for front-line production
duty. The need was urgent . . . tlip demands were great. As Americans, we were glad wholeheartedly to tackle the job assigned to us.
Early and Ibte . , . day and night . . . Sundays and holidays, we have continued to devote
all of our efforts, 100% to winning the war. We have kept "eyes front'' on this one task. We
have had to forget, for the moment, personal considerations of "good business" ... on occasion
we have even had to turn down old and good friends who needed this or that which, under
ordinary conditions, we would have been tickled to death to supply.
The time will come . . . it's coming shortly, wo feel. . . when we again can think first and
foremost.of supplying civilian needs. That will be a far happier day for us than it could possibly
be for you, no matter how much: you have needed material you were unable to secure.
But meantime, the war goes on . . . and we, in our small way, must continue to stand guard
at our appointed post until the "at ease" command is given. As we said in the begihiiing:
THERE IS NOTHING TO DO ABOUT A WAR EXCEPT WIN IT!
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TRANSFORMER DIVISION
TKORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
500 WEST HURON STREET. CHICAGO, III.
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FINANCING

Importance of "Credit Service" vs. "Money-Lending"
♦ Because there are so many obvious
ramifications to any discussion upon
the subject of attempting to compare
the merits of the various lending
agencies, no effort to treat this angle
is made. Dealer situations vary as to
size of operation, financial ability, etc.,
and each must view the entire scene
carefully and make his own choice,
predicated upon which lending agency
seems the most logical, from all angles, to be his financial mentor.
Line Vp Essentials
Here are the things desired and
needed in the dealer's financial setup:
1. The dealer should be able to
stock enough merchandise to
properly demonstrate and display, without tying up too
much of his capital, and with
installment payment terms for
his merchandise fitted to his
financial situation.
2. He should endeavor to secure
contracts which permit him to
put an appliance into a customer's home for a reasonable
length of time for demonstration purposes, despite the fact
that he himself has not yet paid
for it.
3. He should be able to offer the
customer the same attractions,
such as low down-payments,
etc., as his competitor is able to
offer.
4. His customer-installment contracts must be intelligently,
courteously and promptly administered by the lending agency.
5. He must deal with an agency
willing to consult him (the
dealer) in payment delinquency
situations, suits for repossession,
improper performance claims,
etc. In other words, the dealer,
knowing more about the customer than anyone else involved, should always be consulted first.
6. The dealer must arrange to
secure a contract between the
lending company and the customer which will protect the
56

This is the concluding insfalfmen# of on orf/cfe on financing
for dealers. ISee Juiy issue, p.
22-23J
Thus far- we have probed into
the postwar picture of "financing,"
and have used this word with respect to the dealer to describe "the
only two phases he is actually interested in, and these two phases
are;
1. The .dealer must have means of
. financing his own purchases
which he offers then for resale.
2. The . dealer must have means of
financing his customers' purchases.
What methods of carrying on
■the above phases are available to
the dealer?
1. The independent finance company.
2. The manufacturer-operated finance company.
3. The local banking institution.
4 FHA plan in collaboration with
financial institutions. (Note:
Be sure to check what articles
may be financed under FHA.)

things to avoid in installment selling,
it is interesting to know why people
buy "on time." The answer most
likely to pop up in our minds is that
they do so because they haven't the
ready cash. This answer, however,
applies to some of your customers
only.
Doubtless, more people buy via
the spaced-payment plan because
they haven't the money, and want to
pay out of income. But there are
many wealthy folk who buy on time
because they feel that this method
gives them a club to hold over the
dealer's head in case the article purchased fails to function properly.
As far as the actual financing transaction between the dealer and his
customers goes, there are a number of
hard-and-fast rules the dealer should
observe. Some of these follow:

Centralize Credits
Don't let your salespeople "editthe-credit" information on the prospective customer's contract. If your
contract is "with recourse," your
salesman, in "editing" out some information he considers might prevent
the contract from going through, is
dealer as much as possible in betting your money that the deleted
information is not an indication that
cases of repossession, etc.
Like everything else in this world, the customer won't pay.
Of vital importance to the dealer
the man with the most money Is always able to secure the most favorable is the warranty or guarantee, and the
credit terms. Some dealers are able verbal claims relating to the article
to finance themselves and their cus- sold.
If you "oversell" an appliance—
tomers. Others arc high enough in
credit ratings to make favorable deals a television receiver, for instance, and
with jobbers and with manufacturers, make verbal claims that it will do
but here's something to think about certain things, and perform in a man—with every indication pointing to- ner which you know" is impossible,
ward increased competition between you're sticking your neck out.
How? How, since there is a clause
lending agencies in the postwar
period, no dealer is too small finan- In the contract 'signed by the purcially not to be able to tie in with chaser in which he agrees that the
a financing organization which will contract and the contract alone is
binding upon both parties, and that
take care of his needs.
no other understanding, either written
Square DeaHttg or verbal, figures in the transaction?
If the dealer has a reasonably good
Here's what may happen, despite
business, and if he's a square shooter, that seemingly iron-clad agreement:
and not a sharpshooter, the lending The "oversold" customer finds, for
organization will do business with example, that the television set—
him.
which the seller told him, over and
Before taking a quick look at
{Continued on page 58)
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A new album
of polka music with
Stanislaw Mroczek and
his Orchestra

V

Ask fhe kids In your community
■—they'll rdl you how this exciting
old-world rhythm has swept fhc
country like an epidemic. Polka music
is that infectious.

/

I

It fascinates young and old alike. And
here is Sonora, out in front again, with a
collection of Polka tunes that will make
sweet music on your cash register.

\

/

Waving the bacon is chat master of Polka
rhythm, Stanislaw Mroczek. Add the
brilliant bell-like quality of tone
that is strictly Sonora's own and you have
a combination chat means good listening,
good dancing. Good Shlling!
The Polka Time Album is a brilliant
addition to the fast-moving Scries E of
"Melodies That Will Live Forever,"
now being released by Sonora,
and nationally advertised in a big list of
potent publications. Bo sure to
get the complete line of Sonora Albums
from your Sonora Record Jobber.

8 POLKA TIME RECORDS
Alo/Zar GW«? Volhi
•
Vh'twy Polka
K/ihy Polka
•
Saturday Night Polka
Penmyh'ania Polka
•
llelt/ia Polka
Clan/wt Polka
♦
Blackberry Polka

HBt B "

yjwrz

m

SotAr
Ckar as a Bell
Sonora Radio & Thlevision Corp.
325 N. Hoyne Ave, • Chicago 12, Illinois
RADIOS > PHONOGRAPHS • RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS
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bring in pictures from a
thousand miles away, blah, blahl

/
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you will need additional working
capital.
And, above all, NOW is the time
to line up with your financing agency,
be your choice a local bank, a finance
company, a jobber or a manufacturer.
The dealer who puts his financial
affairs in proper order and gets them
ready for the firing line right now,
is going to have more time to do
his job, which is not financing, but
is merchandising.

J Payment
tour«ACT
Sales Battle
{Continued from page 48)
shirts, expensive cars and other availTHE SET MAY "B >UNCE" E iCK
able luxuries, found, that in a few
years they didn't even have a shirt.
So it is with the merchant who allows his life-blood—his good will—
Here I ant
to be contaminated with wartime
againl They
alibis and reprehensible selling methwouldn't
ods. He's quite likely to lose his
adopt me.
shirt in the coming competitive
market.
Chains Watch it!
We saw this happen in a crowded
"cut-rate" streamlined drug store the
other day. The place was packed
with customers, and one clerk had
m
shown a woman a number of items.
Don't Jet this happen to you!
The woman left without making a
purchase, and no sooner had she got{Continued from page 56)
is one of the greatest ways to keep ten out of earshot than the manager
over, would bring in images from the customer paying promptly. De- came right over to the clerk, and
a distant city,—fails to do this.
spite arrangements you may have with wanted to know why it all happened,
The irate customer calls the dealer the jobber and/or the factory, you an(} having received the answer, he
and tells the latter that he will not must anticipate the possibility of hav- pulled some other items from under
pay the next installment when due, ing, in many instances, to render serv- the counter, and suggested that the
nor any of the others. The dealer ice alone. The time element enter- next time such a thing took place, he,
reminds the customer that the matter ing this picture is often vitally con- the clerk, was to make every endeavor
is out of his hands, and that the nected with the reasons why you to sell the customer. Maybe this
finance company merely loaned him must assume this service. The raanu- example shows one of the reasons for
(the customer) money, and that he, facturer and the jobber may be per- the success of this type store,
the customer, agreed to pay this fectly willing, and even anxious to
Contrast the above episode with
money back. '
perform their duties in respect to the this one. In another drug store a
Avoid Losses! guarantee, but may be unable to ren- man went in and asked a clerk if
So far, so good. But, suppose the ^ such service within a reasonable he had any "metal safety razors."
set "bounces" back to the dealer t1"1™- Prompt service invariably in- "Don't make me laugh, mister," rethrough a repossession action? Then sures prompt installment paying by pHed the clerk languidly "Everythe dealer finds that he may be con- ^ customer.
thing's plastic. Metal's gone to war."
fronted with a serious loss, to say
What can you do now to get your- Xhe employer pays such a clerk wages
nothing of losing the goodwill of the se^ set t0 finance the big business to insult the store's customers I
customer and, importantly, the loss that's on the way here?
Even in these jumbled times, salesof. the goodwill of the customer's
men and their employers should keep
friends and neighbors.
Prepare NOW their feet on the ground
In addition to this, and prior to
For one thing, and perhaps the
Nothing is as usual now. A sign
the actual repossessing, the lending first step, you can sit down with a in a New York picture frame store
agency justly makes demands upon paper and pencil and figure out your reads: "Sorry, no picture framing."
the dealer to attempt to satisfy the present financial resources.
One restaurant owner is reputed to
customer, and this may entail the
You can explore your potential have put the following sign in his
rendering of a lot of free service in market with a view toward determin- window: "Waitress wanted. Will
attempting to do the impossible.
ing how much money you will need marry her, if necessary." Everything
The free service you must main- to operate successfully in such a is topsy-turvy, but . . a genuine
tain during guarantee periods is tied market.
salesman can still be a salesman. He
right in with your finances. RenderYou can determine whether your can influence people and make friends
ing quick, efficient service voluntarily resources are adequate, or whether while so doing.
S8
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One of these days war work will give
way to peacetime production—business
will resume its flow in normal channels—and
radios will be released for sale to civilians.
Radio dealers will then find CLARION in
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the spotlight, because we have been developing
good consumer markets for you during the long
months of preparation—invasion—and today
march to victory.
We'll be glad to give you facts that will help you
get your full share of the CLARION harvest that i
2®

coming after the war.
WARWICK MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
4640 West Harrison Street ... Chicago 44, Illinois
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Servicing

L.F.

Ampi'Uers

Fundmnentuls of Audio Amplifier Stages. Frequency
Response Chartieteristics and Gain Calculations
is a practical means for getting a
simple voltage amplifier at lower cost
and weight, and under usual conditions, with less frequency distortion,
than those using transformers for
coupling. A typical circuit in Fig. 1
shows a capacitor for coupling the
plate of one tube to the grid of the
next, and high-value resistors for
plate and grid circuits. The coupling
capacitor, Ce# is sometimes called a
blocking capacitor since it offers a
very high impedance to D.C. This
coupling system is often designated
simply resistance coupling.
Since the alternating voltage must
appear across the following grid resistor Rg, there is provided a coupling capacitor Cc which offers low
impedance to signal current through
the grid resistor RG. The following
Fig. 1. Typical resistance-capacitance coupled amplifier showing frequency response and effect tube also has an input capacitance
which is in shunt with its own grid
0# circuit components. C- Is stray wiring and Miller effect capacitances.
resistor. This input capacitance, Cr,
is a parallel combination of the intertwo terms will be used interchange- dio coupling methods and their gen- electrode grid-cathode capacitance
ably. The amplified voltage is usu- eral frequency response characteris- and the Miller effect capacitance.
ally applied to a loudspeaker or other tics are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 3 and Thus the effective load on the first
device to convert electrical energy Fig. 4.
tube consists of a combination of the
In some problems, there is a need tube's own internal plate resistance
into mechanical energy.
Low frequency amplifiers usually to not only amplify the signal but Rp, the plate load resistor Rl, the
must be capable of uniform gain over to modify it in some pre-arranged grid resistor Rg, the coupling capaciall or some portion of the 16-18,000 manner, giving another problem to tor Co and the next tube's input cacycle band. The uniformity of gain the design of vacuum tube amplifiers. pacitance Cx. The equivalent cirwith frequency is primarily a funccuit is shown in Fig 2.
tion of the type of coupling between R-C Coupled Voltage Amplifier
The voltage gain of a resistancethe stages of tubes.
capacitance coupled amplifier stage is
One essential detail that must be
The use of tetrodes and pentodes never equal to the 'V or amplificaaccomplished by any system used in
coupling the output of one tube to
the input of another is that of preventing the direct plate voltage of
one tube from disturbing the grid
bias of the next tube, and yet it must
pass the signal current with a minimum of modification of amplitude
and phase as the frequency changes.
The positive plate voltage on the first
tube, possibly several hundred volts,
must not be applied to the successive
grid which is essentially negative,
both being measured with respect to
the B'— or "ground."
Audio stage coupling systems include iron core transformers, resistorcapacitor combinations, and inductorcapacitor combinations. All of these
will ordinarily produce frequency
distortion of the signal to some de- Fig. 2. Equivalent circuits for resistance coupled amplifiers at middle, low and high frequencies
gree. It is necessary to study each showing active components.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August, 1944

• Low frequency amplifiers are designed to increase small voltages in
the audible frequency range of approximately 16 to 18,000 cycles per
second, obtained from microphones,
electric phonograph pickups, the detector stage of a radio receiver, and
other devices.
In communication
work these low frequency amplifiers
are called audio amplifiers and these

problem as to the best coupling
method to use.
The conditions for perfect transfer of signal current from one stage
to the next are: Faithful reproduction of all frequencies present in the
original signal, without altering the
wave shape; Magnification of the
amplitude of the signal in a linear
manner. The principal types of au-

Fig, 3, Impedance coupling gives frequency response similar to resistance coupling except
where grid choice is used. Resonance In Cc and L0 give few frequency rise in amplification.
Rise may be controlled by shunting resistor across La.
tlon constant of the tube. The platecircuit alternating voltage is divided
between two impedances in series.
One of these is the plate resistance,
Rp, of the tube itself. The other is
the combination of the load resistance
Rt, the grid resistor Rq, the coupling capacitor Cc and shunt capacitor Ct.
" At medium and low audio frequencies the tube's input capacitance
Ct is not important, since its reactance is usually greater than Rg,
while Op can readily be chosen of
such a size that the voltage drop
through it is small. The load is then
nearly pure resistive and the gain
calculation becomes:
« — Voltage gain =

Qp -f- Qr, 4" Gg

sponse requirement for three reasons,
(i) the amplifier stability becomes
less, (2) a physically larger capacitor
increases "hum" and noise pickup
(3) tb6 leakage of DC to the
grid increases. However, if several
stages are to be used it may be nec-

(0.8)8 = 51 % of middle frequency
gain.
The gain at low frequencies is
calculated by the process of applying
correction factors to the gain calculated for the medium frequencies.
These factors may be found in a
number of standard texts.*
At high frequencies Cc may be ignored because of the decreasing reactance but Ct assumes increasing importance and eventually becomes the
dominant factor so that a plain
resistance-coupled amplifier gives little gain above approximately 50,000
cycles. The lower gain is due to the
decreasing reactance of the input
capacitor Or which is shunted across
Rq. The equivalent circuit is shown
in Fig. 2. For any tube, the input
capacitance does not have only the
small value listed as the grid-cathode
capacitance but instead:
Input Ct = Ggk *f Cep (1 + cc )
For a typical amplifier using a 6F5
high p. triodc,
Input Qr = 5.5 + 2.3 {1 4- 70) =
160 /x/ri (maximum).
While tetrodes and pentodes have
Cgp values of about i/iOOO that of

Fig. 4. Transformer coupling showing stray inter-winding capacitances. Curve A is typical of
cheap transformer while B Is for high grade type-

Whcre Gm is the mutual conductance
essary to go farther in the matter of similar sized triodes, the stage gain
of the tube in mhos (this value is
securing "flatness" in the frequency cc is greater also. In general the
usually listed in micromhos which is
response curve since the deficiencies total input capacitance Ct will be
6
io" mho.), Gp is the tube's plate
of the stages are multiplied by cascad- lower than for triodes.
conductance (i/Rp),
is the con- ing. Thus if a stage gain drops 20%
The gain of the resistance-capaciductance of the plate-load resistor ^
at 60 cycles (response 0.8) then tance amplifier is less at low fre(i/Rl) , Gg is the conductance of three such stages will respond .quencies (under 200 cycles) and at
the grid resistor (1 /Rq) .
high frequencies (over about 8000
At low audio frequencies (say becycles) than at middle frequencies
low 100 cycles) the reactance of the
(1000 to 4000 cycles).
coupling capacitor Cc begins to cause
jyyg
The voltage gain of an amplifier
a considerable voltage drop, since it
stage is best shown by example. The
is in series with Rg. The equivalent
problem is to determine the amplificircuit is shown in Fig. 2. For exmi
|
cation of a 6J7 pentode with resist■
ample at 60 cycles, with a coupling
ance-capacitance coupling. The tube's
capacitor of 0.0 n /tf and a grid re911m
!■
Gm = 1200 micromhos, plate resist■
sistor of one-half megohm only 90% i E
ance Rp = 1 megohm, (these are
of the voltage is effective between m
found from a tube data book). The
grid and cathode. If the same per- M 1 mm
coupling device consists of a plateB IB
centage is to apply at 30 cycles, Cc I
{Continued on page 62)
must have twice the capacitance. It "
is not desirable to increase Cc much Fi
•The Electronic Engineering Handbook—
g, 5. Low frequency response characteristics
Fig.
CaldweH-Ckmcnts
for various plate loads.
beyond the actual low frequency re- of transfomier
^
Radio Engineering—McGraw-Hill
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{Continued from page 61)

the use of load resistors costly since
a large power supply voltage would
be required.
If both plate and grid resistors are
replaced by chokes, "double impedance" coupling results as shown in
Fig, 3. Since two chokes are then
in parallel (for AC) the high frequency decrease is accentuated but a
low-frequency rise can be produced
by choosing the two chokes and the
coupling capacitor to produce series
resonance at the low end of the desired range. A desirable type of low

compared to its resistance and to the
plate resistance of the tube. Consequently equation (3) holds true for
load resistor
= 250,000 ohms, a
medium frequencies but fails at low
grid resistor of 500,000 ohms and a
frequencies because the transformer's
coupling capacitor of 0.01 /if.
primary reactance falls. The decrease
The next step in using equation
in amplification is related to the re(l) is to determine the correspondsistances just mentioned, and the
ing conductance. The plate resistance
transformer's low frequency response
of 1,000,000 ohms (106) has a concurve can be predicted if there is
ductance of 1/106 or 10"6 mhos. The
known: the tube's plate resistance
plate-load resistor value of 250,000
(tube data book) and the resistance
ohms gives 1/250,000 or 4 x IO"8
(RU of the transformer primary,
mhos and the one-half megohm reand its inductance (L) with the secondary open such as might be measured on a bridge. It is to be noted
in Fig. 5 that the effect is most pronounced in a transformer (Curve 1)
whose secondary is unloaded, or connects to an extremely high resistance
ill
such as a Class A grid circuit. If
the load resistance (as R in Fig. 4)
equals the source resistance, Rp +
primary R-^ (Curve 2) the low frequency loss is less. Finally with a
Fig. 6. Response characteristics of several types of audio coupling transformers. Design of load whose resistance is much less
unit Is maior factor in high fidelity equipment.
than that of the source (Curve 3)
the low frequency loss is small. This
sistor Rg, a conductance of 17500,000 frequency rise results if the coils are is observed in a practical way in the
or 2 x 10"6 mho. These conductances chosen so that their Q is between 1 relative small size and cheapness of
are in parallel (see Fig, 2) hence and 2 at the resonant frequency. Class A output transformers feeding
adding them gives the total conduct- The gain at the resonant frequency low impedance loads. Conversely,
ance of 7 x 10"6 mho. To find the over and above the ordinary middle if two transformers be equally well
middle-frequency voltage gain it is frequency gain of the stage is about designed, one as a "plate-to-grid"
now only necessary to divide the 1 DB for Q — 1; 3 DB for Q = 1.4 transformer, shown as solid curves
tube trans-conductance (Gn, = 1200 and 6 DB for Q = 2. It is neces- C and D of Fig. 6, it will produce
micro-mhos = 1200 x IO"8 mhos) by sary that the plate-circuit coil have a a curve dropping off more at the
the sum of the circuit conductance reactance 3 or 4 times as great as the low end than the corresponding
(7 x 10"6 mhos).
plate resistance for good response.
"plate-to-line" or "line-to-line" transformers shown by the dashed curves
1200 x iO~6mhos
cc =
,
— 171
Transformer Coupling in Fig. 6.
7 x 10 mhos
This situation is aggravated if the
There are several advantages in transformer is made too small, as in
Impedance-coupled AmpUfter audio transformer coupling. There
the case of the curves for a cheap
An obvious way to avoid the direct is a negligible drop in plate supply example, Fig. 6, Curve A. Occasionvoltage drops in the resistors of an voltage through the transformer ally this kind of thing is done deR-C coupled amplifier is to replace windings, hence the "B" supply volt- liberately to create a transformer
them by iron-cored inductors. Usu- age may be moderate. The DC grid which is peaked at some particular
ally only the plate resistor is so re- circuit resistance can be very small frequency that must be amplified.
placed and the arrangement may be where an input transformer is used. Curve B, Fig. 6, is for a transformer
called an impedance-capacitance-re- This is an advantage with certain exactly like that with curve A exsistance coupling or simply an im- classes of power amplifier operation, cept that a trifle over one-half of the
pedance coupling. The frequency particularly Class B. Since such primary has been removed, the priresponse is inferior to that of coupling devices can be purchased mary reactance thus dropping to
resistance-coupled amplifiers. Typical ready-made the frequency response in about one-fifth of its former value.
circuits and response curves are considerable part depends upon the Lack of amplification at low freshown in Fig. 3. The decrease in observation of general transformer quencies is now very apparent. The
gain at high frequencies is greater design principles. A typical trans- transformer becomes a very poor
because chokes have more distributed former coupled amplifier is shown in load for the tube except for that
shunt capacitance than resistors. The Fig. 4.
frequency to which it is tuned by its
Using a well-designed transformer own inductance and the capacitances
decrease in gain at low frequencies is
greater because the inductive react- for the medium frequency range the in the circuit and that of the transance falls with frequency while re- Class A gain of a transformer-coupled former itself.
sistance does not. The arrangement stage is nearly:
The high frequency drooping of
(sec. turns)
is used less since tubes suited to rethe
gain curve is due to the shunting
gam cc = «, ——
sistance coupling have become avail(primary turns)
effect of the capacitances within the
able. Impedance coupling is used i.e. the tube gain multiplied by the transformer and in the circuit. The
primarily with triodes where the transformer gain. It is correct only user of the transformer can do very
relatively high plate current makes if the primary reactance is large as
{Continued on page 100)
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IN<>. 7 in it series
of advertisements ijr/ncting
your post - tear
nuirket for radios,
comhinations and
record jdovers.

P

"Nris. War U'ortccr will hi; linmc again—on a full timii sliill! She II want lo ru-Iivistnall leisure pleasures sacrifireJ tluring work-ruslied war years . . . like sleeping a
bil laler , . . listening to her favoriie radio programs during kitchen hours. She 11 csprctally
want a gnoil radio for her very own to keep alive outside interests she became accustomed
to in war work. Trav-Ler Karenola will he ready for the post-war demand . . .
with the finest radios that equipment and skill can provide.

R A DIO AND TZLSVrSlON CORPORATION
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Television
Tracey Says Majestic Is
Ready With Television
E. A. Tracey, president Majestic Radio
& Television Corp., Chicago, in a statement announcing the appointment of the
Colen-Gruhn Co., New York City, as exclusive distributors of Majestic radio for
the metropolitan New York area, also disclosed what Majestic's position will be in
the postwar periodMr. Tracey pointed out that the company's peacetime line would incorporate
radio-phonograph models, employing automatic record changers, the finest versions
of the new FM circuit designs, and said
that the company's "television research and
engineering was advanced to the point
that would assure Majestic of being confidently competitive during the initial peacetime period,"
Sees Television a
Potent Sales Medium
Merchants viewing the potential postwar market for the sale of television sets
are vitally concerned with the "coverage"
situation, which itself is directly connected
with the question of financial returns for
those who put their money into relay stations or other means of "spreading out"
programs.
Revenue from television advertising
seems promising since such advertising appears certain to have the utmost appeal to
the prospective advertiser,
Walter L. Lawrence, a field engineer of
the RCA Service Company, recently said:
"It can be a sales medium of unparalleled effectiveness—especially for consumer

Talk

TELEVISION ACROSS THE NATION!

Allen B. OuMont, television pioneer, studies map upon which is indicated locations for new
commercial video stations. 65 applications lor transmitters in 24 states and District of Columbia are pendinggoods. The advertiser can present his
wares visually—while they are being used
or consumed, if that will enhance their
consumer appeal'—in the intimacy of the
prospects' homes. Trade marks can continually be kept before the public eye under attention-compelling conditions.
"So potent a sales medium, intelligently
used, with its consequent stimulation of
the market for the output of our industrial
system, can have a most salutary effect
on that largest of our postwar problems—
unemployment."

TELEVISION:
A living-breathing encyclopedia of entertainment
and education.
A magic window opening
en the world we live in.
A view of hisfory at the
moment of its happening.
The alchemist, the million-armed servant that
brings to our eyes and
ears living entertainers
and art, science, literature, the wisdom of all
time.

B
B
B 7

Ready to Make Projectors
At a meeting of the Radio Executives
Club in New York, Arthur Levey, president of Scophony Television, said his company's television projectors for home and
theatre would be "put into mass production as soon as war production permits."

Allow Expertmcut Models
The War Production Board has eased
its ban on restricted materials to permit
the building of experimental models where
neither labor nor machinery is diverted
from war work. This easement applies to
television equipment, radios, refrigerators,
'Don't trade him anything for that antiquated set. Television Is all the rage nowadays!'' vacuum cleaners, etc.
RADIO » TcfovltiOM RETAILING • Augutt, 1944
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General Eleclnc brings you the benefits of the biggest radio advertising
campaign sponsored by o/iy radio
manufacturer!
General Electric advertisements—full
color, full page — like the colorful one
shown above—are reaching 38*000,000
readers in 18 national magazines
ererv month.

-

This outstanding series is backed by
the G-E radio news program — ■"The
World Today'—broadcast every weeknight over the CBS network — 128 stations with an estimated audience of
19,000,000 listeners per week.
In addition, the new G-E booklcl,
•'Your Coming Radio as Foreeasl by
General Electric"— an exclusive pre-

view of tomorrow's radio — is being
distributed in large volume to your
prospective future customers.
All this adds up to a smashing, preselling job being done for you — NOW
— to increase your opportunity for
greater profits — SOONER — on your
post-war radio pales. Electronics Dept..
General Electric, Bridgeport, Conn.

GENERAL ELECTRIC IS BUILDING MORE MILITflRT RADIO EQUIPMENT THAN ANY OTHER HOME-RADIO MANUFACTURER
GENERAL M ELECTRIC
RADIO fr Television RETAILING • Augint, 1944
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WHAT'S YOUR CHOICE • • •
Free-for-all

or

Fa^r-for-all ?

A free-fnr-iill— that's whac ra«,!io retailing becomes for the dealer Are you reluctant to go back to the old free-for-all on the line
who finds himself competing, un the same line, with price-cutters, you depend on for your profits? Do you vote instead for a
auctioneers, parlor-dealers, and all the other fast operators who method of operation that's tair-for-all—because it permits a fair
make it impossible for a legitimate radio dealer to make a legiti- net profit for every dealer franchised to handle the line? Then
mate profit. All too familiar, under the pressure of such competi- let's hear from you! We'd like to show you what Controlled
Distribution can mean to you . .. like to show you why .. .
tton. is a selling formula that looks about like this:
Selling Price
$100.00
Majestic Means Business
Cost (d0% off list) ........
60.00
Margin
$40-00
.. • and lots of iti
Trade-in Allowance
22.50
Margin after Trade-in .
$17-50
Re-sale Value (Maybel) of Trade-in - ,
6-00
Profit on Transaction
$23-50
A $23,50 t'rofit m a $100 sale—when studies show that average
overhead expenses alone amount to $.11.50 per SI 00 of gross volume
*
*
But fair-f/r-all are the conditions made possible for dealers who
qualify for the Majestic franchise. A more-than-fair share of the
potential radio business in any area, thanks to Majestic's right
products, right pricing, right timing, right promotion, liven more
important ... <7 fair opportunity for a fair profit on every sale,
thanks to Majestic's unique Con!rolled Distribution Plan.
ItllHO TSilTVINfOA KifS'Jf'TIIOXICS
Looking ahead to the time when you'll be selling once again MAJESTIC RADIO A TEUVISION CORPORATION • CHICAGO 32, ILL
66
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Yesterday, ward antennas were found on most of the
peacetime automobiles, radios and portable radios.
l_/l. CJIJCv-l'
AK-lJ and
<A J I «radar.equipment
L*«-r i. ' ^ »-• * ^ . * * * ^ of
v J- THE
I < ■ WARD PRODUCTS
All of the manufacture of
antennas
CORPORATION is, today,r, going entirely to the war eft rt and being used on all
fighting fronts.
The knowledge that is being.gained from this wartime effort will mean new.
and improved products life peacetime. If your postwar planning includes' the
ot specifying of antennas, look to WARD.
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THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION
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JOBBER

NEWS

Distributors K.eep Pace With the Times
Wilson Heads Sales
Holcomb Gunn Co., 310-12-14 E. Third
St., Little Rock, Ark,, announces that it
has appointed C. B. Wilson as sales manager and buyer. The firm distributes
radio, home appliances, floor coverings,
heating equipment and furniture.

iff I ♦MSB. I .i»; * Stte
UWtWK'tHllOl

Streamlined Store

J

Attractive storefront of Edgar Morris Sales Co.,
progressive Washington Wholesaler.
Edgar Morris Sales Co.
In KKasiness for 25 Years
The Edgar Morns Sales Co., 712 Thirteenth St., N.W., Washington, D. C., one
of the city's prominent radio and appliance distributors recently observed, its
2Sth anniversary.
The business was organized by Edgar
Morris immediately upon bis return to
Washington after World War 1. It was
a modest beginning. There were only' 5
employees, and they had but one merchandise line. Today there are 50 employees,
over 400 wholesale customers, and appliances sold by the firm are installed in
over 75,000 homes in the metropolitan
area.
Concenfrafetl Territory
The firm wholesales Westinghouse refrigerators, laundry equipment, ranges
aod all other Westinghouse appliances
and Zenith radio and Hearing Aids in
addition to stokers, space heaters, gas
ranges, etc.
For many years the company engaged
in both retailing and wholesaling, but m
1938 discontinued retail selling.
During the quarter of a century of its
existence the Edgar Morris Sales Company has adhered to the policy of restricting its efforts to a small number of nationally known lines. With a concentrated
territory and a few selected lines, the
company's customers receive superior service and its manufacturers are assured
the most efficient distribution of their
products.
Ray Thomas Co. Named
Ray Thomas Co., 1601 So. Hope St.,
Los Angeles, has been appointed southern
California distributor for Majestic radios.
68

Coast Radio Supply Co.
Now in New Quarters
The Coast Radio Supply Company has
moved from 85 So. Van Ness Ave., San
Francisco, to its new quarters at 826 Van
Ness Avenue. Products distributed by the
firm include Emerson radio, washers,
ironcrs, radio tubes and parts, refrigerators, table appliances, health tamps,
freezing units, lamps, wiring devices,
hardware, tools, kitchen utensils, sewing
machines, cutlery, ranges, glftware, etc.
In a circular sent out to Its dealers,
Coast Radio Supply Co. lists the items it
usually stocks and prints the following
message about merchandise:
"Most of the above products are still
(Continued on page 72)

■vPP mmmmmWrm
A. R. Beyer & Co. gets set for postwar in its
new location at 1315 Polk St., Houston, Texas.

Above, view of Beyer's store Interior. Below, technician enjoys Beyer's free reference library.
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NEW

LETTER

CONTEST
for

SEBVEGEMEM!

ELEVEN 1st PRIZE WINNERS
IN 5 MONTHS IN CONTEST $1!
mm

Yes sir, guys, the hundreds of letters
received were so swell that double
first prize winners had to be awarded
each of the first four months and
there were triple first prize winners
the fifth and last month . . .
SO-HERE WE GO AGAIN f
Get in on this NEW letter contest —

write and tell us your first hand experiences with all types of Radio Communications equipment built by Hallicrafters including the famous SCR-2991
RULES FOR THE CONTEST
Hallicrafters will give $100.00 for the best letter received during each of the five months
of April, May, June, July and August. (Deadline: Received by midnight, the last day of
each month.) . . . For every serious letter received Hallicrafters will send $1.00 so even If
you do not win a big prize your time will not be in vain. . . . Your letter will become the
property of Hallicrafters and they will have the right to reproduce It in a Hallicrafters advertisement. Write as many letters as you wish. V-mail letters will do, . . . Military regulations
prohibit the publication of winners' names and photos at present . . . monthly winners will
be notified immediately upon judging.

^ hflllicra
BUY A WAR BOND TODAY!

tors

radio

THE HAUtCRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S. A.
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THE
OF

FIRST

CLEAR

TELEVISION

PICTURE

PROFITS

!

Just as Allen B, DuMont, by his develop-

...definitely building to an engineering

ment of the Cathode-ray Tube, created the

ideal, rather than to price.

first clear image on the television screen..,

If you are in a position to sell this highest

so DuMont now offers you the first clear

market level...already being Intensively cul-

picture of your coming television profits.

tivated by DuMont national advertising...

Commercial television will begin, shortly
after victory, very much like radio. There

then you will want to feature the postwar
DuMont Television-Radio Receivers.

will be many assemblers of television sets in

That's the way the Television picture is

the lower price brackets. There will be vari-

shaping up... brought into ever sharper focus

ous manufacturers of television instruments

under the leadership of Allen B. DuMont.

at medium prices. And there will be DuMont

Keep your eye On it...watch DuMont!
Copyrlahi. 174*. Allen B. DuMont lobotolarles. Inc.

-7Z

etc#

ALLHN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES. INC.. GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT, 2 MAIN AVENUE, PASSAU.. N, J.
TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD, 5 15 MADISON AVENUE. NEW VORK 22. NEW YORK

TO
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Sorry, but no more
RAY-O-VAC LEAKPROOFS
fill offer Victory
Those Rey-O-Vac LEAKPROOF Batteries that your customers want are all going
to our fighting men. They furnish the
heartbeat of communication systems,
handie-talkie, bazookas, flashlights and
other instruments of war.
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Its the battery that STAYS FRESH because its sealed-

"(a

in-steel construction prevents power leakage. It is guar-

tfty

anteed not to harm the flashlight by swelling or corro-
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sion. Millions of men are learning the reliability of RayO-Vac LEAKPROOFS under Hfe-and-death conditions.
It's the cell they're going to

insist

FLASHLIGHTS

I
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upon when they
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return from the fighting fronts.

BATTERIES
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MY-O-MC CBHPANt, MADISOH 4. WISCONSIN • DTHER FACTORIES AT CLINTON. MASS. ■ 1AHCASILR. OHIO • SIOUX CITT.U. • FOND DU LAC.WIS. « HILWAUKLr, WtS.
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{Continued from page 68)
at war to help speed victory. We do have
some material on hand and expect more
from time to time. We solicit your inquiries or better yet, a visit to our new
quarters- Through our dealer bulletins
we will keep you advised as to what is
available as well as any other information of interest to the trade."
New Arvin Illstriliuiors
Everybody's Supply Corp., Sio Arch
St., Philadelphia, headed by Samuel Fingrutd, president, has been appointed Arvin
radio distributor.

Dealers—demand for this needle
is spreading as fast as butter on hot toast!
The Durpoint needle sells for a dollar,
which spells two things for you—volume
and profit. And what a sales story: its
precious alloy tip takes additional polish
from the record groove thus minimizing
record wear and greatly reducing surface noise: each needle is individually in-

Lixieoln Sales Takes On
Norge and Farnsworth
Lincoln Sales Corp., for over 17 years
distributor in the Baltimore and Washington trade markets, has become distributor for the Baltimore area for Farnsworth radios and Norge refrigerators.
Lincoln Sales is headed by C. Howard
Buchwald, president; Clarence Deikman,
vice-president, and Lou Fox, sales manager.
Teach Is Sales Manager
For New Jersey Firm
Krich-Radisco, Inc., Newark, N. J,,
radio and appliance distributor, announces
the appointment of Andrew K. Leach as
general sales manager of the company.
The Newark firm is exclusive distributor in New Jersey for RCA Victor records, Kelvinator, Beadix, Ironrite, New

spected before shipping and guaranteed
to give perfect reproduction for about
4000 records! They are available on display cards, too—stock some today!

mm
II
i
i
m
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Andrew K. Leach
Home and Eureka products. They have
recently augmented their lines and have
added to the above, American All-Steel
kitchens and Estate gas ranges and Heatrolas.
Mr. Leach, who has served KrichRadisco in various sales capacities for
the past 15 years, will be in charge of
the overall activities of the separate sales
divisions the distributing firm has set up
for various products.
{Continued on page 74)
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Victors

in

the

Race

with

1860
The Pony Express carried the mail
from Missouri to California in the
record breaking time of 10 days, [n
those days there was no faster, more
reliable means of transportation than
that of a trusted messenger on a
fast horse.

J

ime

1944
Today a soldier with his Hand!)1Talkie radio transmitter receiver
can start the news of a battle and
of victory around the world in a
split second. Effortless, 2-way
communication is within the reach
of everyone!

m

entinel

fRadca S&tct
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Though thousands of miles lie between the battle-fronts throughout the
world, the forces of the widely separated United Nations are welded into
a single victorious fighting unit through modern radio communications.
Sentinel Radio is proud to be playing an effective part in developing and producing this supremely important war communications equipment. Six Sentinel plants are translating the blueprints
of Sentinel engineers into victory-winning equipment.
These wartime experiences will result in vastly improved new
Sentinel products which will help Sentinel dealers translate postwar
prospects into profitable sales.
SENTINEL
RADIO
CORPORATION
2020 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, III.
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Will Distribute GE Sets
In Metrup olitan Area

m

The General Electric Supply Corp., 585
Hudson St., New York City, and the General Electric Supply Corp., 221 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J., have been
appointed wholesale distributors for General Electric radio receivers. The New
York house assumes the responsibility for
the "sale and service of these products
in the Metropolitan New York area, except for Richmond Borough (Staten
Island). This latter territory, plus northern New Jersey, will, be sold by the
Newark house.
This was "announced in letters to radio
dealers from H. A. Crossland, manager
of sales for the General Electric receiver
division at Bridgeport, Conn.
AH metropolitan dealer .requests for
General Electric radio receiver repair
service and supply parts will be handled
by Neil Laby of the General Electric Supply Corp., 58$ Hudson St., New York
City.
Boiiflg Urges Jobbers to
Get Ready lor Postwar

IN SUNNY 010 MEX1C0' THE WOR
^PliiGADA'
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We're getting "posted" NOW, to
fill all post-war needs of our customers.
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Zenith Radio Corporation's program of
future expansion in the sale of household
radio has now reached the point where
it is time for distributors to begin active
work on adding strength to Zenith's already virile and aggressive dealer organization, H. C. Bonfig, vice-president in
charge of household radio, told a group
of Zenith distributors at an informal
round table discussion in Philadelphia.
"Although our mailing list corrections
indicate a dealer mortality of only 3 per
cent since the shutdown of civilian production, a record of which we are very
proud, neither you distributors nor the
factory organization has been able to
keep up an active program of field contacting during these war years," said
Bonfig. "Now that the end is in sight,
although it is months, perhaps even years,
away, it is time to begin planning details
of our future operations in the field."
Zenith's Policy
Bonfig said that, while there were a
great many questions to which nobody has
the answer today, Zenith has already decided on a number of fundamental policies,
"First," he said, "Zenith is committed
to a policy of remaining in the radionics
field exclusively. We are not going to
diversify into other fields, such as refrigerators, washing machines, air conditioners, vacuum cleaners, etc, etc. These
fields, we feel, are ably handled by specialists.
"We believe that the field of radionics
is sufficiently large to hold and to occupy
the entire attention of our organization,
and by confining out efforts to the line
of business we know, we will "render infinitely better service to our distributors,
to our dealers, and to the public.
"Zenith Intends to continue its policy
of distributing its merchandise through
independent distributors and dealers."
{Continued on fage 76)
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SPRAGUE

TRADING

POST

4 FREE Buy-Excbange-Sell Service for Radio Men

ASK FOR
THEM BY NAME
If you appreciate the Trading Post Advertising Service—
and hundreds of servicemen
have told us that they do—
we know we can count on you
to ask for Sprsgue Atom midget dry electrolytic capacitors by
name, and to insist on getting
them whenever they are available. Atoms are smaller, less
costly, and are fully as reliable
as the big, old-fashioned condensers they replace. Use
them universally on all of your
jobs. They're more dependable
—they speed up your work!
FOR SMjE——IllcSok crystal sig, generator flTOX, |60) Radio City maltllester
J414, $25; Solar capacitor analyzer
.0001-800 mfd. CC-1-60, $35: Triplett
tube tester $1213, $25; National recdrer NC-10O. $100. All A-I. " A.
Chevalier, P. 0. Box 108, Preston, Wash.
FOB SALE OR TRADE—'Brand new Airline recorder and play-back unit (less
2 tubes and mike) $50- Want complete
P. A. system. Walter S. Eotallne, P. 0.
Box 98, Sidney, N. Y.
WANTED FOR CASH—Three RK62 gas
trlode detector thyraton tubes. Wm. B.
Thoes, 29S9 Qaylor St., Denver, Colo.
FOR SAl£ OR TRACE—35—24A88, 3«
—27's (used but In perfect condition)
and SO—5Y38's, new. Want Precision
8920P tube and set tester, BV10 Precision multi-range tester, 3" oscilloscope.
Vital Badlo Service, 209 Linden St.,
Camden, N. J.
WANTED—V-O-CVI; Big. generator; analyzer. or other test eqpt. Charles dlatz,
850 Stebbins Are.. Bronx 69, N. Y.
FOR SALE—HalUcrafter SX-24, with
matching speaker. Practically new, $80
f.o.b. W. J. Hammond, Jr., Box 49,
Wenham, Mass.
FDR SALE—Precision lube tester 912P;
Solar capacitor analyzer CB-1-60; Trlplett
combination 115IA sig. generator; 11268
V-O-M. 1166C free point tester; large
supply of radio parti Including tubes,
Melssner coils, trimmers, radio tools, etc.
—also radio books. J. D. Curtice. P. O.
Box 243. Boonton, N. J.
URGENTLY NiEEDEO—100 K.C. or 175
K.C. crystal, with or without crystal
mount. Norman Lefconrt, 310 Bobbins
St., S.W., Atlanta, Ga.

FOB SALE—4000 radio tubes, meter and
set tester. All guaranteed. Complete
selection of types and numbers. Bonded
'Service, 2T West 170 th St., New
York, N. Y.
WANTED—'Late model tube tester, reasonably priced. Charlie Ailen, St. Charles
Hold, St. Joseph, Mo.
WANTED—Amplifier, 117v., 50-60 cycles
A.C-, with mike and two speakers, George
A. Wise, Jr., 7 Wall St., Westerly, R, I.
WANTED'—KM converter: also good crystal
mike. Nick Walters, 203 North Terrace
St., Atehison, Kans.
WANTED—35L0 tube for a 1942 Philco
record player. Donald Comer, S 2/c, 29
Sp. "Co, E. Plat, 5, A.B.D., Port Hueneme,
Catif.
WANTED, FO'R CASH—If1280 Superior
tube tester. Louis Mackay, R.F.D. fil.
Box 19, Perth Amboy, N. J.
FOR SALE OR SWAP—G.E. standard
watthour meter 110-220X—50 cy.—1-1020 amp. if2,610,113, chart and pendant
.switch; also Westinghouse $54,8848 serial
210.908—5-40 amp., I00-200r, 60 cy.
Both Instruments portable. Robert W.
West. Parker, Arizona.
WANTED FOR CASH—Tubes, any quaatlty, any types 12* or higher. Must be
new and In boxes. Also want phono motors and crystals. Leading Radio Service,
114 East Third St., Mount Vernoo. N.-T.
WANTED—EC-3 communication receiver
in good shape, and 1A6 tube. Eugene T.
Menkoff, 201 S. 36th W. PL, Tulsa 6,
Okla.
FOR SALE—Brand new. In original cartons, 39/44 N.U. radio tubes, 40# ea.
Also 287; 47; 232; 238; 2E5; 46;
336 tubes at 50% oB list; Beadrlte tube
checker, $6; code practice oscillator and
automatic code machine with practice
tapes, $12. Want to borrow calibrated
chart for a Clough-Brengle DC slg. generator, Praaz Radio Service, 1601 Plum St.,
Erie, Pa.
FDR SALE OR TRADE—Several brand
new AC-DC 5-tube superhet kits and
crystal kits. Want the following tubes;
25L6, 35Le, 50L6, 35Z5, 12SA7. 12SK7,
12«Q7, 6SA7, SOYB, 1A7, 1H5. 1N5,
117Z6, SO 8K8, ajod others. Melvln
Okln, 915 Bryant Ave., Bronx 69,
New York.
FOR SALE DR TRADE—Cloagh Brengle
3" oscllioscope, CBA serial 2386. excellent condition. Joe's Radio, 2224 West
Belden Ave., Chicago 47, HL
WANTED—'Pickups and phono motors.
What hare you? Joe Bventek, 2224 W.
Belden Ave., Chicago 47, HI.
FOR SALE—RCA test oscillator, 90 to
25,000 K.C., battery operated, case Included, $35; set of si* BCA manuals,
1923 to 1938. $25; used electric phono
motors with turntables, |5 each; 1937
Philco automobile radio $25; 1940
Motorola automobile radio, $35: used
tubes and parts. Domestic Appliance
Service. Bridgeharopton 1, N. Y.
WANTED—Used Candler high speed radio
code course—also used Teleple* or Instnict lograpb. S. J. ConnoJIy, Hlnghsm, Mass.

Important Notice!
We discourase offers to buy or sell
anything beyond the O.P.A. ceiling
prices, and will not knowingly accept
such ads for the Sprague Trading Post
FO'R SALE—New 20-watt amplifier with
10" speaker, in case, $47.50; new Turner
mike, $16.50; RCA record player. $22.50.
2-6W. Dlxon Radio Lab., 2412 Strauss
St., R, N.8. Pittsburgh 14, Pa,
WANTED—Supreme instruments. Paul
Bernhardt, R.F.D. fS, Loraln, Ohio.
WANTED—Vibrator tester, analyzer,
vacuum tube meter and modulator. O.K.
Radio Service, 8023 E. Sprague St.,
Spokane, Wash.
FOR SALE—'New parts; synchronous vibrators, $2.25: nou-synchronous vibrators, $1.50; new tubes; 1A6, 1T4,
1S4. IS5, 6B7G, 2A7. 2B7, 6B7. 12A,
OlA, 53, 55, 81. 6SC7, 6G5, 6U6, 6A4,
0L5, SO, 31. 33, 39. N. J. Cooper,
4617 N. Damen Ave., Cliicago, Illinois.
FOR SALE—flallicrafter #S-22B communication receiver, four bands. Will
operate on AC-DC, 6 volts, bandspread tuning. D. Jarden, 7149 Ardleigh
St., Phil a, 19, Pa.
WANTED—Precision E-200 in perfect
condition and 12, 25, 35, 30, 70 and
117 tubes. Munroe Radio Service, 111
Shelby St., Klngsport, Tenn,
FOR SALE OR SWAP—The following
tubes: 10-1S5; 10-1T4; 10-12A6:2-12B5;
4-128N7: 6-6SL7: 12-6SN7. Also want
window display material, S. P. Ashley,
2912 Glenwood Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.
WANTED—Master or standard Teleplex
with oscillator, key, and course of Instruction. 'Pvt. Paul A. Saxon, Med. Dct„
SU£. Hosp.. Camp Blantllng, Fla.
FOR SALE OR TRADE—WB 633A and
Astatic T3 microphoaes; WE i VTC
transformerfl; connectors; meters; switches:
>4-watt resistors, back Issues Electronics,
Badlo Craft, Radio News and Service.
8. Mayo, 372 B. 18th St., Brooklyn
26. N. Y.
URGENTLY NEEDED—Any commercial
receiver is working condition. A/C Teddy
Powell, C.A.P.C., Box 481, Belle-Glade,
Fla.
WANTED FOR CASH—6N6 tube. Will
trade OB midget portable for SB semiprofessional recorder with cutter and pickup. Cbarlton W. Cleveland, 35 North
St., Oenescc, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR TRADE—Crosley push
button car radio; Underwood standard
typewriter, and 120 resistance analyzer.
Want Rider manuals 6 to 13; all-wavo
sig. generator; Solar CB-l-SO condenser
checker. A. Mayfleld, 3330 Lawrence,
Denver 6, Colo.
WANTED—Electric or portable phonograph in good condition. Chss. Brown,
502 N. High, B1 Dorado, Kansas.
URGENTLY NEEDED—Tube tester, late
model. Describe fully. Cash, George
■Murakami, 3303—B. Newell, Calif.
WANT TO SWAP—Have Conn Bh tenor
sax (value $85) to exchange for Rider
manuals. EL Grlmshaw, 174 Water St,
N. Andover, Mass.
WANTED—Clough Brengle CRA oscilloscope or equal; Klder manuals 11, 13
and 13; Weston 773 or comb, tube and
set tester, standard make. Have Clough
Brengle OCA signal generator and other
items. Exchange lists. Glenn Watt
Chsnute, Kans.
FOR SALE—Hallicrafter Skyrider BX32,
with crystal filter band spread,. 600 K.C.
to 43 M.C., earphones Incl. Also 12"
bass refiex speaker and Detrola wireless automatic record player for 10 or
12" records. B. J. Monsoa, P. 0. Box
14XX, Jacksonville 1, Fla.
WANTED—'Sig. generator and tube
checker, for modern tubes. Eustace Lee,
Box 1707, Cristobal, Canal Zone.
WANTED—Late test equlpioetrt. fajcl
tube and set checker and sig. generator.
L. B. Mitchell, 1428 Queen Anne Are.,
Seattle 9. Wash.
URGENTLY NEEDED—Filament X-forroer
for tube tester. Must supply aecondary
voltages for all receiver tubes. Lester
Stiles 101 Pearl St.. Schuylervllle, N. V.
FDR SALE—Brand new automatic electric "Radio Service" sign. $2. M. Lcveagood. 'Palmyra, Pa.
FOR SALE—Slightly used National NBA
speech amplifier, and Melssner FM tuner,
both complete with tubes and In A-l
condition: two almost new HK54'a; alao
Standard Instructograpb with oscillator and
tapes. B. ff. Ear wood. Crescent City, Bl.
WANTED—Supreme Veedolyzcr—for eub
and some hard-to-get tubes. Walt's Badlo
and Electric Shop, Lynwood, Calif.
FDR SALE—Midwest 15-tulw P.A. tuner;
Midwest 15-tube radio complete with
speaker. Continental P.A. tuuer; 12*
tube Zenith radio chassis complete, 2-10"
and 2 extra speakers. Joseph Harrison,
604 TUrd St.. Albany. N, Y.

YOUR OWN AD RUN FREE!
This I* Spraguw't apwcial wartim* advartbing sarvlc* to K«tp radf*
*«t naadad parts ami equip ma nt, or ditpwta of radla matatialt
they do not naad. Sand your ad today. Writ* PLAINLY OR PRINT
—hold It to 40 words or lass. Dua to tha largo numbar racaivod,
ads may ha dolayad a month or two, hut will bo pohlishad as rapidly
as possible. Remember that "Equipment for Sale" ads bring best results.
Spragua reserves the right to reject ads which do not fit in with
the spirit of this service.
HARRY KALKER, Safes Manager

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.. Dept. RRT-84. North Adams. Moss.
(Jobbing distributing organization of products manufactured by SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY)

SPRAGUE

CONDENSERS

KOOLOHM

RESISTORS

Obvioasly, Sprsgue cannot assume any respoosibDtty. or guarantee goods, services, etc, wbkh mlgbt bf exchanged ttrough the above advertisements
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We want to make the acquaintance of dealers and
distributors alert enough to do their post-war planning now; men and organizations who will recognize
the sweeping post-war sales potentials of the high
fidelity tape recorders bearing the Fonda name.
Here are a few Fonda features that will explain
why our instroments will be in demand—high quality
recordings at low cost; continuous recording for
eight hours without supervision; automatic instantaneous playback; provides a permanent, indestructible record. The Fonda method of recording is
based on our own exclusive patent which is the result of years of engineering and development effort.
Let's start getting acquainted today by dropping
us a note requesting our free literature I

Jobber Praises Dealers
For Staying in Business
The D'Elia Electric Co., Inc., 1330
Fairfield Ave., Bridgeport, Conn., one of
the oldest radio and appliance wholesale
firms in the state, is now holding "open
house" for its dealers, who have been
praised by Mr. D'Elia for their "ingenuity," to celebrate the company's 27th anniversary.
These dealers will see a complete new
group of display and service rooms, covering 11,000 sq. ft. The D'Elia building,
comprising 33,000 sq. ft, has been redecorated from top to bottom in a pastel
motif, creating salesrooms of beauty and
refinement. «
Charles A. D'Elia, president, is receiving the congratulations of his many
friends in the trade who have seen the
new salesrooms. As Mr. D'Elia says, "It
took a great deal of constructive thinking
and careful planning to take this step
at this particular time but, believing in
the ultimate victory of our country and
the great potential buying power of the
people following the war, the step seems
a forward dne,
"In my travels around Connecticut, visiting dealers, I am amazed at the ingenuity displayed in their being able
to stay in business and still make money
at a time when everyone was counting
ten over them, believing they would be
forced out of business because of lack of
merchandise due to the war, I find they
are aware of the tremendous need for
household appliances and are alert and
ready for postwar business."
Crosley Wholesalers
The Southwestern Electrical Appliance
Co., Araarillo, Texas, has been named distributor for the Crosley Corp. in northwestern Texas, has been announced by B,
T. Roe, Crosley manager of distribution.
The Southwestern Electrical Appliance
Co. Is owned by Harvey South worth, who
started in business in 1935, and has built
up a business with an annual sales volume of approximately $1,000,000.

FONDA

CORPORATION

D«sfgnert and Manufacturers of Precision Recording Equipment

Th« Fonda Rocofder
for the Homo
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Tho Fonda Recorder
for monitoring by
Commercial Airlines and
Radio Broadcast Stations

The Fonda Recorder
for Industry

Named Emerson Jobbers
Announcement has been made by
Charles Robbins, vice-president In charge
of sales of Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp., Mew York City, of the appointment of Western Mass. Distributors,
Inc., Springfield, Mass., as distributors of
Emerson Radio products in that territory.
This organization has been in business
in that area for a number of years and
has distributed well-known lines.
Bruee Dean Vice-Dresldenf
Frank R. Elliott, Jr., president of the
Elliott-Lewis Electrical Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa,, announces the appointment
of Bruce A. Dean, as vice-president.
"Although the company is best known
as a distributor of electrical home appliances, its increasing war work necessitated the expansion and announcement at
this time," said Mr. Elliott.
(Continued on page 79)
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How Andre Kostelonetz Responded
io the Glory of the Meissner
Call him a perfectionist, if you will, but
Andre Kostelanetz likes to have a recording made of each major rehearsal. Then,
before the actual performance, the record
is played back while he jots down a
variety of comments and suggestions.
Thus, pen in hand, he sat waiting to
hear one of his rehearsal recordings
played for the first time on the Meissner
radio-phonograph. Casually at first...
then, intently ... he watched as this new
kind of automatic record-changer gently
selected the record from the stack, silently placed it on the turn-table.
"Remarkable," he said, and was about
to make note of it, when . . .
Crescendo on crescendo, the tiny room
had become a magnificentsounding board
for the unseen orchestra. Here, indeed,
was recorded music with all the soulstirring immensity of the instrumental range.
"There were tones that were coiti-

pletely superb," reported Andre Kostelanetz. "My pen actually stopped 'in
mid-air at the first note!"
Andre Kostelanetz, one of the world's
great conductors, had just heard the only
Meissner radio-phonograph in existence
—the final laboratory model perfected
last before war turned all of Meissner's
skill and knowledge to the manufacture
of electronic war equipment. This priceless instrument is now on loan "for the
duration" to the music department of
Mt. Carmel High School, in Meissner's
home community.
Many families, however, are now looking forward to the day when luxurious
postwar counterparts of the Meissner
masterpiece will be obtainable for their
own homes. Like you, they've been longing for some way to bring all the brilliant realism of the concert hall into
the intimacy of the fireside circle ...
some way to recapture the "missing
elements" for which present-day phonograph listeners so often wait 5n vain.

And, like you, they'll welcome these
other Meissner advantages:
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER —plays both
sides of a record in sequence, one side only, or
repeats a record just played . .. avoids record
breakage. Provides 2 hours or more of music
without your touching a record.
FREQUENCY MODULATION —plus advanced
electronic features for fidelity and tonal range
greatly surpassing such qualities in home radiophonographs now in use.
SUPER SHORTWAVE,.. DISTINGUISHED CABINETS ... NEW IDEAS in a host of other advancements already being engineered into Meissner
equipment for our armed forces.

ER
M.
MANUFACTURING COMfANV • MT, CARMEl, III.
AimtSD Bismom RESEARCH AM) MAWFACWRE

Reprint of advertisement in The Atlantic^ Fortune, Harper's Magazine, House Beautiful, House & Garden, National Geographic, Town & Country
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Name Pennsylvania Firm
Appointment of the E. Keelcr Co. as
distributor of The Crosley Corp. in the
centra] part of Pennsylvania has been announced by B. T. Roe, manager of distribution for Crosley.

WHO
WILL BE THE

Jobbers Plan for Postwar
Joseph Goldhamer, of Goldharner, Inc.,
Cleveland, Ohio, distributors, and E. C.
Wenger, well-known Pacific Coast distributor of Wilcox-Gay Recordio, and a
member of the Electronics Distributors
Industry Advisory Committee, have been
discussing postwar plans with WilcoxGay officials at Charlotte, Mich.

Hans A. Soins Moves to
White Plains, New York
Hans A. Soms, radio parts jobber, located for the past 7 years at 336 Fort
Washington Ave., New York City, has
moved to new and larger quarters at 333
Mamaroneck Ave., White Plains, N. Y.,
and henceforth will operate as Hans A,
Soms, Westchester Electronic Supply Co.
Now situated in the county seat of
Westchester county, Mr, Soms will be better able to serve his many customers in
that territory, including radio repairers
and dealers, schools, manufacturers," industrial laboratories, public utilities Und
police departments.
Appliance Group Head

MEISSNER
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

DEALER
OF TOMORROW?
in Fine homes throughout America, people have long been
reading about the new Meissner
radio-phonograph. More, they
have written by untold hundreds
to learn how, when, and where
it will be sold.
Rightly so, too, for the world's
great musicians have placed
Meissner reproduction in a
world unto itself Praises from
such artists as Bruno Walter, Arfur Rodzlnski, Friti Reiner, Rise
Stevens, Andre Kostelanetz, and
many more of like fame, have
fed the bright flame of desire
among countless music lovers.
This rich and ready market is
now waiting for men of vision,
of experience, of reputation —
men who will dominate the
Meissner distribution picture of
postwar tomorrow. To find your
own place in this picture, we
suggest that you write at once to
our Chicago Office. Plans will
then be made for executive contact at the earliest possible date.
MEISSiYJlll
M A^y* ACT.UftlNCr COMRANV «.t. CAftMf L III,
Pleose Addrett Your Inquiries
lo Chicago Office.PALMOUVE BUILDING,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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New Wholesale Firm
A new firm under the name of of KayStern Distributing Co., has been formed
to handle Admiral products in Pittsburgh.
The company will occupy an 8-9tory
building at 808 Penn Ave. This building
will have a showroom equipped to display Admiral products as well as to warehouse them when radios and appliances
are. manufactured.
Peel Issues Brochure
Peel Sales Engineering Co., 154- E.
Erie St., Chicago, III., has issued a handsome brochure entitled "Planning Ahead
in the Electronics Field." The company
distributes some of the following equipment: United Electronics, Jackson, Shallcross, Sigma, Turner, B. & W., G. S,
Thompson, Vasco, Radiotone Recorders
and Temco transmitters.
Admiral Jobbers Named
In Des Motnes, St, Fonts
Luthe Harware Co., Des Moines, Iowa,
has been appointed distributor for Admiral radios and appliances, according to
an announcement by J. H. Clippinger,
Admiral vice-president in charge of sales.
The Luthe organization will cover the
central section of Iowa.
Graybar Electric Co., St. Louis, has
been appointed to distribute Admiral
products in southern Illinois and eastern
Missouri.
New Wholesale Firm In
Northern California
Earl M. Kemp has established a wholesale radio and electrical supply business
at 1115 R St., Sacramento, Ca!., known
as the E. M. Kemp Company.
Mr. Kemp intends to serve Northern
California territory, and is interested in
hearing from business concerns offering
supplies and distributorships.
Entering the radio and electrical engineering field in 1916, Mr. Kemp has been
associated with three utility companies,
and has been with the city of Sacramento
for 10 years aa radio inspector of interference. For the past two years he has
been engaged in electronic work for the
government.

Robert C. Hill, veteran sales official appointed
director Appliance division, National Electrical
Wholesalers Assn.
•
Speed Queen Jobbers
Appointment of 3 distributors for Speed
Queen washers and ironers in California
has been announced by P. J. Daniels,
general sales manager for Barlow &
Seelig Mfg. Co., Ripon, Wis. The new
distributors are Coast Radio Supply, San
Francisco, for northern California; Century Distributing Co., Los Angeles, for
the southern part of the state, and Lester
Distributing Co., Sacramento, for the
Sacramento valley area.
Acids Washers to Fine ,
The Henry O. Berman Company, Baltimore, for many years distributor for both
the Baltimore and Washington markets
for the Stromberg-Carlson line of radios
and sound equipment, has been appointed
distributor for the Baltimore trading area
for the Blackstone line of home laundry
equipment.
Ready for Chicago
Meeting
The Representatives of Radio Parts
Manufacturers, Inc., will hold its meeting
along with the Electronic Pans and
Equipment Industry Conference, at the
Hotel Stevens, Chicago, October 19, 20
and 21.
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Stnrdevant leaves Zenith
L. W. Sturdevant, West Coast manager
for Zenith Radio Corp. for the past iz
years, has resigned.
Mr, Sturdevant becomes associated with
the Majestic Radio & Television Corp. in
the capacity of western division manager.
Change at Fada Company
J, M. Marks, president of Fada Radio
& Electric Co., Long Island City, N. Y.,
has issued the following statement: "This
Company has severed its association with
Mr. George H, Wilson, both as VicePresidcnt and as an employee, effective
July 12, 1944."

Frank Moore In Navy
Frank Moore, Jr., vice-president and
sales manager of Southern Furniture Sales
Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., Zenith distributors, has entered the Navy.
Sylvaiala Names McEvoy
E. Bruce McEvoy, Jr., has been appointed assistant to L. S. Raynor, radio
tube equipment sales manager for the
eastern division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., it was announced by C. W.
Shaw, general sales manager of the Radio
Tube Division. Headquarters are in New
York City.

GflROD
PERMATONE

PHONO

fn the groove with' an extra
measure of melodic and harmonic
ideas is Hal Mclnfyre and his famous
orcftesfra. fn the groove of a record,
it's the extra measure of attention
to detail that makes Gorocf Permcrfone
Phono Needles the oufsfanding line
of 1944. Disfr/bufors all over the
country are reaping fop sales from
Permatone Needles. There must be a
reason why. Write today, on
k
your own letterhead, for full
/ details of the Garod

Freed-Eisemaim to Sell
Direct to Retailers
According to an announcement made
by Arthur Freed, vice-president, general
manager of Freed Radio Corp., New
York, the postwar sales plans of the
Freed-Eisemann line have been formulated. The restricted dealership policy
remains unchanged and distribution will
be on a direct factory-to-dealer basis. In
order to complete the web of national distribution in territories where full representation has not been established, a few
quality-minded dealers will be added.
Details of the Freed-Eisemann franchise
plan will soon be available.

m

Philco Sales Manager
William E. Kress has been appointed
sales manager of the Middle West for
Philco Corp., with headquarters in Chicago, it was announced by Thomas A.
Kennally, vice-president in charge of
sales. Kress succeeds John M. Otter, who
was named sales manager for the home
radio division.

Proposition.
HAL MdNTYRE
RECORDjiig
STYlU S"
50c,
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T500
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50c
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Launching an extensive consumer advertising campaign, Philharmonic Radio
Corp., New York, is currently distributing
a folder to the trade stressing its code
of ethics, as follows: 1. To select as elements of our distribution system, only
organizations or individuals qualified for
the tests they are to perform. 2. To select,
for our products, methods of distribution
which will provide fair and reasonable
profits for those who participate in this
distribution. 3. To adhere strictly to
those chosen channels of distribution without recourse to subterfuges or exceptions.
4. To extend to all who participate in the
distribution of our merchandise and who
occupy a similar place in this distribution
structure identical terms and privileges.
5. To represent our products for what
they are without recourse to unfavorable
comparison, Implication or exaggerated
claims. 6. To enter into agreements relating to price maintenance and trade
practices only with a sincere intention to
conform with and to enforce the provisions of such agreements without favoritism or partiality.

NEEDLES

Spec/a/ fnfrocfucfory
MH^k

Plulharmonle Announces
Code o£ Selling Ethics

SOPERlOR
7OOO
]i.00 !S\^.50

Stroralierg Sales Soar
War production at the Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester, N. Y., reached an alltime company high in the 6 months ending June 30, according to Dr. Ray H.
Manson, company vice-president and general manager. The company delivered
more than $27,000,000 worth of radio,
radar, and communications equipment to
the armed forces in the first half of its
fiftieth year of operation. Dr. Manson
said, as compared to its previous production record of $41,000,000 achieved during 1943.
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Hardy Tells What Radio
Dealers Need Postwar
There is every reason to believe that
the radio business after the war will be
exceptionally good, according to Larry F.
Hardy, vice-president in charge of the
Home Radio Division of Philco Corporation.
"And because it will be good, the foresighted radio dealer will see a twofold
opportunity ahead: First, for Immediate
profits; second, to build permanence, prestige and good will for his future business.
For that quick profit, he will need a lot
of merchandise in a hurry—merchandise
backed with a name, reputation and styling that will move it quickly from his
floors. To build permanence, prestige
and good will for the future, the dealer
will need, in addition to quality and
value, those new radio developments
which his customers have been promised
from war research, as soon as these can
be given peace-time applications."
Lines Dealers Want
As to the kind of radios dealers will
need, Mr. Hardy predicted that they
would want and need a full line of consoles, plibnographs, table models, compacts, portables and, of course, farm sets
for the rural markets. Of these very first
models off the line, innovations will not
be exactly sensational, but there will be
many important Improvements in design,
engineering and performance.
Despite all the numerous and diverse
improvements in console radios and phonograph combinations, it is probable that
table model radios and compacts will show
the most immediate effects of war developments, in Mr. Hardy's opinion. New
and different kinds of cpraponcnts will
give these small sets greater sensitivity,
greater output and better performance
and compacts will reflect the tremendous
strides made in the past three years in
the plastics field.
"While no one can predict when civilian radio production will be resumed,
Philco plans to be ready to provide Philco
dealers with what they need soon after
the 'go' signal is given. Our manufacturing facilities are so organized that we
can get back into civilian production with
a minimum of lost motion."
Smith Leaves Hotpolnt
G. H. Smith has resigned as general
sales manager, Edison General Electric
(Hotpolnt) .Appliance Co., according to
an announcement by R. W. Turnbull,
president. A successor to Mr. Smith has
not been named, the announcement said.
Hallierafters Booklet
The Hallierafters Co., Chicago, is preparing its distributors and material suppliers for a distinctive postwar market.
Its latest move has been the publication of a brochure, featuring full color
reproductions, in which the war service
of company communications equipment is
reviewed and the peacetime opportunities
for Hallierafters is emphasized.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • August, 1944
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Radio dealers are finding Teletalk Amplified Intercommunication
Systems an excellent source of extra profits in these war-busy days.
All that is necessary is to show executives of the -offices and small plants
in their community how Teletalk adds many precious minutes to their
day's work. . . avoids those office man-hunts that lose so much time.
Whether their business is a small two-office suite or a large manufacturing plant, you can show them that the savings in time, energy and
effort that Teletalk provides can easily pay for its installation in a few
months' time.
These savings come when high-priced executives no longer lose many
minutes trying to contact each other . . . from extra call-backs avoided
by taking care of matters instantly with Teletalk .. . from fewer errors.
War orders almost always give the proper priority. Teletalk is easy to
install, operates from the electric light circuit. It will operate for years
on a minimum of maintenance.
If you are not now handling Teletalk in your community, get in touch
with us at once. Learn the profit-building possibilities it can offer you.
Write us today.
LET'S ALL BACK THE ATTACK — BUY EXTRA WAR BONDS
WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY. Racine, Wis.,
U.S.A. • EstaLIished 1909 • Export D®pt.: 13 East
40th St., New York (16). N.Y. • Cable Address:
"ARLAB" Now York City
Licensed under U.S. Patents of Western Rleciric Company,
Incorporated, and American Telephone and Telegraph Company
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Room Coolers Headed for
CO Million Dollar Years
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One of the important and fast growing
postwar industries is going to be singleroom fractional horsepower air conditioners or room coolers, even though only 5
or 6 years ago practically nobody knew
what they were, according to Harry Boyd
Brown, manager of air conditioning for
Philco Corp.
"The fact that very few people understood what a room cooler was, what it
did or how St functioned was probably
the chief reason the entire industry sold
only 30,000 to 40,000 of these units a year
before the war," Mr. Brown believes.
"But the performance, service and utility of single-room air conditioners have
been so outstanding and so apparent to
the user, that word of mouth advertising
within the past few years has done a remarkable educational job in so far as
the general public is concerned.
"The news about air conditioners has
spread so rapidly that in the first postwar
year three times as many units will be
made and sold as ever before, and it Is
not too radical a prophecy to say that
three or four years after the war, annual
volume should increase to si^ or eight
times that of 1941. In that event the
business might amount to $60,000,000 a
year."
Operatllo Names
Klngsbury
Appointment of Harold H. Kingsbury
as production control manager for the
Operadio Manufacturing Company's 3
plants in St. Charles, III., has been announced by G. R. Haase, vice-president
and general manager of the company.
Enemy Can't Match ItJ

0 These ore Victory Capacitors. Available in
voltages and capacitances selected to meet a
wide rsnge of servicing requirements. Indeed, the
numbers listed, used either singly or in groups,
con service about 90% ol the usual capacitor replacements, while much critical material and
labor are being conserved lor the urgent needs ol
oar fighting men. Therefore, use these Aerovox
Victory Capacitors for Victory!

See

Ousi flaLhe/i . • .

Ask him about your wartime servicing capacitor requirements. Be sure to order a supply oi these Victory capacitors. Ask for latest catalog—-or write us direct.

Spectators at Chicago war exhibit examine
Hallierafters' noted SCR-299, mobile communications unit, which, according to adjacent
sign, has no enemy counterpart.
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Survey Shows Huge PcufIJp Demand In Milwaukee
Figures based on the results of a survey made by "The Milwaukee Journal" reveal that:
62,000 Milwaukee families want new
radio sets.
v
Over 145,000 Milwaukee families
want a quick-freezing unit in their
refrigerator.
Over 70,000 families want to purchase a separate quick-freezer.
Forty-four per cent of all families
want new automatic washers, and 35
per cent want an ironer.
Sees Some Postwar FM Sets
ScUlug at 60 Dollars
More than 5 millioD FM home radio
receivers, some of which may retail at
$60, will be on the market within 18
months after the war, with the total going
as high as 20 million within 5 years, H.
A. Crossland, manager of sales, receiver
division, of the General Electric Co., predicted in an address before the National
Association of Music Merchants In convention at the Palmer House, Chicago.
As soon as the government authorizes
civilian production of radio equipment, he
estimated that from 5 to 6 months will
be required by the industry before it can
begin large scale merchandise production.
Beginning with first production, Mr.
Crossland said, FM will dominate General Electric's product design, merchandising and advertising programs.
Philco Sales Executives
Receive Promotions
Promotion of four Philco sales executives to positions as division managers in
the company's postwar distribution organization was announced by Thomas A.
Kennally, vice-president in charge of sales
for Philco Corp.
Joseph R. McCoy has been named manager of Philco's atlantic division, with
headquarters in Philadeiphia, Pa.; Joseph
A. Bilheimer becomes manager of Philco's
central division, with headquarters in
Chicago, II!.; John F. Leahy has been
chosen to be manager of Philco's Yankee
division, with headquarters in Boston,
Mass.; and John E. Ramsey is the newmanager of the company's southwest division, with headquarters in Kansas City.
New Universal Catalog
A condensed version of Universal's
catalogs on major and small appliances
has been published by Landers, Frary &
Clark, New Britain, Conn., to present
distributors and dealers with a brief description of the features of representative
models In the various appliance lines produced prior to the termination of manufacturing.
Printed in maroon and blue, the 38page catalog Is one of the first of many
newly styled catalogs and printed matter being planned to describe and depict
Universal appliances.
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HOMER G. SNOOP SHAW says:
''We're showio' folks that Burgess war batteries give Freedom of Speech to the boy
i with a 'Walkie-Talkie.* Ads like this show
k your customers why homefront batteries
% are scarcer 'n hensteetb."

1
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His message must get through! Lack of a "Walkie-Talkie" battery
might mean death... not for one man but for thousands! The very dry
celts that normally go into farm radio batteries now supply the vital
voltage for "Walkie-Talkies." That means limited
supplies "over here," so use your available Burgess
Batteries sparingly... handle them carefully as eggs.
wncBss

BURGESS BATTERIES
IN THE NATION'S SERVICE
On the Fighting Front—On the Home Front
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY. FREEPORT, ILLINOIS

o

SERVICE TO SERVICEMEN...IMrS STANCOR'S RECORD

iii -

Call your nearest Stanror Jobber...
or write us for bis address
STANDARD TRANSFORMER
CHICAGO
15OO N. HALSTED STREET

Stanc

CORPORATION
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Magnavox Sales Head

m
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George H. <Rock) Smith appointed sales manager of radio-phono division of the Magnavox
Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Emerson Offers Dealers
Mew Priority Sales Plan

Doing

an

Outstanding

Jackson Service Labs provide cus^
tora-built appearance, but are comprised entirely of standard Jackson
instruments—providing testing facilities to suit individual requirements.
New ones aren't available now, of
course, but will be again—some day.
But many of them are still performing—easing the work of service men
everywhere, and contributing to the
greater satisfaction of radio listeners.

Job

The dependable performance of
these pre-war Jackson instruments is
more than matched by the stamina
and accuracy of today's war-time models. Either or both, they demonstrate
the INTEGRITY OF DESIGN that
you'll want in your post-war instruments—by Jackson!
1

i

i

Buy War Bonds and Sfomps Today

New Jackson Instruments, improved through
war-time design and tested by war-time use,
will be available to cope with the tremendous
post-war radio rush. In the meantime, maintenance of Jackson instruments is an obligation that we honor as promptly as possible
under war-time conditions.
Model 652 Audio Oscillator

The problem of supplying radios to
consumers at a time when the manufacture of civilian radios is strictly prohibited, found partial solution in a "P.D.Q."
plan, announced at a meeting of eastern
distributors of the Emerson Radio and
Phonograph Corp. in New York. Under
this plan, outlined by Jack Geartner, advertising director, consumers are merely
required to sign a register soon to be
made available in radio stores, which entitles the registrar to a "Preference Delivery Quota" certificate. Effort will then
be made to deliver radios when they become available to certificate holders.
The plan incurs no obligation to buy
on the part of the consumer, but offers the
promise that these certificates would expedite the delivery of the first postwar
radios that roll off the assembly line.
In a keynote address, Benjamin Abrams,
president of Emerson, estimated that the
immediate postwar demands would absorb
25 million radios as soon as the government permitted production, while the industry's manufacturing potentiality represented between 15 and 17 million sets.
Mr. Abrams stated that even at the
most accelerated rate of postwar production, it would take the industry years to
fill the potential demand. He ventured
the prediction that the demand for radios
and allied products would result in an
expansion of the industry into a 3 billion
dollar volume as compared to its prewar
volume of 3 to 4 hundred million.

Farnsworth Announces
New Television Brochure
The Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind., has issued a
brochure, "The Story of Electronic Television," in which the subject is reduced to
everyday language and is profusely iliustrated with color pictures used in FarnsjACftSON
worth rational ads.
The brochure was published as the result of thousands of inquiries received by
S/ecfatca/
rtftibfawntettfa
Farnsworth requesting "down to earth"
information on the relatively new science
JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, DAYTON, OHIO
of television.
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Truesdell Sees Three
Phases in Postwar Period
"The immediate postwar period is only
one of three phases which should be
considered by manufacturers and retail
distribution outlets in planning for the
future," declared Leonard C. Truesdell,
assistant commercial manager, The Crosley Corp,, when he addressed members
of the Alabama Retail Furniture Assn.,
at their annual convention at Birmingham.
"These three phases are (i) the present period extending until the day when
the first major appliances can be delivered
to customers; (2) the immediate postwar
period, with an abnormally high volume
of sales continuing for some months after
the war ^ut probably not as long as
some of us may expect; and (3) the
long-range period, extending some years
into the future," he said.
Truesdell pointed out that each period
is closely interdependent on each of the
others and that successful operation in
one period will mean much for success
in the others.
"During the present period, it goes
without saying that the war effort must
come first, in every respect," be declared.
"However, it is part of a manufacturer's
obligation to bis wholesalers, his retail
dealers, his retail salesmen and his consumers to utilize any time that is available in planning new products, planning
manufacturing facilities and programs,
analyzing markets, organizing the right
kind of distribution organization and
planning and preparing for the right
kind of dealer organization."
While it is important for retailers to
select established brands for postwar distribution, Truesdell pointed out that consumers of postwar goods will be primarily
interested in products with the most attractive features that are available when
they arc ready to boy.
Stewart-Warner Will
Remain in Radio Field

Fight Makers Shew War
Products ia Chicago
In one of the first major public showings, 8 leading wartime electronic manufacturers exhibited their radar and radio
equipment in use on battlefronts throughout the world at a special four weeks'
display at the Lyon & Healy loop store
in Chicago.
Exhibitors were: Lyon & Healy, the
Hallicrafters Co., and Galvin Manufacturing Corp., Chicago; Capehart Division
of Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp.,
and Magnavox Corp., of Fort Wayne,1
Ind.; RCA Victor of Camden, N. J.; Sentinel Radio Manufacturing Co., Evanston, 111., and C. G. Conn Ltd., Elkhart,
Ind.

Hamilton Has Long-Range
Marketing Program Plan
A. A. Juviler, president of Hamilton!
Radio Corp., New York, makers of "Olympic" radio, in announcing the appointment
of Butler-Advertising, of the same city,,
as "advertising counsel, said this move is
part of a long-range marketing program,,
of which the first steps, including extensive consumer and engineering research,,
and an institutional series ia domestic
and export trade publications, are already
in effect.
According to Mr. Juviler, the companyexpects to be in a good position to reconvert to civilian requirements rapidly,
and is therefore in the process of readying its market set-up.
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SWto make
The wartime necessity for saving time has
uncovered scores of new applications for
sound equipment, and has multiplied the
demand for it! This acceptance of sound
as standard business and industrial equipment will continue to grow in
peace-times.
Sound installations will be
demanded in f ,1
almost every type
of building ! So
get ready now to
^
start rolling as
soon as these
post-war markets open up. Be sure you
get the first strike — with BELL Sound
Systems. The complete BELL line puts
every type of sound prospect right up
your alley!
BELfone offers everything in "intercom"
service. AH the newest, most practical
features — and many exclusive ones —
are available, including arrangements for
private conversations between any two

a POST WAR STRIKE
stations, simplified convenience of operation, and many others.

BELL Voice Paging Equipment provides
F. A. Hiter, senior vice-president of
for time-saving vocal paging . , . recorded
Stewart-Warner Corp., announces the apmusic programs for workers . . . broadpointment of Floyd Masters as manager
casting of announcements or instructions
of the radio division and at the same
to employees . . . auxiliary time or alarmtime disclosed the corporation's postwar
signaling. Its compact, rugged, "tamperprogram covering production of radio
proof" units can be
products.
used together in any
combination, to fit
Masters, since 1939 Midwest district
7
/I W. VX needs of any type or
manager for Stewart-Warner appliances,
was formerly general sales manager for
ff>\ j extent.
General Refrigeration Corp., Beloit, Wis.
)
\ The complete BELL
His experience In radio dates back to
/
\^| ) '*ne a^so incites
1928, when be was sales manager of the
C
y public
and
radio division of Grigsby-Grunow Majesphono-P.address
A, systems,
tic Co. He is replacing L. L. Kelsey, who
amplifying equipment, school radio-sound systems, recordresigned to join Belmont Radio Corp.
ing
and
disc-playing
equipment, and other
Hiter's statement on the firm's postwar
sound needs—-plus important new deplans included the assertion that "Stewartvelopments to be announced after Victory.
Warner definitely will remain in the radio
Get lined up now for a perfect post-war
business alter the war, and will manufacsales score — write
ture consumer sets to be merchandised
for details!
t
11
through normal distribution channels. Our
production wilt include AM and FM sets
BELL SOUND SYSTEMS. INC.
for both the general and farm markets in
1186 Essex Ave.
Columbus 3, Ohio
.mss
a wide variety of table and console cabExport Office: 4900 Euclid Avanue, Ctevelond 3, Ohio
inets."
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Adds Baltimore to Its Territory

New Booklet Pictures
Postwar Television Sets
, In its new 28-page four-color booklet,
"Your Coming Radio," the General Electric Company forecasts the innovations of
postwar home radio and television equipment through illustrations.
The section of the booklet devoted to
television shows drawings of "tomorrow's"
models and includes consoles and table
models, one of the former employing projection of images to a screen.
To gratify the wide-spread public interest in radio and television, "Your Coming Radio," which is sent free on receipt of
a postcard request, is offered throughout
the country on the General Electric sponsored news program, "The World Today."

Frank M. Folsom, RCA Victor division head, and other company officials, greet Dave Schwab and
Harry Specter, D & H Distributing Co., which has added Baltimore to its territory for RCA products. Left to right are Mr. Folsom. Dave
— —Schwab, M. F. Blakeslce, RCA Victor's Eastern
Regional Manager; Harry Speetor, and T. F.
Joyce, General Manager of RCA Victor's Radio,
Phonograph and Television Activities.
^

J* H* Clipptnger Resigns

ing from this locale. He also stated that
'

/t

War

fontrfc.ts

are

Terminated, after which

Ditty of the Dealer

OR SERVICES WEIL RENDERED, I THANK
THE MEN AND WOMEN WORKERS OF THE
ElECTRO-VOICE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WHO HAVE BEEN AWARDED THE "E" BY THE
ARMY AND NAVY OF THE UNITED STATES.

PRESIDENT, EUCTRO -VOICE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

The daylight always follows night;
From Adam's day we've known
that's right.
We know clear skies will follow
rain;
We know good times will come
again.
We're fighting Hitler and the Jap.
What price the tiny little rap
That hits our business? Well we
know
It's not a solar plexus blow.
And when the new day dawns at
last
We'll more than make up for the
past.
We'll have an ample stock of
things
To sell. A stock that profit brings.
We'll do more business in a week
Than in the days of which we
The "Good Old Days" —why,
they will be
The trade's prime joke, a mockery.
It's gloomy, raining now — well,
then,
I know the sun will shine again 1

W. T. Denniston
Sl&ctfW-Voice MICROPHONES
flECTRO-VOICE MAHOfACTUtING CO., IMC. - 1239 SOUTH SEND AVENUE, SOUTH HMD 34, INDIANA
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LETTERS

TO

THE EDITOR
Reader Complains of
Unfair Distribution
Editor, Radio & Television Retailing:
Radiomen regret that there is no regulation to compel a radio distributor to prorate his allotments of materials. We
know that there is no serious effort made
by many manufacturers and distributors
to allot materials to the professional radiomen of the country who are working hard
and long to maintain civilian communications, We feel that the needs of this group
of men should be met first, but our
observations are, unfortunately, that
equitable distribution of scarce radio tubes
and batteries is made first to mail order
houses, hardware stores, furniture stores
and tire stores. The professional man
(radio technician), who can make the best
possible use of these vital necessities, does
not seem to be considered at all.
300 Batteries
One mail order store recently received
a two weeks allotment of three hundred
batteries. The average professional radio
shop, like our own, would not receive that
many batteries in ten years under present
allocations. This store in particular does
not have, and never did have a radio
service department. Does that sort of distribution seem fair?
We repair and maintain hundreds of
radios bearing a well known, popular
name. Yet, we learned today that an
obscure hardware store received six times
as many batteries in one shipment of this
date as we-have been able to beg in one
year from that manufacturer's distributor.
Obviously, this patriotic distributor, like
many others of his kind, is planning for
future sales. The motto "share what you
have" to them applies only to waste paper
and tin cans. Our credit rating is good,
but we have been unable to convince this
distributor that the men who are doing
most to maintain his products should have
a fair allocation of these scarce materials.
Search for Products
We recently approached a distributor
who has been recommended to us by his
manufacturer and asked for a share of
his products. This concern is one of the
combination wholesaler-retailer variety (a
local auto parts store with absolutely no
radio service department) and consequently, they can sell at retail all of the
scarce articles which they receive for distribution. This distributor at first stated
that he had not received any articles for
distribution. When confronted with facts,
regarding delivery dates and nature of
products he had received for distribution,
this big-hearted patriot stated that he had
not sold any merchandise to us in 1941-42,
and consequently, government regulations
would not permit him to distribute to us.
Well, chances are good that we did not
buy anything from this concern in either
1941 or 1942, because at that time we were
engaged in ducking torpedoes with the
U. S. Merchant Marine fleets. We had
(Continued on page 8S)
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The Tom Thumb
Bandwason

is Gettins

NEARER!
— and you'd better get ready to climb aboard!
That is, if you want to lie IN on big-time merchandising when V-day comes. You'll want to sell Tom
Thumb radios, of course, but remember — Tom
Thumb will symbolize a diversified line of fastselling, postwar radios — and, at the right time,
television, too.
Moke your plans NOW to get on the TOM THUMB bandwagon.
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THE BLACK

EARTH

S

JVaTURE has so planned it that out o! black earth
come beautiful flowers and the foods essential to our very sustenance.
And so it is that from the darkness of the present hour . . . from the
suffering and sacrifice of world war . . . will emerge a greater degree
of understanding among men ... more freedom for untold millions ...
and advanced ideas to make man's burdens lighter and life more enjoyable. Astatic, like so many other manufacturing concerns, has been
broadened by the experience of war production, has employed its engineering sldl! and manufacturing facilities to create new products, the
principles of which will be reflected in Astatic's commercial and
civilian products of a new day.
JEaflnn

^CANADIAN
IH CANADAt
AUTATlC. VfO.
TORONTO. ONTARIO

asm

[HATRY & VUlINK
HARTFORD 3, CONNECTICUT
■

SBBI

THE TUBE SITUATION
We get an allotment of roughly 1 /5 the tubes you and we need. This allotment we distribute as fairly as we can. Spread thinly one allotment is not
enough for AIL our customers but — when time enough has passed^ all
get some of a// allotments.

* SOME CUSTOMERS THREATEN
They say "we buy what else we need where we get tubes." Threats CAN'T
stretch one tube into 5. We do not threaten nor do we insist on other purchases. Simple arithmetic tells us that a scarce system could not keep more
than a fifth — It makes no sense. You have to find 4 more tubes somewhere
else anyway.

temporarily suspended our business operation when it became apparent before and
after Pearl Harbor that a shortage of ship
radio officers existed. But, the fact still
remains that many of these wholesaleretailer type of distributor are not distributing except to their own stores or
service shops. They, together with the
mail order houses, have an unfair tie-up
with the manufacturer. Why not make an
effort to break up this unholy alliance?
Shortage is Acute
We know there is a serious shortage
and none of us desire any course of action
which will weaken the war effort. Scarce
radio parts, tubes, and batteries can be
most efficiently handled by professional
radiomen. If the doctors or other professional groups found their much needed
materials maldistributed, they would immediately and in unison start such a
clamor that the ensuing noise would cause
Hitler and Tojo to think a new front
had started. Radiomen are not vocal and
arc not organized into protective groups,
but why not make an effort to see that
this group is treated more fairly?
Real Bffort Asked
Our observations coincide with many
others and are stated generally, because
we are completely at the mercy of the
manufacturer and his distributor. There
is, as you know, no legal way in which
we, ourselves, can manufacture these
needed and scarce articles. Most of us
feel that we are performing necessary
work and are only asking the assistance
and protection of the office responsible for
efficient wartime use of scarce radio
products. We are not in a position to
make suggestions. All we are asking is
that a more determined effort be made to
place scarce radio parts, tubes, and batteries in the hands of professional radio
shops.
Subscriber
Used Equipment Sale
Without Priority Asked
Editor, Radio & Television Retailing:
Limitation Order L-365, (b) (z) provides . . no supplier . . . shall transfer
any electronic equipment to any consumer
. . . except ... to fill orders bearing
a preference rating of A-i-a or higher

The interpretation put on this clause by
the local Priority Division of the WPB,
which contains the word ANY, is that it
* BLAME THE WAR
also includes USED, REBUILT or RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT.
Humanly, some of you blame W.P.B. or the Government for the tube situation.
We cannot believe that this was the
What confusion exists can be laid equally well at the front-door of certain tube
intent
of the WPB when they issued this
manufacturers. BUT, none of the problems that cause the practices at the
order. We believe their purpose was to
root of the confusion — none of the problems! — would exist if WAR's life
prevent the promiscuous flow of NEW
and death facts did not come FIRST.
equipment; to compel the factories to restrict their manufacture to necessary defense and military uses and to limit the
* BY THE TIME ??????
««
civilian purchase of electronic equipment
By the time this is printed we hope PEACE has come. In any case,
to plants engaged in the production of
PEACE can begin at home if YOU will remember that we do NOT
necessary war materials.
use the few tubes we get to lose customers.
It stands to reason that a war industry
which feels the need of and which will
fo/ectionic* Sfyiecia/tbA
• Sx/tedt/ou m
make priority application to obtain this
equipment, will not accept used or rebuilt
equipment as long as they are able to
obtain new equipment on their priority
8S
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rating. To save the few dollars which
may be involved would not interest them.
They would prefer the certainty of good
performance which they would get from
new equipment rather than the uncertainty which might result from old, repaired equipment.
Most of the USED equipment can only
be sold for "second rate" purposes; those
businesses which do not have, or cannot
obtain a priority rating by virtue of the
KIND of things they manufacture or sell,
yet which in a measure contribute to the
overall war effort. These are the logical
outlet for this "recovered", merchandise.
Modify L-2S5
For the very larger part, this electronic
equipment of which we speak, is the small
inexpensive intercommunicating systems
usable by tbe smaller manufacturers and
distributors, whose money value in most
instances will range from $40 to $75 and
which would represent a small fraction of
the overall electronic business.
Certainly no benefit can be obtained by
excluding tbe sale of this used electronic
equipment, and thereby letting it go to
waste and ruin.
We believe some action should be taken
by an organized body within the "electronic group" which will seek to have
modified Order L-26S, so as to permit the
sale of this used equipment WITHOUT
PRIORITY ... or at least, permit it
to be sold under an MRO, as formerly
obtained.
Jos. A. Sttffei.man
Radio Communications Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Radio Sets Lead in
B
j,
Items Needing Repairs
Radios stand out as the item most in
need
of repair, according to the results
nc
of a survey based on replies from about
4,500 households, "geographically and eco4»
nomically representative of the nation as
m
aa whole," just^ completed by the Office of
Civilian
Requirements, War Production
C
Board.
B
Among radio-owning" households, 8 per
cent have none in working order. The
ce
extent of need for service and repairs
es
found in the survey ranged from 1 per
fc
cent for electric water heaters to 28 per
"
cent for radios.
WFB said that more than half of
the domestic radios in current use are
th
55 years old or more; that more than half
—
—

of the people replying to the questions
reported that they had no difficulty in
obtaining repairs. In estimated number
in households, radios lead the list of
items, with more than 46 million in homes
of the country, says the report.
Of the heavier household appliances,
mechanical refrigerators stand first in
estimated number in American households—about 21 million. The survey
showed that owners reported that 98 per
cent of refrigerators are in working order; 63 per cent of mechanical refrigerators are 5 years old or older.
Eighteen and a half million washing
machines are estimated to be in households; 95 per cent of these washers are
In working order although 72 per cent of
them are more than 5 years old, says the
report.

Don't Start Tele Off On
"Wrong Foot," Asks Seldes
Gilbert Seldes, director of CBS television programs, in a talk before the
Kiwanis Club of New York asked that a
reasonable period be allowed after the
war to adapt new electronic discoveries
to television, before the new video art
be launched as a full-fledged industry.
"At the moment," said Seldes, "everything depends on our having, after the
war, a little time to consolidate the
enormous technical advances in electronics
under the grim pressure of necessity.
Radar, and, we are told, other inventions
even more spectacular, embody some of
the same principles and variants of the
same mechanisms as those used In television. If we take the time to put them
"The
superiority of Ken-Rad "self-shielding" metal tubes is best
together, we will know with certainty
I
how good a television picture—and that
e,
exemplified
by 10 years' successful manufacture of over sixty million
means how good a television program—
Today millions more aredemanded by themilitary This experience
we will be able to create in the immediate
T
future.
ai
and capacity becomes available for civilian requirements postwar
"If we rush In, without taking advantage of all the new discoveries, we may
for the third time start television off on
the wrong foot. And three strikes—^as
you know—Is out," Mr. Seldes said in
part.
New Booklet
f
Catalog of Pilot Light Assemblies No.
\
43 includes complete line jeweled pilot
\
light* and lamps of Dial Light Company
/
TRANSMITTING TUBES RECEIVING TUBES
of America, 90 West Street, New York 6,
CATHODE RAY TUBES INCANDESCENT EAMPS
N. Y.
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES FLUORESCENT LAMPS
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Major Genera! Harry C. Ingles, Chief
Signal 0!ficer, has telegraphed his thanks
to workers in the I'Vo-electronic plant
of International Detrola Corp., Detroit,
for producing an enormous quantity of
sorely needed mine detectors, against a
one-day deadline, for immediate combat

For outstanding achievement in producing materials essential to the war effort,
the Philadelphia plants of Philco Corp.
have been honored with their fourth
Army-Navy "E" award.
To date Philco has received a total of
thirteen "E" awards for its war production record, and the company's output
of war materials is at the highest level
in its history.
»
«
•*

For the fourth time in less than 2 years
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, has received
the Army-Navy Production Award for
outstanding achievement in producing materials essential to the war effort.

The Army and Navy "E" has been
awarded to the Universal Microphone
Co,, Inglewood, Cal. The presentation
and acceptance took place on the new
paved parking area where specially constructed bandstand and bleachers were
erected for the occasion.

Firms Honored for War
Production Increases

A FAST SELLING "CASH

Kelley Named to Head
Sales for Motorola
Paul V, Galvin, president of Galvin
Mfg. Corporation, makers of Motorola
Home and Car Radios, announces the appointment of Wm. H. (Bill) Kelley as
general sales manager of the corporation.
Bill Kelley is well and favorably known
to the radio trade, having been an important sales executive of RCA for a
period of zo years. He recently resigned

& CARRY"

PROFIT BOOSTER—I/i/s "Treasure Pack" of the

^ WORLD'S GHEA TEST
MUSIC
William H. K«ll«y
BACH —BEETHOVEN
BRAHMS—TSCHAIKOWSKY
With biographies of the Jour
immortal composers and portraitures suitable Jorframing.

ONLY sm
^

Yes! "A most amazing record value.'*
Six superb symphonic recordings, the
most
\§
demanded works of. these
four
»
Ji\\. 4
, most
great composers, most loved,
popular In all classical music. There
are 3 different packs, each presenting
a different program of favorite symphonies. Music of all four composers
is included in each pack. Program notes explain and enhance the enjoyment of the familiar symphonies; intimate character stories and beautiful
pictures bring to life again these great men of genius. Music lovers
will want all three packs at once, at $1.39 each, wrapped and ready to
carry out. Limited quantity available. Send your order by return mail. Make
a feature of these remarkable "Treasure Packs." Customary discount applies.
\
\l

as their regional manager of the San
Francisco district, and will assume his
new duties with Motorola Sept. 1.
Prior to his RCA association, Mr. Kelley
spent 2 years in the sales department of
Garod Radio.
Mr. Galvin states that the management of the Motorola sales and products
organization is otherwise unchanged.
Elmer H. Wavering will continue to head
the Car Radio Division, Walter H. Stellner will continue as manager of the Home
Radio Division, and N. E. Wunderlich
remains sales manager of the Police Radio
Division. Advertising and Sale's Promotion activities will be bandied by Victor
A. Irvine.
Pblleo Sales Manager

m

• Each Treasure Pad consists 0/
three 10-inch doublefaced records of sym- \:
phonic treasures by
the immortal Bach,
Beethoven, Brahms
and Tscha ikowsky.
Included are portraitures biographies and
notes on selections.
CONTINENTAL
MUSIC
630 S. Woboih Av.ru*. Chicogo, IIL
251 Fourth Avmu*. N*w York. N. Y.
90

COMPANY,
INC.
869 Million SlrflOt, Son Franctico, CollF.
ISO Marirtta StrcHt, N. W, Allanta, Go.

William E. Kress, left, newly-appelnted Philco
tales manager for the middle west, congratulated by Thomat A. Kennally, philco vlcopresidenl in chars* of tales.
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Treasury Offers Surplus
Appliances for Sale Now
RADIO TUBE
ADAPTORS
We manufacture Radio Tube
Adaptors and sell at wholesale
price® only. Any type adaptor made
to order. All types in stock now.
Here are some of the adaptors we
have:
80,523.83
12 AS

Lots of twelve
$.54 each
Smaller lots
8.60 each
Pins 10% Federal Tax
All orders must be accompanied
with Signed Limitation Order
L-265.
Mall ordar huslnast only.
Manor
Electric & Appliance Co.
3236 SOUTHPORT AVENUE
CHICAGO 13, ILLINOIS

Companies desiring to be informed regarding surplus merchandise offered for
sale by the Treasury Procurement Surplus
War Property Division should write to
the nearest regional office asking that
their names be placed on the mailing
list, and specifying merchandise lines
interested in.
Some of the property to be sold by
the Treasury, according to information
received includes electric appliances,
household and commercial; dry cell batteries, home type laundry equipment,
home sewing machines, radio broadcast
receivers, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, household refrigeration
controls, etc.
A list of the regional offices follows:
Park Square Bldg.,
Boston, i6, Mass.
1229 aoth St., N. W.
Washington, 25, D. C.
Room 300
209 S, LaSalle St.,
Chicago, 4, 111.
10 Forsyth St. Bldg.,
Atlanta, 3, Ga,
2605 Walnut St,
Kansas City, 2, Mo.
2005 Fifth Ave.,
Seattle, r, Wash.
76 Ninth Ave.,
New York, m, N. Y.
Faller Bldg.,
8th & Walnut Sts.,
Cincinnati, 14, Ohio.
7th Fl., Exchange Bldg.,
1030 15th St.,
Denver, 2, Col.
609 Neil P. Anderson Bldg.
Fort Worth, 2, Texas
30 Van Ness Ave.,
San Francisco, 2, Cal.

n
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What happened to your meter when
you made a mbcue and slammed
the pointer against the stops? Does
the pointer above revive unpleasant
memories?
Until Supreme started production
of its own meters, the best general
purpose motors available were secured for our test equipment. They
were good . .as good as any general purpose meter can possibly be.
Today, however, Supremo built
meters are designed for one specific
field ... the electronic service man.
Think back over the past years.
How many days and dollars have
you lost because of a slammed
meter? No meter is indestructible,
but these Supreme Meters can take
it. Accurate? Yes! And doubleruggedl
Investigate when considering postwar service equipment.

Greet New Aero Official
SOKISNQ OW TO
mm i
42%

m

★ Cbroalal continue* to be sngegad 100%
la the mo»l 1mportent Job of all—winning the
war—on land, sea and In the air.
But after victory ha* been won. ClaroeUl
promlae* the trade—Mrvkemen. jobbers and
others—thai Clarosla! piodad* for initial and
replacement uses alike, trill once more be
generally available lor peacetime jmmdla.
Meanwhile, let'* keep 'em rolllngl
Supreme 504-A Tube and Set Tester.
One of many lest instruments incorporating a Supreme Meter.
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Steven* S. Cleric, new vice-president Aero
Needle Co., Chicago, b welcomed by Burton
Browne, president of tl^e company and Fred
Williamson, chief engineer.
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WOT SOLDERING MACHINE
dailfDfd far trudit aatntlan far adnniemtnt of Iron and »Wdr, leaving
oparator't handf free for handling of
Oroduet.
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WARTIME

RADIO

SUPPLEMENT

SERVICE

SOLDERING IRON
TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
prevent overheating of soldering
irons between soldermg operations. 'Irons do not deteriorate
when being used. The idle period
causes oxidation and shortens life.
SOLDER POTS
rugpedly constructed pots of
various sizes designed for
continuous apcration and so
censtnictsd that they are
easily and gukkly serviced,
should elemmti havs to be
replaced.
HPrilm for Catalog
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO., INC.
2344 WEST ELM STREET. DEEP RIVER, CONN.

rv**0

NUMBER ONE

Have thousands of satisfied users. Tube substitutions simplified. All data compiled from practical experience.
No reference needed.
Over 1,200 substitutions contained in book and supplement 58 full pages of valuable information.
Practical—Profitable—Tested Data, text and diagram
for electrifying 1.4v and 2v battery radios,.
Diagram and text for building a filament welder with
which you can repair many tubes.
Best methods for making adaptors.
WARTIME RADIO SERVICE
$3.00
SUPPLEMENT NUMBER ONE
$1.00
Get them both from your distributor today
or order from
CITY RADIO COMPANY
504-06 East Washington Street
PHOENIX
ARIZONA

Show

'em

how

XeeLife Hollow Shaff Nuf
Drivers get info fighf places
Seeing is believingi Display—explain Hie advantages of these XceLito tools. You find scores
of quick-to-buy customers. On a(! types of radio
panels, telephone and switchboards, XceLite Hollow Shaft Not Drivers (shaft insulated If desired)
speed up nut handiing, even in awkward installations. The hollow shaft slips over protruding
studs; the accurately machined socket accommodates two nuts. Genuine shock-proof XceLite
handle. Seven sixes, from 5/16" to
(nut
sixes). Priorities required—delivery necessarily
delayed by war conditions. Details and prices on
request. Write Dept. M.
PARK METALWARE CO., INC.
Orchard Park
New York
XCELite
Back the Attack — Keep the War Bonds You Buy
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ALUANCE "ZwM-SfUied" Phono-motors
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Lt. Merrill K. Franklin, veteran factory representative, Minn.-St. Paul area, recently transferred to his old stamping ground from Seattle.
IV, Y. Electronic Mfrs.
Organise to Handle
Production Problems
At a meeting of radio and electronic
manufacturers operating in the New York
metropolitan area, held at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, August 2, the formation of
the Electronics Manufacturers Association,
Inc., was completed by the election of
officers and directors. Principal functions
of the new association are to handle production problems, establish harmonious
labor relations, and represent local electronic employers before U. S. agencies.
The New York association comprises
manufacturers of radio sets, radio parts
and other electronic products operating in
the metropolitan and adjoining areas. Its
officers are: I. Walter Wyckoff, Pilot
Radio Corp., president; Arthur Freed,
Freed Radio Corp., vice-president; Samuel
J. Novick of Electronics Corp. of America,
secretary-treasurer, all of whom are also
directors. Other directors are David
Wald, United Scientific Laboratories, Inc.;
Jack M. Marks, Fada Radio & Electrical
Co. Inc.; Percy Schoenen of Hamilton
Radio Corp.; and Harold Shevers, Espey
Mfg. Co., Inc.

ALLIANCE RESUMES PRODUCTION on One Standard Model
• We are now able to return to production of one standard variation of Alliance
Model 80 Phono-motor, according to the following definite specifications and on
the production plan explained below.
STANDARD SPECIFICATION No. 811 ^-Turntable No. Y-278-S2; 110 Volt, 60 cycle, 9 Model 80
Production must be on the following practical basis under present conditions where there
are no large volume priority orders—-namely, by accumulating a sufficient quantity of
small orders with necessary priority and making periodical single production runs at
such time as the quantity of accumulated orders is enough to make this practical. Priority
orders (currently only orders of AA-3 or higher, with GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
NUMBER and MILITARY END USE, or where certified to be used in Sound Systems,
Intercommunicating or Paging Systems, as exempted^ from order M-9-C) must allow
delivery time required to obtain a minimum practical production run; to procure
material for all orders In hand, and make one production run of the one typo standard
unit only, for shipment on the various accumulated orders. • Check the above
against your requirements, and if you have proper priority, communicate with us.
REMEMBER AIUANCE—Your Ally in War as in Peace I
AFTER THE WAR IS WON, WE WILL TELL YOU ABOUT SOME NEW AND STARTLING IDEAS IN PHONO-MOTORS
ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ALLIANCE, OHIO

Eittelfnse Sales Head

Getting things done faster with AMPLICALL Paging and Two-Way
Communications Systems Is enabling thousands of industrial planes
to save many man-hours daily ... actually multiplying their manpower!
And the stand-out quality and flexible design of AMPLICALL equipment is enabling RAULAND jobbers to build up a profitable business
right now. RAULAND national advertising, aimed at the nation's topflight industrial executives, is also backing up jobber sales efforts,
bringing them many new contacts.
THE RAULAND CORPORATIOW • CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
Electroneering is our business
BACK THE
ATTACK
R. G. Akin, who has been appointed sates manager, midwest division Littelfuse, Inc., Chicago.
RADIO & Television RETAILING
August, 1944

BUY MORE
WAR BONOS

RADAR • SOUND • COMMUNICATIONS v TELEVISIOH

Playing "Postofflce"—Modern Version

Speed Queen Sees Some
Washers in November
In a statement appearing in its house
organ, "Speed Queen Agitator," Barlow
& Seelig Mfg. Co., Bipon, Wis., declare
that the outlook for resumption of washing
machine manufacture is brighter. A portion of the article follows:
"While the outlook for the resumption
of washer and ironer production for the
civilian market is much brighter than it
has been, there is very little chance of
any machines being available for delivery
to dealers before 1945.
"The latest information we have is that
the way will be open for our industry to
begin building washers again, on a re■tricted basis, by November of the current year. Of course, when that 'go
ahead* signal is actually given by the
War Production Board, the manufacturer
still faces the problem of securing his raw
materials from whatever surpluses may
be, available, not needed by war industries,
"He must also set up his production lines,
and recruit his help from those not already employed on war production jobs.
"Here at Barlow & Seelig we are setting our sights on the goal of being able
to make some deliveries in January of
1945. Our plant is in order, and while
we are handling a capacity production of
war materials we are ready on short
notice to swing into production of washers
and ironers."

YOU

A Lot Angeles talking mail box gets a break as actress Lynne Baggett discloses her address in
order to discover the mall zone. You walk up. tell your address, and the box answeis with the
right number, all part of an effort to make Los Angeles mail zone conscious.

' jECTRICITY
For Any Job —Anywhere
For a dependable source of electricity on projects
remote Irom commercial power. On an Electric
Plants are proven leaders in the field. More than
hall of the armed Forces' total requirements for
Power plants are Built by Onaru
Gasoline driven. . . . Single-unit, compact design.
. . . Sturdy construction.
. Suitable for mobile,
stationary or emergency service.
Over 65 models, ranging in sizes from 350 to 35,000 voatit.
50 to 800 eyelet, 110 to 660 volts, A.C.—6 to 4000 volte,
D.C.-—Also dual A.C.-D.C. output types.
Descriptive literature sent promptly on request.
D. W. ONAN & SONS.
2022 Royalston
Avenue,

22N0 & ONI ARID STS.
PHIU. 40, U.S. A.
RADIO ANTENNAE
and Associated Products

Minneapolis 5,
«

«■
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Heads Home Radio Sales

May Ready for Postwar
Distribution Avalanche
D, W. May, head of the newly-formed
D. W. May Corp., i E. 42nd St., New
York, has announced the scheduling of a
postwar meeting and smoker for all metropolitan New York, northern New Jersey
and Fairfield County, Conn., radio, television, refrigerator and home appliance
retailers, Aug. 16, at the Hotel Commodore, New York.
Announced features of the meeting include the display of postwar models and
the revealing of the plans of a number of
manufacturers, as well as those of the
May organization, which has been appointed distributor for a complete line of
radio, television, recorders, refrigerators,
THE

John M. Otter, new sales manager for Phiico's
home radio division.
Consider Manufacture
Resumption, Asks Nance
The Zenith organization, from laboratory and factory to distributor and dealer,
is stronger and in better shape today
than ever before in the company's history,
J. J, Nance, vice-president and director of
sales, told a group of midwestern Zenith
distributors at a round table conference »o
Chicago.
"The time is approaching when we can
begin to consider the resumption of civilian manufacture," said Mr, Nance. "We
must consider ourselves fortunate that we
adopted, more than three years ago, a policy of confining our war production to
the field we know so well: mass produce
tion of radionic equipment.
"Through the war years we have retained almost all of our key sales personnel by having these men devote their
talents to expediting materials and to supervising war contracts- They have done
an admirable job. During the same period we have maintained close ties with
our dealer and distributor organizations,
ties which will be strengthened in coming
months."

HELP

home freezers and also home laundry
equipment, vacuum cleaners, electric and
gas ranges, kitchen cabinets and a new
hearing aid.
Oalvtn Postwar Plans
The sales management of the Galvio
Mfg. Corporation is now developing coniplete plans for postwar radio distribution,
many of which will soon be announced to,
the trade. The company will resume the
civilian production of a complete line of
AM and FM home radios, automatic
phonographs, portable and persona! radios, standard and specific automobile sets'
and 2-way radiotelephone systems immediately the green light has been given
by the WPB. .
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HELP

THAT WORKS
'ROUND THE CLOCK

Today you have to be patient'with your
employees. They are working hard and
under great pressure. But you hove to be
sure that their working hours are as productive as possible — ydu must provide
them with every kind of servicing aid.
Such as Rider Manuals.
Never have these authoritative volumes
been to widely used as today when speed
in the tracing of circuits meant not only
additional profits, but the development
and preservation of invaluable good will
among employees and customers. Have
all thirteen volumes of Rider Manual on
each of your benches. Check the list to the
right—order any missing volumes today.

Postwar Refrigerator

Cheek, too, the list of Rider Books. They're
chock-full of technical information that
can further speed your repair work and
enable you to make the most of your
present opportunities to add to the volume and good will of your business.

I2S'

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY]

I
Here's a glimpse of Admiral's new refrigerator,
with bullt-Sn freezer, developed by StewartWarner early this year.
RADIO & Television RETAILING « August, 1944

RIDER

RIDER MANUALS <13 VOLUMES)
Voiomes XIII to VII.......$11,00 eoch volume
Volume* VI to III,
8.25 each volume
Abridged Manuals I to V II volume]... .$12.30
Automatic Record Changers and Recorders 6.00
OTHER RIDER BOOKS YOU NEED
The Cathode Ray Tube at Work
Accocted outhoritv on subiect. .$3.00
Frequency Modulation
Givo» principles of FM radio....
1.30
Servicing by Signal Tracing
Basic Method of radio jervicino
3.00
the Meter at Work
An elBmentory te*t pn melers
1.30'
The Oseillofor at Work
How (a use, test and repoFr.
2-00
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
Both theory and practice
2.00
Awtomofic Frequency Control Systems
— also automatic tuning systems
, 1.23
A-C Calculation Charts
Two to five limes as Fast as slide rule., . 7.50
Hour- A -Day-with - Rider Series—
On "Alternoting Currenlt In Radio Receivers"—
On "Resonance & Alignment"—
On "Aufomotic Volume Contra!"—
On "D-C Volroge Distribution"
90c each
JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.
404 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N.V.
Export Division: Rocke-lntematfanat Corporation
13 E. 40th Street, New York City Cablet ARIAB

MANUALS
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Angle Issues Call to
Radio-Mindetl Youth

The stage is set! Suddenly,
shattering the hushed calm, hell breaks
loose. Sharp orders are issued clearly from
directional loud speakers and the infantrymen
"hit the beach on the double," eventually to take
another enemy base. Everything must dovetail
... must be unfailing! Atlas Sound Speakers are
beachhead veterans. Dawn will one day usher
in a day of Peace. Soon after. Atlas veteran performance will be available for civilian use.
Complete Atlas Sound Catalog on request.
kv
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A ringing cai! to the nation's radio
engineering-minded youth in the armed
forces or at school to assume their places
in the profession "with the least possible
delay" was sounded by Wesley M. Angle,
president of the Stromberg-Carison Co.
The Rochester, N. Y., communications
executive, writing in the current issue of
the official publication of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, beamed his words in the
specific direction of communications engineering "because that field promises to
offer richer, fuller and more compelling
interests than its sister fields in tomorrow's
world,"
In his article, entitled "Radio—Past and
Present," Mr. Angle sketched the communications engineer's function since the
science's early days as he saw it from his
vantage point at the helm of - the fifty
year old radio manufacturing firm.
Emerson Laimclies "PDQ"
Postwar Pelt very Plan
Miss Frances Lessin of New York City
does not have to worry about predictions
that new radios will be scarce for more
than a year after the war. She was put

we

Brookivn, N. Y

1451 39th Street

m
2

Miss Frances Lessin Is all set to enjoy a brandnew Emerson radio. She signs on the dottedtine and will get receiver Ho. 1.
"Old Man Ceotralab
"Old Man" is right
... lor ho is a real
"old tuner". There
is no substitute lor
ezporienco, and;
the "Old Man"
now, as in the past
twenty-two years,
is still your best bet.

,1 j

Cen^alab
Division of GLCat-UNION INC., Milwaukee

on the list to receive the first Emerson
radio to roll off the assembly line when
production is resumed.
Miss Lessin, shown in the picture, is
filling out the first registration blank
under the "preference delivery quota" program just launched by the Emerson Radio
and Phonograph Corp. Shown with her
is Perk R. Bowers, manager of The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., well-known Emerson
Radio dealer.
No Down Payment
Under the Emerson Radio "PDQ" plan,
consumers throughout the country are invited to register now with any authorized
Emerson Radio dealer, indicating what
type of radio they will want to buy after
the war. In return, they receive a "preference delivery quota" certificate. No
down payment is required.
RADIO & TetovMen RETAIL IHC • Aagurt, 1944

KATOLIGHT A. C. GENERATORS
Furnish Same Current as City Power Lines
Kato.Engineering products are carrying out an important
job in the War Effort.
A maneuvering fighting force cannot arrange for a power
line hook-up. KATOLIGHT GENERATORS furnish electricity on the field of battle which permits equipping our
fighting forces with the most modern electrical appliances.

% I

more phonograph owners than ever
ARE BUYING

meiiioiib
,E LUXE ftoat.HO POINT MESOtES
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"10 K.W. RevoMog Field Generator"
Fighting forces need guns, planes, tanks, trucks, kitchens,
emergency hospitals, lights, etc. To keep this equipment
going, complete repair equipment such as drills, grinders,
saws, air-compressors, etc., are needed. Standard A.C
electricity, the same as you get from the power line, must
be had for operating these devices. Portable KATOLIGHT GENERATORS supply this electricity. They also
supply current tor radio transmitters, beacons, landing
field controls, etc.
Available In all standard voltages and sizes up through
25,000 watts. Also manufacturers of rotary converters,
frequency changers, motor-generator sets, gas engine
driven battery chargers, high frequency motor-generators
and converters.
KATO ENGINEERING COMPANY
21 ROCK STREET
MANKATO. MINN.. U.S.A.
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Dealers report steady increase in demand...
Good news travels fast. Fidelitone's nation-wide advertising and its many
thousands of delighted users are spreading the news of Fidelitonc superiority
everywhere. Use Fidelitone counter and window displays, free literature and
other sales helps to identify your store as one that recommends America's
fastest selling long-life phonograph needle... Fidelitone Deluxe Floating Needle.
PERMO, Incorporated 6415 ravens wood avenue,. Chicago 26; Illinois

Any difficulty obtaining PARTS?
Write for our latest catalog listing Condensers,
Speakers, Volume Controls, Vibrators, Resistors,
Transformers and hundreds of hard-to-get replacement parts at unbelievabiy low prices!

KadiMt'*
70 A*
fAlEf

P

* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
FULL COOPERATION

73-d EAST MILL ST.. AKRON 8. OHIO

Rodiarfs Sales Pali, has been and w I contin • 10 be based on full cooperat.on w.th ou,
jobbers and service men.
Our civilian production is divided equitably
am ,ng our jobbers to give each his share.

(oa EXPORT ONLY

Our catalog (a new .ne is nov, wiBS P™*1'
is designed t. give the greatest possrble he
anal' n r<
problems It is the only catalog
with complete cross index.

any quantity radio tubes, speakers, transformers, chokes, condensers, amplifiers,
microphones, vibrators, of all types.

Radiart is a lender in the vibrator field. Our
entire sales policy of full cooperanan with our
.b' rs an. ser-ice me, is directed toward
maintaining that leadership.

WAITED

FOR

CASH

Write or wire what you have, with prices,
HARRY J. SCHEEL, EXPORTER 11 Radiart Corporation
2654 Morse Ave., Chicago, III.
| 3571 W. 02nd. St.
CLEVELAND 2, OHIO
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Musfe Group Elects
McCormack President

SEALED
APACITORS
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For long lifo in ropairs for
thoco oxptnslvo hlgh-olatt
sorvleo fobs en ampltfiors,
public address, police and
school systems and all good
electronics equipment.
All capacitors from .0001
to .25 from 600 volts to
2000 volts.
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Joins Wilcox-Gay Staff

»

Llfmrafur* and prices
on roqnosf
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The forty-third annual convention and
wartime educational council of the National Association of Music Merchants,
held at the Palmer House, Chicago, July
34 to 26, was a well-attended event where
a trade exhibit of musical merchandise
was one of the features.
Dwight F. McCormack, vice-president
of Sherman, Clay & Co., San Francisco,
was elected president, succeeding Harry
D. Griffith, of Newark, N. J.
The other officers elected were: Carl
Wittich, head of Wittich's, Reading, Pa.,
whose firm's operation was featured in an
article in the March issue of this magazine ; L. G, La Mair, Lyon & Healy, Inc.,
Chicago; Russell B. Wells, vice-president
Charles E, Wells Music Co., Denver,
Col., and Ensign Paul E. Murphy, M.
Steinert & Sons, Boston, vice-presidents.
List of Directors
William R. Steinway, of Steinway &
Sons, New York, was elected secretary,
and the following directors were named:
George L. Byerly, Byerly Bros. Co., Peoria, -III., Ray S. Erlandson, vice-president
Wurlitzer Co., Cincinnati; Paul Jenkins,
Jenkins Music Co., Kansas City; Parker
M. Harris, president Philip Werlein, Ltd.,
New Orleans; Frank O. Wilking, Wilking
Music Co., Indianapolis; Thomas Dahl,
president Thayer Piano Co., Honolulu;
Earl Campbell, Campbell Music Co.,
Washington, D. C., and Harry Callaway.
Many Exhibits
A number of well-known radio manufacturers reserved booths at the show, and
these included Capehart, Garod, General
Electric, Magnavox, Waters Conley,
Meissuer, Philharmonic, Wilcox-Gay and
Admiral.
Phonograph record, needle and accessory manufacturers included Decca, RCA
Victor, Duotone, Walco. Permo, Peerless
Album, Columbia Recording, Musicraft,
Capitol and Continental Music Co.
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122 different types of completely
wired Adapters permit the use of
available tubes in place of. those
now scarce or entirely out of the
market.—No need to rewire sets
•—Convert your present stock of
slow moving tubes into types that
are unobtainable or hard-to-get.
J f O M.»nufT«ctur«ng Co
4111 ft Hamilton Parkway
Brooklyn 19 NY

Gerald E. Murphy, formerly with Tung-Sol, has
taken position on sales staff of the Wilcox-Gay
Corp., Charlotte, Mich., according to announcement by Warren Hasemeier.
RADIO & Ttriavkion RETAILING • August. 1944

Named Postwar Planner
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concentrating upon VICTORY
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WIRE COMPANY, ik
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Avallcbl* from
local dsaltr* or
by writing faetery direct.
UNIVERSAL
STROBOSCOPE
Thil handy phonograph turntable ipsed Indicator,
complete with Inciructtv* folder, li now available
gratis to all phonograph and recorder owner*
through their focal dealer* and jqjebers. At o
recorder aid the Unlvertal Siraboccopc will a*«i(t
In maintaining pre-war quality of recording and
reproducing equipment In true pitch raid tempo,
Unlvenal Microphone Co., pioneer manufacturers
of microphone* and home recording component*
a* well a* ProfeMlonal Recording Studio Equipment, take* fhi* mean* of rendering a tervlce to
the owner* of phonograph and recording equipment. After victory i* ours — dealer thelvet will
again stock the many new Universal recording
component* yoo hove been waiting for.
UNIVERSAL
MICROPHONE CO.
INGLE WOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Lester L. Kelsey, above, has been appointed a
member of the executive staff of Belmont
Radio Corp., Chicago. He will assist In postwar plans.
War Council Meeting
Nearly 400 enthusiastic members and
supporters of the Music War Council of
America, attending the second annual
meeting of the organization at the Palmer
House, Chicago, July 24, applauded the
annual report of Max Targ, retiring
president, in which he reviewed the Council's achievements during the past year.
Ray S. Erlandson, Chicago, who was
elected later on the program to succeed to
the presidency, presented distinguished
service citations to Mrs. Royden J. Keith,
for 4 years president of the Illinois Federation of Music Clubs; Charles Schneider, promotional editor of the Cleveland
Press; and Andy Arcari, internationally
famous accordionist.
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Distribution Pattern
Changing, Dobbins Says
"The pattern of retail distribution has
changed like so many other things due to
the war impact, and as a result necessitates a completely new analytical study,"
Charles Robbins, vice-president of Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp., New
York City, declared when he addressed a
meeting of the company's eastern distributors.
Mr. Robbins pointed out that with
greatly expanded production facilities,
augmented by the drive to maintain in
the postwar era a high degree of purchasing power, the distributor will be called
upon to play an increasingly important
part. Mr. Robbins said, "The distributor must perforce become a 'salesmanager'
for his respective territory. He must
survey and thoroughly analyze his area
with a view towards achieving extensive,
yet intensive, retail distribution.
"For this purpose, we have provided
each Emerson Radio distributor with the
material and basic Ingredients to thoroughly dissect his territory, and thereby
set a goal to accomplish the necessary
objective."
M

Servicing L.F. Amplifiers
{Continued from page 62)
little about this, but the maker of the
transformer can (and usually does
in the case of high grade transformers). Thus in the solid curve C of
Fig. 6, for the high-quality broadcast
service transformer there is a resonance peak at t0,000 cycles, produced
by tuning the transformer inductance
with the capacitance of transformer
and circuit to 10,000 cycles. Here
the leakage inductance is referred to,
obtained by measuring the primary's
inductance on a bridge with its secondary short-circuited. That this is
the actual cause is shown by the
dashed curve in C for a similar transformer working into 500 ohms. The
10,000 cycle rise by resonance, cannot take place with only a 500 ohm
load. Similarly the solid curve D
shows a resonance which has been
moved out to 30,000 cycles fay diminishing both the capacitance and
the inductance of the transformer
secondary. In the absence of this
high frequency "bump" the curve
simply droops in the permanent manner of the dashed curves.

NEW

BOOKS

Shop Job Sheets fit Radio,
Book 1, Fundamentals
By Robert Neil Auble. Published by The
Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.
This handbook contains experiment -or
job sheets designed to assist the beginner
in radio to obtain a practical working
knowledge of the electrical fundamentals
of radio. The book is designed for use
in well-equipped radio work shops and
offers 30 problems from electrical fundamentals to construction of simple receivers
and simple test equipment.
Each job sheet is laid out stating the
objectives of the experiment, references to
text books, the procedure to follow plus
other Information required to do the jobs.
Space ia given to answer the questions
printed on the sheets. The price of the
Job Sheet Book is $1.50.
How to Pass Radio license
Examinations. Second
Edition
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By Charles E- Drew. Published by John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 'N. Y.
This 320-pagc volume contains a series
of questions and answers on basic radio
regulations, theory and principles of radiotelephone and radiotelegraph equipment.
An appendix Includes rules governing
commercial radio operators, extracts from
radio laws, Q signals plus miscellaneous
useful engineering data. The price of this
book is $3.00.
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While every precaution 1* taken to Imure
accuracy, we cannot guarantte aoainst the
ppssiblltty of an occasional ehanne or
omission in the preparation of this Index.
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Awarded to the J. P.
Seeburg Corporation for
outstanding production
of war materials in
each of its four plants
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Vibration is a deadly enemy.
Unless equipment and pares can withstand its destructive force, irreparable
damage results at crucial inoments.
Parrs tested on Utah's Vibration Lifetest Equipment have the "bugs" shaken
out of them before they are ready for
quantity production-, are again proved
by this "power dive" test of production
runs... assuring unfailing performance.

out

the "bugs

Equipment being rested is subject
to vibration up to 25G.
As a result of this and other tests,
many engineers' "brain children" grow
up in the Utah Laboratories and on the
production lines to play their parts in
today's war effort. Tomorrow, these war-

created radio and electronic improvements will be adapted to peacetime
needs — aided by these new and more
comprehensive, testing techniques.
★ ★ ★
Every Product Made for the Trade, by
Utah, IsThoroughiy Tested and Approved

.

Keyed to "tomorrow's" demands: Utah transformers/
speakers, vibrators, vitreous enamel resistors, wirewound controls,
plugs, lacks, switches and small electric motors.

Utah Radio Products Company, 810 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, Ml.

